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FOREWORD

FOREWORD
W. K. KELLOGG 1860-1951

n October 6, 1951,

I

I

after

Keith Kellogg died
long

was only

life

was

full

an

in Battle Creek, in his 91st

Mr. Kellogg’s life story is

Will

year. His

many people to whom he

and fruitful,and

name have had occasion

a

illness of several weeks,

to be grateful that he lived.

essentially that of the

youth

of

modest

circumstances but good parentage and upbringing who, by the exercise of his native intelligence, initiative,and industry,

many

degree of material success to which
is

in

a familiar

theme

Mr. Kellogg’s

in

life it

men

permanently settled

he

left off

fame and fortune was begun

this

made

his

name

enterprise had prospered and he had

with
life

this

his

when most

was 46

when

established the business that in a
a

household word, not only

country but throughout the world.

have been far beyond

at an age

in their occupations— he

working for others and

relatively short time

attain. It

had two important variations.The career

him

are

achieved a

few

American history and legend. As exemplified

that led

to

aspire but

And

in

eventually,when his

accumulatedwealth which must

expectations,he found himself not content

achievement but devoted the

last quarter-century of his

to establishing means through which the bulk of his resources

might be returned to the peoples of

most

beneficial to

mankind.
1

this

and other countries,

in

ways
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The main channel for
ister

which

this distribution is the foundation

name and which he

bears his

1951-52

created, in 1930, to receive and

admin-

funds for educational and charitable purposes, “without regard

to sex, race, creed, or nationality.” It
a child

was

originally establishedas

welfare foundation, but Mr. Kellogg shortly caused

of incorporation to be changed so that

its

its

terms

purpose read, “for the

promotion of the health, education, and welfare of mankind, but
principally of children or youth, directly or indirectly.” Mr.

endowed

this foundation

with

its

Kellogg

principal assets, which at present

values are worth over eighty-fivemillion dollars.

Although

the

Foundation became,

of its founder’s philanthropy, it

in a short time, the chief

was never the

sole

one.

It

a predecessor in the Fellowship Corporation, established in

means

had had
1925

as

a vehicle for Mr. Kellogg’s benefactions in Battle Creek and later

absorbed into the Foundation. In addition, Mr. Kellogg had made

many
long

private benefactions and continued to do so throughout his

life.

The

full

extent of these

is

not

known and probably never

will be, since he was extraordinarilyreticent about such matters.
While he must be regarded as one of the outstanding American
philanthropistsof this century, he would probably never have admitted the justice of the description. It

is

certain he

would not have

welcomed it: the very word “philanthropy”was repugnant to him.
He would not use it himself and discouraged any use of it to describe
the type of aid he was trying to extend to others— which he conceived of, essentially,as merely helping them to help themselves.
Mr. Kellogg strenuously avoided any publicity
his private benefactions
felt that

he was

in

connection with

and desired none for the Foundation.

sufficiently before the public in

the industrial enterprise he headed.

upon certain schools and other

connection with

The occurrence of

institutions in southern

his

name

Michigan to

whose construction the Foundation had contributed must be
garded more
aid than as

as

He

re-

testimony to the gratitude of the recipientsof the

any indication of Mr. Kellogg’s wishes. Indeed, the
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name from these edifices was a topic
that he could be counted upon to raise at least annually with the
removing

practicability of

his

administrationof the Foundation. As

was urging upon his advisers the
name from the
It

title of

would not be

with the

year of

late as the

desirability

his

death he

of eliminating

his

the Foundation itself.

fitting for those of us

responsibility of carrying out

who have been entrusted

Mr. Kellogg’s chief philan-

which it was drawn up,
conception. The work in which

thropic design to praise the vision with
or even the spirit underlying its

we

we may be
be associatedwith it if we did

are collaborators should speak for

allowed to say that we would not
not believe in

it,

though

and that whatever measure of success has been

achieved is no more than
than

itself,

its initiator deserved, if inevitably less

we had hoped. We may, however,

freely testify— and

gladly do— to the inspiration that he gave to the
dation

and to the

association with

satisfaction

him during the

work

of this

we

foun-

and benefit we derived from our
2

1

years that he survived to observe

and guide the accomplishments of the organization we

serve.

Although Mr. Kellogg held aloof from the day-to-day work
of the Foundation, his general conception of what a philanthropic
enterprise should be

made

itself felt.

and how one ought to function unquestionably

As much

as

anybody, he was responsible for the

circumstancethat although the formative years of the Foundation
coincided with the great depression of the

’thirties,

when the need

for charity was acute, it has always sought to achieve

its

aims pri-

marily through educational means, rather than through directservice functions.

As he once wrote

to the

the Foundation had been operating for a

Board

of Trustees, after

number of years: “I am

glad that the educational approach has been emphasized. Relief,

raiment and shelter are necessary for destitute children, but the
greatest good for the greatest number can

come only through the

education of the child, the parent, the teacher, the family physician,
the dentist, and the

community in general. Education

offers the

FOREWORD
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one generation over

greatest opportunity for really improving
another.”

The

infirmities of age

came

late to

Mr. Kellogg. Except

for the

loss of his vision in the later years of his life, which he bore
fortitude, he retained his physical faculties to a

Until

a

few months before

with

remarkable degree.

his death he kept regular office hours at

when the rigors of
Michigan winter did not induce him to seek a more hospitable
climate. His mental faculties may be said to have remained unimpaired to the end. All who knew him in his later years will have a
the Foundation during that part of each year

vivid impression of the vigor of his mind, the clearness of his recol-

lections,the

wide range of his

cogency with which

his

and the readiness and

judgments of men and things were formed.

Mr. Kellogg could hardly have
in the

interests,

eminence he achieved

risen to the

world of industry and commerce without a strong will and

ample confidence

in himself, and his success in that sphere testifies

to the existence of these facets of his character.
tacts with

ber him

him

as a

fell in his later,

and

man distinguishedby

less
a

Those whose con-

strenuous, years will

remem-

kind of agreeably old-fashioned

politeness, courteous consideration for others, and a

modest, unas-

suming attitude toward his own achievements. That he could
combine
to

these traits with those essential to an industrial pioneer, and

them add

is a

a deep

measure of the

concern for

the welfare of

stature of the

Mr. Kellogg had,

humanity

in general,

man.

naturally, a close and continuing interest in the

would
not— indeed believed that he should not— allow himself to become
an active participantin its administration. He was not a member of
the original Board of Trustees, and for many years he resisted all
progress of the foundation which he had established, but he

efforts to have

him formally

which he

should stand on

felt

associate himself
its

own

feet.

accepted election as Chairman of the Board,

mony

with the Foundation,

it

When

in 1935 he

was more

as a testi-

to his faith in the Foundation’spolicies, as they had been
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developed and applied by

its

then President, Stuart Pritchard, than

from any willingnessto himself
tion’s work.

His attendance

1951-52

participate actively in the

board

at the

table

Founda-

was chiefly notable

which he found it expedient to leave. His
advice was, however, always available when sought by members of
the Board or staff and always valued when received. But for those
of us who were associated with the Foundation during Mr. Kellogg’s
for the early hour at

lifetime, it is

were

one of our most grateful recollectionsof him

left to carry out our

that

we

work with scope for professionaljudg-

ment. Mr. Kellogg believed in hiring competent people and giving
them freedom

own way—

to do their jobs in their

a tradition

which

the Foundation endeavors to maintain.

as

The passing of an honored, respected, and successfulman is felt
a loss by many. We of the Foundation,who were for the most

part acquainted
career,

with Mr. Kellogg only during the

cannot presume to express the sense of bereavement which

we know

to be shared

by

his family

of his colleagues and employees, of
business enterprisehe created.
lost a

living

We

and

from day

to

day and year

memorial worthy of

its

his friends nor the regret

many lands, in the widespread
know that we ourselves have

do

valued adviser and friend, and

efforts

latter part of his

we

are trying, through our

to year, to

make

this foundation a

founder.

Emory W. Morris
President

General Director

PREFACE

f |

^

!

he foundation has prepared an annual report
22 years of

JL

its existence,

in very limited quantities

Trustees, the

staff,

and

a

but these reports have been available

and

distributed only to the

few others having

operation of the Foundation. This
published.
fiscal year,

is

a special interest in the

first

annual report to be

but in view of the general unavailability of earlier annual

somewhat more

detail about the

current programs and projects than
is

the

Board of

primarily concerned with the activities of the past

It is

reports it goes into

than

in each of the

background of

would otherwisebe done or

likely to be necessary in the future.

This report
does not touch
except insofar
ties, and

is

not in any sense a history of the Foundation.

at all

upon programs and projects no longer current,

they form part of the background of current activi-

as

The Foundation
book, W. K. Kellogg

even then they are dealt with very briefly.

has published one general survey of

Foundation, the

now out

It

First

its

work—

a

Eleven Years. This appeared in 1942 and

of print, although copies are to be

found

in

many

is

libraries.

Several books or pamphlets have been published since then on specific programs or projects of the

rently available
It is to

Foundation.

A

list

of those cur-

may be obtained from the Foundation.

be noted that while the

fiscal

7

year under review ends with
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1

August,

upon and

1951-52

the Foundation’s fiscal year

it is

which

is

being reported

that this does not necessarily coincide with the fiscal year

of the programs and projects described.

The

basis of the

of each activity is ordinarilythe report received on the
fiscal

account

most recent

year of that activity, supplemented by any later information,

to the end of the Foundation’s fiscal year, that

may have been

avail-

able at the time of writing.

The
past

dollar

sums mentioned

as reflectingthe

and prospective,to Canadian activities are

Foundation’said,

to be

understood as

when they
tables which

representing Canadian dollars (unless otherwise noted)
stand alone in the text.

When, however, they

also reflect transactionswith recipientsof the

are in

Foundation’said in

other countries, they have been converted to United States dollars.

For payments already made, the conversion
of the

reflects the actual cost

Canadian currency purchased. For outstanding commitments,

the conversion has been
last business

day

made

at the rate of

of the fiscal year

exchange current on the

under review in

the report.*

The

Foundation’scommitments in foreign countries other than Canada
have so far been made in United States currency and present no
conversionproblem.

*This practice, which will be followed in future reports, may be expected to
introducesome small variation from year to year into totals of which outstanding
Canadian commitments are a component.

INTRODUCTION

August 1952, the
1 Foundation spent $3,380,228.31 and gave away property
uring the

fiscal

year that ended with 31

valued at $195,452.49.This brings the Foundation’s total
net expenditures during the 22 years of

mately $37,000,000and the value of

its

existence to approxi-

its gifts

of property to over

$1,784,000. Expenditures in 1951-52 were nine percent greater
than in the previous fiscal year and have been exceeded only
the

first

year of

World War

by

II.

Total Program Expenditures
In 1951-52, $3,034,909.08was spent for program purposes,
besides which the property given away, valued at $195,452.49, was
all

for program use. These additions bring to nearly $35,300,000

the cumulative total of the

Program account.

Internationalprogram expenditures,which declined briefly fol-

lowing the end

of

World War

II,

have

now increased for the

consecutive year and in 1951-52 establisheda

new

fifth

high, both in

amount (nearly $550,000) and in proportion (17 percent of the
Program account). National expenditures (exclusive of Michigan
programs and projects) establisheda new high in amount (over
$2,000,000— disregarding gifts of property, which would raise the
9
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1949-50 figure to somewhat over
were only

slightly

1951-52

this figure), and at

62 percent

below the highest proportion yet reached

in this

category. Aid to programs and projects wholly within the state of

Michigan, which before the war accounted for the major portion
of the Foundation’s disbursements, was in

lowest point yet reached—

2

1951-52 relatively

1 percent of the

at the

Program account

eliminatinggifts of property, 16 percent), though

its

actual

(or,

amount,

nearly $677,000 (or about $505,000 with property gifts eliminated)
still higher than in the war and early post-war years.
Table 1 shows the distributionof the total Program account

was

Year

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52

International

National

Michigan*
28

5
10

63
63
59

10

46

44

7

58
63
62

35
24

9

i?

32
3

2

1

1

•The Michigan components of national programs remain in the Nationalcolumn. In 1951-52
they amounted to 1.7 percent of the Program account.

Table 1— Program account,
among geographiclevels, by
Subject
TOTAL
General education
Nursing
Hospitals

Medicine
Public health
Dentistry

Welfare
Not elsewhereclassified
Property disposal

Table

1945-46 through 1951-52: percent distribution
fiscal years

Amount
$3,230,000

$

957,000
644,000
5 20,000
372,000
340,000
175,000
24,000
3,000
195,000

Percent
100
29
20
16
1

2

1

1

5
1

—
6

2— Program account, 1951-52: general fields,by approximateamount
and percent

INTRODUCTION
(including gifts both of

comparison with

1

money and property) for 1951-52, in

that of the other post-war years.

of the Foundation’s operations,the division of the
into geographic levels is

1

shown

in

Table

For the 22 years

Program account

3.

The approximatedistribution of the Program account for 195152 among the various fields in which the Foundation operates is
shown in Table 2. Expendituresreflectedin eachq line in the table
CO

Year
total
1930-31
r93 1_32

I932_33
1933"34
I934~35
'935-i6
i936~37
1937-38

938-39
1939-40

Total

United States
International
(Except
Michigan)*

$35,296,212.57

$2,502,996.93

$

$

26,036.45
408,146.37
556,035.94

$

945-46

>^23, 797-73

35>737-4°
187,920.55
144,749.19

>337,369-7I
1,652,888.35

I3I>572-97
30,190.25

1,802,041.98
1,859,699.23
1,815,820.71
2,127,262.22
3,629,817.44

160,362.63

1946-47
947-48
1948-49
1949-50
I950_5I
I95I_52

2,783,443.74
3,230,361.57

1

602,046.28
809,277.19

39,673-4'
4,834.83
10,506.04
6,502.50
10,517.78

1

427597-32
68,907.32
108,591.44
125,028.75

9i°75i5-i3
,755,4°i.69
1,075,698.00

87,075.06
1,911-,

2,041,049.20
1,949,416.60
550,898.85
604,308.43
548,051.21

683. 53

928,149.69
601,488.3

25,851.40
404,402.87
542,933.92
2797I43-33
3 18,612.25

347573-39

641,719.69
856,709.34
989,928.49
1,870,495.63
1,211,244.53
2, 163,861.66
4,049,020.68

$17,393,809.45

37743*50
13,102.02
28,182.14

3°7,325-47
353,185.64

I94O-4I
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44
1944-45

$15,399,406.19

MlCHIGANf

1

974,646.89

99>372-77
181,854.59
19,089.45
260,856.63

1,141,073.13
1,233,279.90
1, 120, 725.73
1,041,726.94
2, >37, 998.15

527,046.56
513,240.39
866,445.83
1,230,962.66

369,054.67
549,874.68

I,753,282.24
2,003,692.28

661,106.83
676,794.61

2

500,606.2 2

•But including the Michigan component of national programs.
fExcept the Michigan component of national programs (see previous note).

Table 3--Program account, 5 December 1930—31 August
graphical area and year

1952,

by

geo-

I
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1951-52

exceed those of the previous year except for General Education
and Not Elsewhere Classified. The expenditures for Hospitals and
for

Nursing Education exceed those of any previous year. Table 4

shows the

distribution of the

Program account for 1951-52

parison with the other post-war years. Gifts of

in

com-

money and property

and direct expenditures for program purposes, during the 22 years of
the Foundation’sexistence,are

Table 5. Table 6

shown by general subject areas in

Subject
total (Percent)
Dentistry

Education (general)

1946

1947

I948

1949

I95°

1951

1952

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

9

8

22

Hospitals
Libraries

9

23
8

2

2

Medicine
Nursing

23

22

l7
12

16

Public health

Welfare
Not elsewhereclassified
Property disposal

Table
among

by year.

gives similar information year

4

7
8
1
19

22

_

1

2

1

-

-

3

27

,3

4

1

18

19

5

40

14

9

13

7
10

13
1

_

10

-

_

6

41

10
_
11
22
io

—

5

29
16
12

20
1

1

1

1

6

39

4— Program account, 1945-46 through 1951-52: percent distribution
general fields, by fiscal years

Amount

Subject
total
General education
Public health

Medicine
Nursing
Hospitals
Dentistry

Welfare
Libraries

Not elsewhereclassified
Property disposal

Percent

$35,296,000

100

6,000
5,927,000
5,152,000

29

$

1

0,

1

1

000
3,1 5 LOGO
3,5 n,

2,767,000
1,199,000
658,000
1,03 1,000
1,784,000

ll
!4
10

9
8
3
2
3

Table 5— Program account 5 December 1930—31 August 1952: approximate
amount and percent, by general fields

'3 ^
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InternationalExpenditures
During the 16 years
or projects, the

in

which

has had internationalprograms

it

Foundation has made expenditures on behalf of

viduals, institutions, or agencies of 37 foreign countries and

indi-

5 de-

pendencies of a foreign country or the United States, totaling over
$2,500,000. Internationalfellowships,scholarships, or lesser aid for
similar purposes have

been awarded

to individualsfrom 35 of these

countries, and all 5 dependencies, for study or field experience,
usually in the United States. Other types of expenditure have been

made

in,

or on behalf of agencies and institutions

countries. During the past year, no

in,

new countries were added

either category, but expenditures for fellowships, etc.,
citizens

13 of the 37
in

were made for

of 17 foreign countries. These were Canada, Mexico, and

15 of the 20 countries of Central

and South America and the

Indies. The number of countrieswas one fewer than
year. Nine countries,

all

among the

in the

West

previous

17 that received aid for fellow-

program or

ships, etc., also received aid for other types of

This was the same number that received aid of

project.

this nature in the

previous year, and in fact the countries were the same— though not,
in all cases, the particular

As

programs and

in all but four years in the past,

projects.

Canada

this year received a

larger portion of the Foundation’s foreign aid than did any other

country. The portion has varied during the

16 years of the

Founda-

tion’s internationalexpenditures from 3 percent to 60 percent, with

an average of slightly over one-third. For the

remained constant
195

at

last

three years

it

has

about one-fourth. However, the amount

1-52— approximately$136,500 (U.S.)— was an increase of

in

more

than 40 percent over the previous year and has been exceeded only

once (in 1941-42). Cumulatively,the Foundation’sCanadian expenditures are

now approximately$845,000, which

is

nearly three

times that received by the next ranking foreign country.
All

non-Canadian international expenditures during

the past year

H
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Year

Total

Dentistry

1951-52

General
Education

Hospitals

Libraries

total $35,296,212.57 $2,767,098.70 $10,116,137.11 $3,150,572.63 $657,630.84

I93°“3

26,036.45

1

209.56

u,

709.55

300.00

i93i-32

408,146.37

3,107.65

341,036.13

200.00

1932_33

556,035.94

8,945.05

371,061.16

2,642.72

I933"34

307,325.47

'hSU-M

I934_35

353>i85-64

26,086.74

1935-36

641,719.69

3

1936-37

856,709.34

65,148.35

227,

'937-38
i938-39

989,928.49

83,635.02

1,870,495.63

I939'4°

1,2

940-4

1

11,244.53

2,l63,86l.66

964.73
523.3°

43’I24-I7
57,228.78

810.00

!,

529.63

546.25

1,925.89

215,704.38

8,550.63

4,243.92

‘6, 973-57
54,182.43

20,510.64

278,710.48

329,525-°3
99,074.60

571,661.38

380,585.47

538,806.69

!,

407.32

4,049,020.68

9I,I25-57
640,471.76

1942-43

1,623,797.73

286,192.07

1943-44

i,337>369-7'
1,652,888.35

1944-45

1

!,

1941-42

1

766.3

333,

532.95

H2^

141,

964.37

1

1,487.84

122,263.62

59,839.73

3I4»39I-°3

1

476,893.21

140,567.39

49,152.89

413,808.62

127,141.67

1

368.78

5,856.71

236,038.54

933’375-25
139,130.98

64,141.1

j3,

1

99, 79!.

3°

3-436.31

4,I57-4I
40,532.79

1945-46

1,802,041.98

155,258.16

402,182.95

1,859,699.23

151,298.01

436,004.08

i63.753-i9
147,771.61

39,073.64

946-47

1947-48

1,815,820.71

119,549.96

396,196.13

139,176.47

22,941.75

1948-49

2,127,262.22

103,261.81

864,812.56

279,967.66

13,148.86

1949-50

3,629,817.44

1

17,222.05

955,156.86

158,35!. 38

1950-51

2,783,443.74

154,025.82

1,151,603.18

271,126.13

1951-52

3,230,361.57

174,682.73

957,255-'8

520,292.12

1

Table

6—

30,271.00

5,191.38
45.30

Program account, 5 December 1930—
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00
r*~,

rr%

Medicine

Nursing

Not

Public

Welfare

Health

Elsewhere
Classified

r4

Property
Disposal

$5,152,101.02 $3,510,721.02 $5,927,352.98 $ 1,199,195.51$1,031,362.28 $1,784,040.48

926.00

7159M1

17,809.03

3’49r-33

3’49^-75

48,106.09

38.2u.77

3,942.

84.533-79

48,412.01

285.39

i32,783-i3

49,928.11

74,358-67
36,038.55

273-74
3,660.20

1747953-37
250,449.81

68,405.15

75,63! -49

102,149.79

106,503.84

3,581.62

264,325.02

1

72,625-53
64,407.27

75,27°-44
79,978.89

1,969.48

328,816.18

8,751.06

294,111.52

12,35I-79
123,905.75

32-387-43
36,35i.9i
45,628.97

2,

59,°23-92
97,658.50

1

3

2,

2

2

1,2

14.03

64,346.39

1

I

18,770.06

643-75
685.72
733-83
U525-77

1

12.76

58.00

163,084.93

21,330.98

781,137.41

102,715.72

107,358.20

994,546.10

358,764.80

410,873.05

88,815.88

147,926.05

I7-°3

428,381.26

103,012.75

339,

770.01

54,020.00

69,544.27

518.78

20.00

36,224.62

2,611.79

69,020.00

37,61 1.OI

6,031.77

208,514.80

69,020.00

28,665.06

1,866.72

343’4i3-i8
281,109.89

18,420.00

18,976.02

1,107.72

3,420.00

266,179.06

269,41 3.O6

12,619.57

3,285-65
2,6l8.49

342,624.72

266,357.03

363,900.62

295,998.47

623,508.72

275.43!-96

37i>847-52

644,328.89

339.544-67

141,427.68

103,590.29

314,636.21

376,465.04

136,013.53

397,1

4i6,i79-32

3I7,528.i4

407,754'°8

304,683.53

342>338-34

33

3

31

1,327.09

1,126.14

3,47!.

98

825.22

1

49,017.92

!6,

939.38

2,380.2

14’1

17-77

1,

August 1952, by

064.95

1

1.03

53,1

3,200.00
7,668.22
24,049. ! 5

general fields and fiscal years

2

76,737-57

3,000.00 1,394,813.40
4,035.94
2,908.82

195,452.49

I
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American countries. The Foundation’s LatinAmerican expenditures, which dropped off temporarily following
World War II, have now increased for the sixth consecutive year.
The total for 1951-52— over $393,000— is more than double that for

were for

Latin-

the previous year and

is

the largest yet recorded.

The countries that accounted for the bulk of the Foundation’s
expenditures in Latin America were Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico,

and Peru

These

in that order.*

five received 70 percent of the dis-

bursements made on behalf of the 16

The same

five had

been

though the order was
head the

list in

at the head of the list in the previous year,

slightly different.They are also the five that

1

2 years it has

been

The order and approximatesums

active in this

categories. The

$293,000

Brazil

277,000

Chile

1

Colombia

1

Peru

103,000

The Foundation’s

geographic area.

in the latter case are:

Mexico

study or

American countries.

the Foundation’s cumulative expenditures for Latin

America for the

sional

Latin-

86,000
24,000

international expenditures fall into

first consists

two general

primarily of fellowships for profes-

field experience, chiefly in the

United

States,

with

much smaller amount for scholarships and a still smaller amount
for similar but lesser aid. The second is composed of all other types
of expenditure. The first category has accounted for a portion of
total internationalexpenditures varying annually from 8 to 90 pera

cent and averaging 56 percent. Last year

it

comprised two-thirds

of the Internationalaccount, a proportionthat has

unchanged

now remained

for the third year.

Expenditures for internationalfellowships, etc., have increased
for the fifth consecutive year, each year establishinga
*See p. 134 for actual expendituresfor

all

new

high.

Latin-American countries1951-52.

INTRODUCTION
For 1951-52, expenditures

in this category

were 48 percent more than

in the previous year.

The second category
all

exceeded 1366,000 and

of international expenditures,consisting of

internationalprogram disbursements other than for fellowships,

etc., has

now

increased for the third consecutive year. Its nearly

$184,000 total for 1951-52 exceeds that of the previous year by half

and

also exceeds the hitherto 15-year record established in 1941-42.

The

increase

is

attributable partly to greater activity in certain exist-

ing programs and projects, including some extension of the former

new countries,and partly to payments in connectionwith new
projects. Among the latter were: a subsidy of $20,000 toward the

to

expenses of the International Conference of AgriculturalEconomists,

which was meeting
on

this

year

in the

payment
the Canadian Edu-

United States; the

a five-yearcommitment of over

$230,000 to

initial

cation Association for the development of a school administrators’
training program; and the expenses of a conference held

by the

Foundation for

certain

of

representatives of

Canadian nursing schools to

whose faculty members the Foundation had granted

fellowships in the past.

international

The National University of Mexico was

admitted to the graduate and postgraduate medical education program, being the twentieth

institution to receive

program, the third outside the United

funds under that

States, and the first in Latin

America.
Of 1951-52 internationalexpenditures other than for fellowships, etc., nearly

$48,000 cannot be assigned to

specific countries.

Of the remaining sum of approximately$136,000, Canada received
nearly 70 percent. This was between four and five times as
as

went

to

any

much

of the other eight countries sharing in the account.

Table 7 shows, by country, the division of the Foundation’s
cumulative total internationalexpenditures according to the two
categories discussed above. As will be evident from the table, the
Foundation’s interests have so far been primarily within the

Hemisphere.

Western

1
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Total

International
Fellowships
Scholarships
& Similar Aid

$2,502,996.93

$1,387,838.71

$1,1

Country

total

North America
Canada
Mexico
Central America

Costa Rica
Guatemala

1951-52

S1.

137-395-96

$

377>256-96

$

844,704.96

$

189,838.28
187,418.68

$ 654,866.68
105,272.32

142,398.94

$

64,655.61

26,856.28

$

7»3I7*99

292,691.00

$

207,054.55

s

34-I74-27
46,365.48

$

$

17,440.37

1

I

1,058.51

1

Panama

7,440.

3

7

1,058.51

1,160.41

1,160.41

El Salvador

39,517.89

39,517.89

Not

57.337-62

Distributable

Cuba

$

32,026.56

$

9-538-73
6,485.79

Dominican Republic
Haiti

$

32,026.56

$

9-538.73
6,485.79
10,897.39

44.63

44-63

2,2 10.68

2,2

2-84'-77

2-84'-77

7-57

South America

$

Argentina

$

Bolivia

57-337-62

10,897.39

Jamaica
Puerto Rico
Trinidad
Virgin Islands

887,011.25
39,262.52

760,139.00

46,365.48

Nicaragua

Indies

15,158.22

$

Honduras

West

Other Types
of Aid

10.68

7-57

$

$

777,290.97

$

39,262.52

$

109,720.2 8

9,363.4!

Brazil

9-363-4i
277,3°6.i4

Chile

186,287.95

223-776-44
167,671.69

Colombia
Ecuador
Paraguay
Peru

12

3,907.44

116,045.51

7,861.93

48,865.92

33-255.68

15,610.24

Uruguay
Venezuela

39,201.02

39,201.02

103,313.12

90,387.70

29>353-47
30,150.26

29’353-47

Table

28-973-53

53’529-7°
18,616.26

12,925.42

1-176-73

7— Internationalprogram expenditures
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International

Fellowships Other Types

Total

Country

Scholarships
& Similar

Europe
Finland

$

3M5<5-75

$

$

35*00
30,000.00

$

Great Britain
Greece

M5<>-75

3

1

,000.00

30,000.00
70.00
35.00

35-00
1,000.00

Romania
Sweden
Turkey

1

35.00

70.00

Italy

Aid

of

Aid

1

930.00

930.00

386.75

386.75

,000.00

Africa

Egypt
Asia

Ceylon
China

$

35-°0

$

35.00

$

21,128.49

$

21,128.49

70.00

$

$

70.00

20,848.49

20,848.49

India

35.00

35.00

Iran

35-°o
70.00

70.00

Korea
Pakistan

Pacific Islands

47,592.2

$

Hawaii

$

1

35-oo

Philippines

47>557-21

Distributable

15 July 1937—31

35.00

35-0°
35.00

Siam

Not

35.00

August

$

1

1952,

35.00
%

36,245.04

%

35.00

S

%
36,2

10.04

38,296.16

by country and type

1

of aid

1

1

1»347*I7

1

1?347-I7

38,296.16
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National Program Expenditures
The Foundation’snational expenditures for 1951-52 bring the
cumulative total of this program account to nearly $15,400,000.

Of

was
The remaining sum of

the approximately$2,000,000for 1951-52, nearly $1,700,000
spent for programs or projects in 25 states.

over $306,000 representssubsidies to national organizations,expenses
of national or regional conferences, and other expenditures that can-

not conveniently be reflected on

a state basis.

The 25

states are

one

more than in the previous year, but no new state was added in
1951-52. Cumulatively, the Foundation has made program expenditures in or on behalf of agencies in 45 states and the District of

Columbia.
Five states received total disbursements exceeding $100,000 each
in 1951-52.* The approximatetotals were:
Massachusetts

New

York

$218,700
202,800

Illinois

156,400

Tennessee

135,500

Texas

1

18,900

number of states in which the Foundation’s
gifts of money or property now exceed half a million dollars. An
This brings to nine the

additional five states have received a cumulative total of between
a quarter- and a half-milliondollars

each. These 14

states, and the

approximate portion of the Foundation’s cumulativeNational program account they comprise,

New

York

California

are:

$1,874,000
1,413,000

Massachusetts

$81

1,000

Illinois

769.000

Michigan

936,ooof

Minnesota

716.000

Tennessee

848,000

Ohio

560.000

*See p. 137 for a complete distribution of the National program account by
states.

tThe Michigan component of nationalprograms, only. Excludes programs
and projects operating only in Michigan.

INTRODUCTION
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Texas $528,000 Missouri $355,000
Pennsylvania 492,000 Colorado
Oregon 438,000 North Carolina 262,000
347,000

Table
is

8

shows the cumulative portion

assignable to each of the states in

of the

which

the

Program account

that

Foundation has func-

tioned. The sum reflected for Michigan includes not only that
state’s component of the

whole

of the

National program account but also the

Michigan program account (discussedbelow).

State

Amount

total

J32.793>2I5-64

$

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia

108,762.98
4,000.00
73,675.°°
1,412,919.90
347,l8l.OI
127,907.11

—
I

Florida

78<037-38
150,698.51

Georgia
Idaho

23’258-3 1
768,53 i.76

Illinois

Nevada

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon

$

6,329-75
1,676.18

33,993-i6
1,874,001.16
261,565.03
5,000.00
560,363.95
158,832.51
437,821.36

Pennsylvania

Rhode

492’295-58

—

Island

South Carolina
92»734*93 South Dakota
32,I37-°9 Tennessee
66,422.87 Texas
182,037.97 Utah

Indiana

16,378.06
14,841.60
847,976.02

47,983.67

Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana

Maine
Maryland
A4assachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

Nebraska
8—

527>598-39
72’565-95
32,786.80
142,728.30

6,586.81 Vermont
123,700.92 Virginia
810,956.12 Washington
i8,329,75o.°7 West Virginia
715,688.76 Wisconsin
126,100.91 Wyoming

Montana
Table

18,2 10.00

Amount

State

355,375-35
34,872.06
139,120.99

Not
by

H6, 837.95

25,736.66
97i498-74
4,000.00

distributable
states

2,

755,

738.01

National and Michigan program accounts, 5 December 1930—

31 August 1952, by states
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The

greater part (82 percent) of the 1951-52 expenditures in the

National account

is

multiple projects of
states. These
ties (7

1951-52

comprised of the

from

1 programs, consisting of

1

3 to 17 units, operating in

programs involve grants made

programs) or to

from 3 to 10

to colleges and universi-

governmental administrative

state or local

number
of institutions or agencies receiving payments varied from 2 to 9
agencies (4 programs). During the year under review, the

per program, and the states represented varied from 2 to 8. In five
of these programs, disbursements of over

during the year. These

five

$

1

00,000 each were

comprise 68 percent of the National

program account. More than half (36 percent) of
attributableto a single program. All

Table

9,

which

made

also gives the

1

this figure

programs are

1

is

identified in

approximate amount disbursed by

number of states
or agencies on whose behalf these

the Foundation for each during the year and the
represented

by the

institutions

disbursements were made.

Amount Paid
Program

No. of States
which Payments WERE

in

Made in
total
Educationaladministration
Nursing sendee administration

$1,609,000

$

717,000
12,000
Medical graduate & postgraduate education 103,000
Practical nurse education
197,000
Public health field training centers
04,000
Nursing graduate & postgraduate education 75,000
Hospital administration courses
53,000
Home accident prevention
52,000
Hospital diagnostic services
38,000
Dental graduate & postgraduate education 38,000
Dental hygienists
20,000
2

1

Table

1951-52

24
8
8

6
6
8

4
2

4
4
4
2

9— National programs (multiple-stateprojects) current in 1951-52,
with approximateamount paid by the Foundation in that year and number
of states in which these payments were made
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None of these 1 programs was new in the year under review,
although in the two most recently begun— nursing service administration and practicalnurse education— 195 1-52 was the first full
year of operation for most of the participating institutions or
1

agencies.

Twelve percent of National program expenditures in 1951-52
was comprised of payments to or on behalf of nine continuing
national agencies, towards their general operation or for special
projects. These organizations are identified in

Table

10, together

Total

with the approximateamounts contributed by the Foundation during the year.

$239,000

Care)

Editors

American Association of Agricultural College
American Hospital Association (Commission on Financingof
Hospital

$

Digest)

4,000
50,000

Association
activities)

American Printing House for the Blind (Talking
5,000
American Public Health
8,000
Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
(short-course committee
5,000
Association of University Programs in Hospital Administration 26,000
Boys Clubs of America,
25,000
National Association of Educational
50,500
National Committee for the Improvement of Nursing Services 65,500

Inc.

Broadcasters

Table

10— Subsidies

New
the

(approximate)to national agencies, 1951-52

program expenditures occurring during 1951-52 included

first installments

on

a

two-year $16,000 grant

to

Johns Hopkins

University for glaucoma research,on a three-year $75,000 grant to

Vanderbilt University to strengthenthe teaching of preventive
medicine in the undergraduatemedical curriculum, on an

1

8-month

grant of approximately$55,000 to the Association of University

Programs in Hospital Administrationfor an evaluation of present
courses in this field, and

$68,500 for a survey of

on a two-year grant of approximately

A

visual defects in Mississippi.

study of

present graduate and postgraduate medical education in the United
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States

1951-52

was commissioned by the Foundation and carried out during

the year.

Illinois

was admitted

as the seventh state in the practical-

nurse education program. The Medical College of Virginia was
admitted

as the

ninth United States institution in the dental graduate

and postgraduate education program. Emory University was
admitted as the eleventh United States institutionin the nursing
graduate and postgraduate education program, and outstanding

com-

mitments to the University of Pittsburgh and to Western Reserve
University

in this

program were completed.

The outstanding commitment to Johns Hopkins University in
the hospital administration course program was completed during
the year. Final payments were made to the University of Michigan
and

New

York University

in the medical graduate and postgraduate

education program and to North Carolina and Oregon in the public

program. Outstanding commitments
year to the Universitiesof Alabama and

health field training centers

were completed during

the

Detroit in the program for training dental hygienists.The

was made
lished,

final

grant

to the Rural Editorial Service, a cooperative agency estab-

with

assistance

from the Foundation,in 1945 an^ providing

various services to state journals of education designed to improve

the quality of these periodicals. An eleven-year

series

of annual

contributions,totaling $55,000, toward the distributionof the version of

The Reader's Digest recorded for the blind as The Talking

Digest, ended during the year. So did a three-year series of grants

to California State Polytechnic College, totaling approximately
$9,000, for the part-time services of a consultant in the breeding of

Arabian horses. The

latter grants were a sequel to the Foundation’s

gift to the College, in 1949, of the

formerly

Arabian horse ranch near Pomona,

owned by Mr. Kellogg and valued at approximately

$890,000.

During

the year, the

Foundation distributed

nationally approximately 2,000 sets of the

nationally and inter-

two-volume annotated

bibliography, Rehabilitationof the Handicapped, whose preparation

INTRODUCTION
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5

and publication (in 1949) by the National Council on Rehabilitation
it

had subsidized. The Council

is

now no

longer active, and the

Foundation undertook the free distribution of the remaining stock
of this publication in order that
to all

who could

it

profitably use it.

might be made readily accessible

The

distribution

included most

list

colleges and universities in this country and various governmental

and private agencies here and abroad dealing with

rehabilitation

problems.

Michigan Program Expenditures
Although the Foundation has made program expenditures

in

every part of the country, a substantially larger portion has always
been in Michigan than in any other state.

The Foundation is incor-

porated under the laws of Michigan and has
city of Battle

Creek. As

and that community
some,

at least, of the

it

a corporation

its

headquarters in the

doing business in

that state

recognizes a certain obligation to entertain

appeals frequently addressed to local businesses

on behalf of worthy causes.

It

therefore,from time to time, makes

which

it

would not be

grants of a character

likely to

make

if

the

requests originated more remotely. In addition, the proximity of

many

parts of

Michigan, and the

relationships that

have developed

during two decades of working with agencies and
these areas, often

make

and projects that

may

it

expedient to

later be

test

institutions in

out in Michigan programs

extended to other parts of the country.

The combined influence of these circumstances

is

has resulted a preferred status, with respect to aid

from

tion, for

Michigan

in general

and

such that there

in particular Battle

the

Founda-

Creek and

its

surroundingcounties.
The Michigan program account for 1951-52

totals

approximately

$676,800. This does not include the Michigan components of national programs, which total about $54,700

more and are in the

National program account. Michigan thus received a

total of ap-

proximately $731,500 in 1951-52, or nearly 23 percent of the
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Foundation’stotal program expenditures.Michigan’s cumulative
the 22 years of the Foundation’s operation,is

total, for

mately $18,330,000, or
tures. Of

this

slightly over half of total

now approxi-

Program expendi-

sum, about $936,000 represents Michigan’s participa-

tion in national programs.

The use of Michigan

as a testing

grams and projects which may

ground for experimental pro-

later be extended to other states was

represented during 1951-52 by payments on five programs and three

These payments comprise 29 percent of the Michigan
account. The activitiesinvolved, and the 1951-52 approximatepayments, are shown in Table 1.
projects.

1

Total

^95,

3^

Onaway)

Construction of rural health centers (Kalkaska &
$ 67,500
Undergraduate curricula for sanitarians & non-medical
public-health administrators (University of
38,780
Education for the teaching of dentistry (University of Michigan) 29,000
Community-school service project (state department of education)19,225
School-camping project (Battle Creek public
17,75°
A hospital purchasingcooperative (SouthwesternMichigan
Hospital
11,130
Improvement of nursing servicesproject
(SouthwesternMichigan Hospital
10,000
Analyses of quality of hospital medical
1,930

Michigan)

schools)

Council)
Council)
care

Table

11—

Michigan experimental

activities, 1951-52

approximate expendi-

tures

Two

of the above activities— education for the teaching of den-

and the improvement of nursing services project— received
their first aid from the Foundation during the year. Two others,
originatingin previous years, were extended to new locations. One
tistry

of these

was

centers, in

the

program

of assisting the construction of rural health

which commitmentswere made and paid

in full

toward

community enterprisesof this nature in the towns of
Kalkaska and Onaway. The Foundation had previously made one
similar grant. The other program was the series of experimental
the cost of

INTRODUCTION

2?

projects in the analysis of the quality of hospital medical care.
hospitals in

which

aid has been given, under this

The

program, for con-

ducting “medical audits” were increased to three by the addition
of the hospital in

Albion. The diagnostic services program, one of

the Foundation’s oldest activitiesand
tion,

now approachingits termina-

was augmented this year by commitments to the

hospitals in

Charlotte and Traverse City in the amounts of $20,000 and $70,000
respectively,for the purchase of x-ray diagnostic equipment and
supplies. These were paid in full during the year.

mitment

to

Taw

as City, of $1

An

earlier com-

2,250 for clinical laboratory and x-ray

diagnostic equipment and supplies, was also paid in full during the
year.

One of the Foundation’s major property holdings, the estate at
Gull Lake, Michigan, formerly owned by Mr. Kellogg, was given
away during the year for use by Michigan State College in connection with off-campus continuingeducation activities. This estate

was recently appraised at $170,000, and the Foundation undertook
to renovate

it

for

its

new

use, a

commitment on which over $24,000

had been spent to the end of the

fiscal year.

Slightly over a quarter, or about

gram account for 1951-52

$

1

80,000, of the Michigan pro-

reflectssubsidies to agencies or institutions

community
to nearly $2,374,000. The chief items during the year were a
in Battle Creek, bringing the cumulative total for that

$100,000 contribution to the construction fund of a
and improvements to the building and grounds of the

school (a unit of the public school system)
During

on the Foundation’sClear Lake
for a similar period.
available

Camp

Ann

totaling

the year, the five-year lease of the Battle

J.

Kellogg

over $32,000.

Creek public schools

expired and

The Foundation makes

local hospital

this

was renewed

$160,000 property

without charge, and has paid operating subsidiestotaling

nearly $68,000 over
conducted there by

five years, for

the Battle

the school-camping program

Creek public schools. During

the year,

the Foundation undertook the remodeling of a building recently

28
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by the Battle Creek Community Chest to provide office
space for certain of its member agencies. This work, estimated to
acquired

cost about $35,000,

was approximately

a third

completed at the end

of the fiscal year.

Property Operation
This account is comprised of expenditures for the maintenance
of the various propertiesowned by the
as

Foundation during such time

they are not being used for program purposes.

past,

the

from nothing to nearly $70,000 annually. The Foundation’s

property holdings, at one time substantial, are

major item remaining— the camp
for

It has varied, in

now small. The only

at Clear Lake,

program purposes and hence does not

Michigan— is

affect the

in use

Property Opera-

tion account. That account in the past year totaled less than $800.

Administration
Administrative expenses during 1951-52 were 9.6 percent of the

combined Program, Property Operation, and Administrationaccounts. This compares with

1

1

.

1

percent for the previous year, an

average of 9.7 percent for the seven post-war years,
percent average for

all

and an

8.0

22 years of the Foundation’s operation.

Income

The

Foundation’s income during the past

$3,470,268.87. In the previous

fiscal

year

it

fiscal

year was

was $5,140,321.01.

Assets

The Foundation’s

total assets at the close of the past fiscal

were $66,560,677.79 on

a basis of their value

year

when acquired, or an

estimated $86,679,832.96on the basis of market quotations on the
last

The resources of

the

Foundation

the year by the receipt, by the

W.

K. Kellogg

business day of the

were increased during

fiscal

Foundation Trust, from the

year.

estate of A4r. Kellogg, of 53,560 shares

INTRODUCTION
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Company
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stock, valued at approximately$1,350,000.

principal change in the character of the Foundation’s assets

during the year resulted from the

mon stock

of the

sale

of 384,860 shares of the

Kellogg Company and investment

com-

of the proceeds

of approximately$8,500,000 in diversified securities.
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GRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE
MEDICAL EDUCATION
f g

1

he foundation’s interest in graduate and postgraduate medical education

A

began in 1933 with programs in certain rural

counties of southwestern Michigan. Impressed by the im-

portance of the physician’s role in prevention of disease, the
Foundation developed with leading medical schools and

hospitals

special courses emphasizing pediatrics and preventive medicine.

These courses were attended, with
by the

assistance

from the Foundation,

great majority of the physicians practicing in these counties.

In 1945, in anticipationof the return of large numbers of physicians

from military service, the Foundation began

to selected medical schools to assist

them

in

a series of grants

expanding opportunities

for graduate and postgraduate medical education.

These grants have

been extended to seventeen medical schools in the United

States,

two in Canada, and one in Mexico, the most recent commitment
being made in 1952.

The Foundation’sfunds have been used

for additions to the

teaching staffs of medical schools and better organization of training
facilities. The activities developed

30

with their assistance were ex-
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Of the twenty institutions, some have used

the

Foundation’sfunds wholly for graduate education, some wholly
for postgraduate, many for both.

The graduate

activities were of

two general kinds, those centralizedin the medical school, after the
traditional pattern, and those decentralized,or involving affiliation

of outlying hospitals.All of the twenty schools developed or ex-

panded

centralized

programs through

use of the Foundation’s grants,

and the greater part of the subsidies was used for

this

purpose. Seven

of the schools have developed decentralized graduate programs.
Postgraduate medical education activitiessupported by the Foundation’s grants were for the

The

most

part centralizedin nature.

original intent of the series of grants was simply to

expand

and postgraduatemedical education.
However, an important development was the broadening of the
opportunities for graduate

educational influence of the medical school by the inauguration of
decentralized graduate programs. It is

now

the

most prominent

feature of the activities bein^ conducted with aid of the Foundation’s subsidy in five

of the eight medical schools

still

receiving

payments under the Foundation’s graduate and postgraduate medical
education program. This development of decentralized graduate
programs occurred in the medical schools of the Universities of
Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, and Washington, and of

New York

Emory and

Universities.

To improve

their training programs for interns and residents,

certain outlying hospitalsaffiliatedwith these medical schools.

It

was recognizedthat the basic sciences taught in the schools were
an essential part of specialty training. Within the limits of
residents in these hospitals

were rotated through the medical schools

for this phase of their education.
sible for

a

The medical school became respon-

improving in-service training for the medical

outlying hospitals.

Many

facilities,

staffs of the

of these hospitals, in addition to appointing

committee responsiblefor the

training

program, designated a

staff

physician to direct it. Their standards of practice, their staffs and
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equipment, and their educational methods were reviewed by the
medical school and approved before affiliationwas made.

During the past

five years

departments of graduate and post-

graduate medicine have increased in number and have become better
organized.

Some of the experimental aspects of

their

programs are

now an establishedpart of medical teaching. In addition to supervising the training of interns

and

residents in affiliatedhospitals

and

providing regular visits for faculty members, the departmentsnow

both graduate and postgraduate courses within the school

offer

as

well as lectures and seminars throughout the area served by the
school. Several schools have met the growing need for recruitment

and training of physicians for general practice by
programs

in this field.

Two- and

initiating special

three-year residenciesin general

practice have been established.The affiliatedhospitals provided an
excellent opportunity for these residentsto train in rural areas in
close association with general practitioners.

Beginning in 1945, the Foundation has contributed $1,975,63 1.89
for this program in twenty schools, of which
during the past

one

fiscal

to seven years,

$1

18,836.91 was paid

year. Grants have ranged over periods
of
CO

and

from

in fourteen schools the financialOassistance

O

from

the

shows

Foundation has been completed. The following tabulation
b

total

0

payments and outstanding commitments.

^Columbia University
^Cornell University

$!95, 783.78

98,563.86

Dalhousie University

#Duke University
Emory University

53,642.30
14,250.00

*George Washington University

13°^972-l7
26,2 10.00

^Adedical College of Virginia

National University of Mexico

#New York

University

*State University of

*Tufts College

Iowa

6,480.00
254,090.46
32,915.61
119,784.77
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Universityof Colorado
Universityof

#

$

#

100,849.83

Illinois

90,000.00

^Universityof Michigan
*

33

Universityof Minnesota

235,38i-34
2 50,000.00

Universityof Oklahoma

I

Universityof Oregon

100,000.00

#Universityof Toronto

3,606.18

Universityof Utah

1

Washington University

#

30,000.00

33,000.00

146,426.28

TOTAL

$2»i59>956-58

The method of financing these programs

of graduate

and post-

graduate medical education after assistance from the Foundation is

ended varies in the different schools. Tuition charges, payments
from

affiliated hospitals, grants from

medical organizationsand gov-

ernment agencies,and integrationof the program into the medical

among the means used

school budget are

to assure the

continuance

of the activities.

Survey of Medical Education
During

the

two

fiscal

years immediatelypreceding the one under

review, the Foundation provided $52,085.59 for the support of the

survey of medical education sponsored by the Council on Medical
Education and Hospitals of the American Medical Association and
by the Association of American Medical Colleges. The objectives
of the survey

were

to evaluate present teaching

programs in medical

schools of the United States and to determine the future responsibilities of

major

medical education

in its

broadest aspects. There were three

divisions of the study— pre-medical education; undergraduate

medical education, internships,and residencies;and postgraduate
medical education and the relationships of the medical school to the

community. The Foundation’s grant was made to finance the third
aspect. The report of the survey will be published in 1953.
*Payments completed.
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TEACHING OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
Preventive medicine emphasizes early diagnosis of
practicingphysician,his part

in

disease

by the

the education of the public in health

matters, and his cooperation with

community agencies concerned

with the health of the individual. Medical educators recognize that
the teaching of preventive medicine to the undergraduatemedical
student will be

a

most important factor in preparing him for

The Foundation

in the health programs of the future.

his role

many

for

years promoted the practice of preventive medicine in the seven-

county

area in

southwesternMichigan surroundingits headquarters

through a program

in

which parents were encouraged to send

their

children to practicing physicians for preventive medical services.

However, in the past decade,
Foundation has not been
In 1952 a

first

most recent

fiscal

year, the

active in this field.

payment of $25,000 was made on a three-vear

commitment of $75,000
cal

until the

to Vanderbilt University to enable

its

medi-

school to expand undergraduateteaching in preventive medicine.

The project is designed

to give medical students better preparation

for dealing with social and environmentalfactors, including personality and emotional elements, that affect health, illness, medical care,

and the doctor-patient relationship. It will integrate the teaching
of preventive medicine into courses in the clinical subjects by

broad-

ening the responsibilityof the faculty and students to include the
preventive aspects of disease. The student will study the family as
a social unit and the problems of the individual in relation to his

environment.

As the student learns

diagnosis, emphasis will be placed

history-taking

and physical

on the physician-patientrelation-

ship and the doctor’s responsibilityas a family health counselor.

When

the student progresses to the study of diseases, the social and

emotional problems created by
and

disability, chronic illness,surgery,

similar conditions will be stressed.
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give the students supervised experience in solving the types of

problem

he will encounter in medical practice, the medical school

developing several

is

new projects. A plan by which faculty members

provide medical care for low-income university^ employees has been
established. It will afford the student an opportunity to study
practice and

become

group

familiar with the operation of one type of plan

for meeting the cost of medical care.

The department of preventive

medicine will become responsible for the university health service,
enabling the medical students to participatein the preventive pro-

many of the common illnesses
encountered in a general practice. The medical school has estabgram for
lished a
ilies, in

all

students and to observe

comprehensive health service for

which

the medical student will

a selected group of

fam-

become responsiblefor family

counseling and have an opportunity, through periodic visits to the

home, to observe the family in

its relationship to

community

agencies.

PUBLIC HEALTH

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

Two undergraduate courses of

study, in health administrationand

in sanitary science, leading to the degree of

Bachelor of Science

in

Public Health, were inauguratedat the University of Michigan
public health school in 1950 with assistance from the Foundation.

Each course was designed
following

to be a specialized

program

in the school,

two years of basic college preparation. The curriculum

in health administration provides a broad preparation for the
istrative activities that are

common

admin-

to both voluntary and govern-

mental health agencies. In most of these organizationsthere are
administrativeduties, non-medicalin nature, that

many

now consume the

time of the medical administrator. By increasing the opportunities
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for using persons trained in administrationthough

without a techni-

knowledge of medicine, the physicians in the field of public
health can be enabled to function more effectively.The course in
cal

health administrationattempts to prepare otherwise qualified persons

for such

work. In addition to the natural sciences, the training of

non-medical administrative personnel includes economics, business
administration,political science, sociology, and the general courses
in public health.

The curriculum in sanitary science has been developed to prepare selected individuals for professional service in the

field of

environmentalsanitation.In recent years more emphasis has been
placed on

community education

Accordingly,preparation for

work

in the control of the

this field has

environment.

been broadened to include

in the social sciences. This course should appreciably increase

the available opportunities for undergraduateacademic preparation
in

environmentalsanitation, a

programs

An

are relatively

field in

which complete and adequate

few.

extensive informationand recruitmentprogram in the col-

leges of Michigan, to interest prospective candidates, was undertaken. Last year eight students were enrolled— one in health administration and seven in sanitary science. It

some time

expected that

is

program, especially

to develop the instructional

istration,since in this field the nature of the
job has never been clearly defined.

opment

of the

A

it

in

admin-

work performed on the

possible

undergraduateprogram

will take

outcome

of the devel-

in health administrationmay

be the use of this type of preparation in the training of administrators
for the small hospital

and

as assistants in larger institutions.

Hereto-

fore training for hospital administration has been available only at
the graduate

level.

The Foundation’s commitment for the two undergraduateprograms

is

$200,000, for

a

six-year period.

Payments have

$83,768.67, of which $38,780.37 was paid

last

year.

so far totaled
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FIELD TRAINING FOR PUBLIC HEALTH PERSONNEL
It is

generally recognized

that a planned experience in real situa-

tions should be provided the public health student to

supplement his

formal training and to better prepare him for working with people

and the problems of
field has

long been

his profession. Educationalexperience in the

a part of the training of

until recently there

were few

areas in the

public health nurses, but

country

in

which other

public health workers could receive field training.
In the 1930’s the Foundation centered most of

its activities in

southwesternMichigan, where extensive programs of various kinds
were developed through seven county health departments.These
departments were staffed with trained people and organized to meet
standards for the practice of public health current

time.

at that

The

area had a variety of problems that were not too complex. Since
there was throughout the country a lack of areas where

new public

health workers could obtain supervised experience with problems
similar to those they

would ultimately have

to solve, the

Foundation

took the lead in developing the Michigan area as a training center.
For more than twelve years, under the directionof the Foundation,
opportunities were availablefor public health personnel and university students,in the United States and Canada, to have various
types of supervised field

work. In

1

947, direction of this activity

was

transferred to the Michigan state health department,although the
Foundation’s financial assistance continued for several years more.

To help other departmentsof health develop acceptable training
facilities,

1945,

the Foundation,over a period of five years beginning in

made commitments

Payments

to date

to eleven states and one

and outstanding commitments

^California

Colorado

}

Canadian province.
are:

65,462.29
117,015.00
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$

Manitoba

29,979.37

Massachusetts

141.712.00

Michigan

239,576.46!

Minnesota

90,000.00

*North Carolina
Ohio
* Oregon

87,712.81
72,454.20
41,

^Tennessee

112,177.71

Texas

100.674.00

Washington

1

TOTAL

1

5,000.00

$1,213,293.76

In providing assistance to these states the

methods

529.92

Foundation hoped

of field training for public health personnel

that

would be fur-

ther developed and an equitable basis for financing this kind of
activity established.The period of
ally

planned for

to date extended

five years.

from two

program development was usu-

The actual periods of

assistance

have

to seven years. Last year, 14 physicians,

*Payments completed.

tThe sum

reflected for Michigan is actually the lesser part of the Foundation's
expendituresfor public health field training in that state, since it relates only to
the five years, 1947- 1951, during which the Foundation’ssubsidies for the seven
county health departments referred to in the text were paid through the Michigan
state health department. For the preceding twelve years these subsidies were paid
direct to the counties, and for this period it is impossibleto separate with even
approximate accuracy the portion of the subsidies which was applied to field
training from the portion applied to the basic operation of the departments.The
two types of subsidy combined exceed $2,130,000 for the twelve years. A very
rough estimate of the portion of this sum that may have been used for field training might be $1,000,000. In addition, the Foundation, beginning in 1934, directly
subsidizedindividuals who came to the seven county health departments from
all over the country, and from Canada, to obtain field training in public health.
Through 1950, when this type of subsidy was discontinued,over $240,000 had
been spent for it. Expenditures of this nature were not made by the Foundation
in connection with field training in any other state, and since they are not regarded as part of the aid for the development of the field-trainingareas themselves they, also, have been excluded from the table.
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273 nurses, 102 sanitarians, and 148 others received a total of 3,397

weeks

of supervised field

work. Improved methods

been developed and manuals prepared. Most
assume

of training

states

have

have begun

to

financial responsibility for the training programs, although

no uniform pattern of support has yet emerged. There has been
definite trend for each state health
to

meet

its total

a

department to formulate a plan

training needs, not merely those for field training.

In the areas of public health administration and sanitation, profes-

begun to integrate field experience into their
academic program. Some have contributed to the cost of field training. A few schools now give credit for such training.

sional schools have

Conference on Field Training
During the

past year a

second conferenceon

sponsored by the Foundation. It was held

at the

field training was

University of

North

Carolina and dealt with residency training for medical administrators
in public health.

on sanitation

This meeting,

like the

field training, resulted in

and practices. A

total of $3,601.87

one held the previous year

agreement on

basic principles

was paid by the Foundation

toward the expenses of the recent conference.

Accreditationof Field Training Centers
With
cine, the

the establishing of the

American Board of Preventive Medi-

need arose to accredit field training centers for medical

administrators in public health.

commitment of $59,885

to the

In 1950 the Foundation made

a

American Public Health Association

for developing and applying standards for such accreditation.The
final

payment

39 centers in

1

of this grant

was made during the

2 states have

been accredited under

To date,
project, which

past year.
this

has interested other public health groups in accreditation of field
training for their specialties.
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CONTINUING-EDUCATION IN PUBLIC HEALTH
In 1949 the Foundation made a commitment of $49,000 to the
school of public health of the University of North Carolina,
expand

its

to

continuing education in public health. Payments during

the past year were $10,482.12.

The program has made

available refresher courses, workshops,

institutes,and conferences, not only for the physicians,nurses, sanitarians, and others on the staffs of health departments, but also other

persons whose

work may be

related to public health. These include

milk pasteurization plant operators, dairymen, well-drillers,plumbers,

water-works operators,and members of county boards of commissioners. It

is

hoped

that

through such educational opportunities the

professionalpublic health worker will be able to keep abreast of the

work and the lay person in related fields can raise his
level of understanding of community health problems.
Participation by the Foundation in the University of North
times in his

Carolina project was an outgrowth of
activitiescarried on

by the University

its earlier interest in similar

of

Michigan school

of public

health. While the Michigan project has been generally operated to
serve lay and professionalleaders on a national and regional

basis,

the North Carolina activities are directed more toward persons
actually

engaged in public health work

or related occupations in the

southeastern states and especiallytoward those in

North Carolina.

In 1951 the North Carolina project provided activitieshaving the
following attendance.
Institute
Institute
Institute

nurses
health

on supervision, for
for members of local boards of
on health of school-age children, for health

29

47

officers in southeastern states
Institute

on industrialhygiene, for health and labor

department personnel

in southeastern states

43
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on community organization, for health
educators in North and South Carolina
Workshop on held training,for nurses and public health
Institute

education

counselors
educators

Sixth annual conference for public health

total

Sewage and

industrial

5

5

60

wastes treatment, short courses

for municipal and industrial

personnel

55
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HOME ACCIDENT PREVENTION
In 1948 the Kalamazoo city-county health department, with
financial assistancefrom the Foundation, began

an experimental
project in home accident prevention. In this it was encouraged by
the desire of the United States Public Health Service and the
National Safety Council to hnd ways in which an official public
health agency could reduce the incidence of home accidents. For
the past twenty years home accidents in the United States have taken
the lives of an average of more than 30,000 persons per year. This
has been comparable to the
It

number of deaths from motor

was thought that departmentsof public

contacts, might effectivelypromote
activitiesand, as

permanent

health,

with

vehicles.

their family

and coordinatehome safety

organizations, be able to carry on a

con-

tinuing program.

The Kalamazoo city-county health department organized its project with two specific purposes: to conduct a community education
campaign to reduce home accidents and to determine what the staff
could do, in their routine duties, to prevent such accidents. A safety
worker and a health educator were employed. The major emphasis
of the project so far has been on the intensive community education

j/j

The Home Safety program is reviewed by
Kalamazoo County

health department

staff members of the

HEALTH
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campaign.

It

was soon found that through

reduction in deaths from

of

its

fourth year. Circumstances

have limited participation by the regular staff

could do

to

it has

means a dramatic

home accidents could be brought about.

The project is nearing the end
department, so that

this

43

members of

the health

not been possible to determine what they

reduce home accidents while performing other

duties.

community education activitiesconducted by the
special staff members has undoubtedly been instrumental in effecting
the recent reduction of the death rate from home accidents, which,
Nevertheless, the

in each year of the project, has been lower than in any previous year

since 1934.

An

analysis of official records for fifteen years before

the project began

showed an average of 27 deaths per year from

home accidents per 100,000 of population.During the
years of the project the average rate dropped to 16,

a

first

three

decrease of 41

percent.

As

a result of the

of increased interest

success of the Kalamazoo project, and because

by

official

and

non-official agencies,the

Foun-

dation in 1951 began to assist three other local areas to develop
experimental

home accident prevention

activities. A

committee of

the United States Public Health Service, with advice from the
National Safety Council, selected from more than 25 interested

com-

munities three that varied widely in geographic location and resources. These were Cambridge, Massachusetts; San Jose, California;

and Richland County, Ohio.

The

project in each of these

munities is being conducted by the local health department. In
this is a city-county

department serving Mansfield

as

well

comOhio

as the rest

of Richland County. The objectives in each area are much the
same as in Kalamazoo, but different approaches are being tried.

During

the past year

Cambridge

has

made

a

survey of causes of

home

accidents. San Jose’s efforts have been toward integrating safety
activitiesinto the regular health

departmentprogram, and some

work

community education. Richland County devoted
most of the year to securing basic data from hospital and death
has been done in
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community survey, and developing

records, making a

a plan for an

educational program.

The Foundation has spent $132,191.60
dent prevention program,

$

5

2

,

3 3

.43 of

2

it

payments and outstanding commitments

to date in its

during the

last

home

acci-

year. T otal

are:

Jose)
(Cambridge)

California (San

$ 72,724

7^675

Massachusetts

Michigan (Kalamazoo

County)

County)

total

Ohio (Richland

53>92o
26,570

$224,889

SIGHT CONSERVATION AND AID FOR THE BLIND

The Foundation

some years had a

has for

problems of the blind and
of blindness borne by

its

special interest in the

partially sighted because of the infirmity

founder during the

last

decade of

his life.

Oregon Project
In

1950a

series of

department to

find

the University of
nosis

payments was begun

ways

in

which

to the

Oregon

state health

that agency, in cooperation

Oregon medical school, could secure earlier diag-

and better treatment of eye disease. Ophthalmologistsat the

medical school had noted that

many of

their patients released from

the universityhospital failed to follow the prescribed treatment.
state health

Oregon would

cal clinic to

The

department and the department of ophthalmology of

the medical school devised a
ers in

with

method by which public health work-

visit patients released

from the ophthalmologi-

encourage them to adhere to the treatment outlined.

The medical school concerned

itself with the quality

of medical

HEALTH

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC
care given in its

This

led to the

own

hospital

and

development of

in hospitals
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throughout the

state.

a state-wide system of examination

by the medical school pathologist of eyes removed because of
disease.

To improve

facilities

for diagnosis and treatment of eye condi-

program

tions, the medical school also instituted a

for surveying the

physical facilities of ophthalmological departments in Oregon hospitals. A

review of 20,000

case histories of

eye

diseases has

provided

the detailed information on which to base a coordinated effort

by

physicians and health workers to conserve the vision of the people
of the

state.

The Foundation has committed $82,445
three-year period. During the past

fiscal

f°r

project, for a

year $29,529.19 was paid.

Mississippi Project

The

Mississippi state health

department and Tulane University

medical school have been developing a project somewhat similar to
that of

Oregon. The approach of

these

two agencies has been

to try

to find the incidence of eye disease in three counties in Mississippi.

Using a specially equipped truck, a survey team consisting of an
ophthalmologist, a technician,and
in the counties.

a clerk visits

various communities

They conduct a screening program

in

which the

technician makes preliminary examinations and refers selected cases
to the

ophthalmologist. Another

member

of the project staff, a health

educator, in cooperation with the health department of the county,
visits

the communities before the team arrives, to arrange the clinics

and arouse public interest.

The project is supervised by the head of

the department of ophthalmology of the medical school, who also
reviews selected cases referred by the survey team. Data collected
are analyzed

by a

biostatistician.

This project has been developed to determine the incidence of
eye

disease of various kinds

and to find the amount and types of

follow-up attention which should be given by public health workers

46
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under medical treatment, also

to determine the

number of ophthalmologists needed and the training they should
have to practice in rural areas. The Foundation’scommitment is
$68,485, for two years. A first payment of $38,985 was made to the
Mississippi state health department during the past year.

Glaucoma Research
A commitment of
1951

to

made

$16,000, for a two-year period, was

Johns Hopkins University to enable

its

Wilmer Ophthal-

mological Institute to make studies of ocular tension in
routinely coming to the University hospital.
is to find

methods for

earlier diagnosis of

patients

principal objective

glaucoma through devel-

opment of new diagnostic instruments. The
was paid during the

The

in

first half

of this grant

past fiscal year.

Glaucoma Film
sum of $21,250 was given the National Society for
the Prevention of Blindness to pay for the making of a 16 mm.
In 1950 the

motion picture film, with color and sound,
ing the

importanceof glaucoma

as a

for physicians,emphasiz-

medical problem and the role of

the general practitionerin diagnosis and treatment of this disease.

The

film

was completed

in

October 1951.

Sensory Aids

To continue certain research on sensory devices sponsored by
the United States Office of Scientific Research and
during

World War

II,

the Foundation executed two contracts with

the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia,in 1948, for
tion magnifier to aid the partially sighted
assist

Development

and

a

work on

a projec-

guidance device to

the blind in walking.

The magnifier is

a

portable apparatus which permits direct visual

reading by persons with impaired sight. Printed material to be read,

when placed

in the instrument, appears three times the original size,

An

Experimentalmodel of the projection magnifier in use at the

Bok Vocational School, Philadelphia
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viewing screen. At present the device exists only

model.

It is

as a

laboratory

believed that this model can be adapted to inexpensive

mass production. Negotiations are under

way

to have the device

manufactured and distributed.Payments to date for work on the
magnifier total $50,179.07, of which $2,585.44 occurred during the
past year.

In developing a guidance device for the blind, the aim was to

produce a

small, light-weight rugged instrument sufficiently reliable

to enable the user to detect obstacles some distance ahead. After
considerable research a cane-tvpe device was developed.This sensitive cane includes a step detector at the

detector in the form of

Work

on the device

a

lower end and an obstacle

loop antenna running the length of the cane.

is still in

progress.

The step detector is well

developed, the obstacle-locationfeature is at present difficultto use

and

will require further refinement.

Payments to date for develop-

ing the guidance device total $54,149.51,of which $14,282.71
occurred during

the year

under review.

LATIN-AMERICAN NUTRITION PROJECTS
Inadequate nutrition
problems of

Latin-

is

recognized as one of the major health

American countries. In the

these countries have found

it

past, the majority of

impossible to plan scientificallysound

nutrition programs because the nutritionalvalue of most of their
indigenous foods had not been determinedand the dietary habits and
the nutritional status of their people were largely unknown.

The Foundation has been cooperating in Latin- American nutrition projects since 1943. The activitieshave been limited to Mexico,
Central America, and Ecuador. They have been developed in
cooperation with the governments of these countries and the Pan-

American Sanitary Bureau, with the support of other official and
non-officialagencies. The Foundation has expended a total of

A Costa Rican family

is interviewed at

sumption and social data

home

to obtain food con-
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$221,275.38 for these

activities.

Of

1951-52

this

amount, $34,233.87 was

spent during the past fiscal year. These funds have been used to
purchase equipment and supplies, books and other educational materials;

to supplement salaries;to provide consultant services; and to

train personnel. Nearly one-third has been for the last item, in
the form of internationalfellowships.

The

American nutrition activities of the Foundation

first Latin-

began in 1943, with

a

school-lunch experimentin Mexico City and,

in the following year, subsidies for the National Institute of
tion, of

Mexico. The Foundation spent a

Nutri-

$57,453.99for

total of

these projects, but except for $3,829.1 1 for an internationalfellow-

ship during the past

fiscal

year, there has been no expenditure since

1947-

Institute of Nutrition of Central America and

Panama

The major Latin-American nutrition project of the Foundation
has been help given to plan, finance, and develop the Institute of
Nutrition of Central America and
1948,

is

noteworthy not only for

nutrition but also for
It is a cooperative

its

Panama. This

its

project,

accomplishmentsin the

field of

undertakingby the governments of Guatemala,

Sanitary Bureau, the Foundation,and several other
agencies in the

fields of health,

Pan-American

official

and non-

education, and agriculture. It

operates under a series of agreements formulated and approved
the
is

member

countries, the Bureau, and the

a scientific advisory

a directing council

committee of

by

Foundation. The Bureau

responsible for the administration of the project, with the

ance of

in

success in the field of international relations.

El Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica, and Panama, the

official

begun

assist-

five nutritionexperts and

composed of the directors general of health of

the five countries and a representativeeach

from

the

Bureau and the

Foundation.

The

central offices and laboratories of the Institute are in

mala City. There

is

a field team in each

Guate-

member country, which

functions both as a division of the ministry of health and a unit of

A GuatemaleanTechniciancarrying

out blood counts in a corner

of the clinicalanalysis laboratoryof the Institute of Nutrition of
Central America and

Panama
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the Institute.

The Foundation has disbursed $143,840.91

of the Institute,$28,673.3 1 °f

The

1951-52

it

during the past

Institute of Nutrition of Central

der the leadershipof

a director

from

the

in

support

fiscal year.

America and Panama, un-

United

States and a staff of

trained Latin-American scientists,and with the cooperation of nu-

merous other agencies,has made great progress toward accomplishing the objectives of

its

program. The native foods— raw, cooked,

and processed— are being studied, and preliminary food
the area have

tables for

been distributed.Extensive dietary surveys have been

made, and the health status

of representativegroups of the popula-

number

tion has been

determined. In

tigations are

under way, including various cooperative projects in

addition, a

of nutritioninves-

agriculture.

During

the

coming year

the various activitiesof the Institute will

be continued. There will be greater emphasis on the educational
aspects of the program.

It is

hoped

that a

new building, for which

the Foundation’s most recent grant provided the equipment,will be

completed.

National Institute of Nutrition of Ecuador
The third Latin-American nutrition project of the Foundation
consists of assisting in the

development of the National Institute of

The administrative plan and the objectives
INCAP. The Pan-American Sanitary Bureau

Nutrition of Ecuador.
are similar to those of
is

responsiblefor the overall administrationduring the demonstration

period.

The Foundation has equipped the

laboratories

and provided

books and other educational materials,as well as fellowships for
study by

staff members. Activitieswere

begun early in 1951 and

have so far been limited to the study of the nutritional value of indigenous'

foods. Through August 1952, analyses of 125 foods had

been completed. The Foundation has disbursed a total of $19,980.48
in support of this project, of
past fiscal year.

which $1,731.45 occurred during the

DENTISTRY

GRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE
DENTAL EDUCATION
npN

a field of knowledge which

is

growing

steadily, it is essential

that practitioners have opportunitiesfor continuing education in

1

order to keep themselvescurrently informed regarding new

developments. In
ties

dentistry, before

were extremely

limited.

The

World War

II,

such opportuni-

great majority of dentists depended

for their postgraduate instruction entirely upon professional journals and meetings. In 1936 the
assistance to the
the

Foundation began

to provide financial

Universityof Michigan’s school of dentistry for

development of

a

comprehensiveprogram

tion for the dentists of

of postgraduate educa-

Michigan and neighboring

states.

During the

next eleven years, the Foundation’s aid was continued as the

program

grew, until an average of nearly 500 dentists per year, from

all parts

of the United States and from
to

Michigan

to attend

many other countries,were coming

one or more of the courses of study offered

by the dental school.

Although interest in postgraduate instruction was temporarily
interrupted by the dental profession’s pressing responsibilities,both
military and civilian,during

World War

tional opportunitiesof this type

was
53

II,

the

demand for educa-

greatly accentuated

immediately
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war. The Foundation then made proto a number of other dental schools, for the

following the close of the
vision for assistance

development or expansion

of

programs of graduate and postgraduate

education.
Since 1945, the Foundation has

made payments

to eleven dental

schools in the United States and Canada for the support of activities
in this field.

The schools and the net amounts received through

August 1952, plus outstanding commitments,
Medical College of Virginia

are:

8 36,300.00

*Ohio State University

36,000.00

#Tufts College

90,000.00

University of Alabama

25,000.00

Universityof

80,000.00

Illinois

*

Universityof Michigan

#

University of Minnesota

21,774.00

*

University of Montreal

64,161.96

541,268.20

University of Oregon

3

1,067.00

*

University of Toronto

20,332.63

#

University of Washington

28,3x7.7?

TOTAL

8974,221.54

Expendituresby the Foundation since the

initiation of this pro-

gram in 1936 have totaled 8940,172.37, of which 8541,268.20was
paid to the University of

Michigan and included funds

to cover

over

half the cost of construction of an institute of graduate and postgraduate dentistry. With the exception of

this

construction subsidy,

the grants have been used by each school primarily to provide the
additional teachers,administrative and clerical personnel, and supplies and equipment required
and postgraduate education.

for the

expanded program

of graduate

While the several dental schools aided have developed

their

respectiveprograms independently, the general pattern of organiza*Payments completed.
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tion of postgraduate instruction has been similar for each. Short
refresher courses, of one to two weeks’ duration, or arranged on a
part-time basis for a longer period, have been held in each of the
clinical fields of dentistry, for

groups of 10 to 12 students. Super-

vised clinical practice, seminars, group demonstrations, and laboratory exerciseshave been incorporated to varying degrees into the
instructional programs, and the applicationof basic sciences to clinical dentistry has

been uniformly stressed.Some attention has been

directed to extension teaching, and at the University of Illinois a
unique program employing the telephone for extension purposes has
presented a series of panel discussions, “Current Advances in Dentistry” to dental groups

in all sections of the

reaching nearly 10,000 dentists in

United States and Canada,

more than 250 communities

in

I95IIn

some

of these institutions, programs of graduate dental educa-

tion have been developed or

expanded to meet

the increasingdemand

for the training of dentists in the clinicalspecialties. In each instance,
these graduate curricula have

been planned

in cooperation

with the

graduate schools of the respective universities and in conformitywith
established standards of graduate education. In these dental schools,
a part of the

Foundation’sfinancial

this type of instruction—an

assistance has

important phase

been devoted

in the

to

development of

continuing education opportunitiesfor dentists.

During the

fiscal

year, 1951-52, as this program drew to

close, the subsidized activities in

a

seven of the eleven schools that

have been aided in the past were continued without further assistance

from the Foundation. Payments

to the

remaining four schools this

Oregon
and the University of Illinois were getting their, programs more
firmly established, while a new program was under way at the University of Alabama, for which the Foundation’s first payment was
made in the previous fiscal year. The increased use of guest teachers,
from other divisionsof the respective universities and from other
year totaled $37,270.34. Of these schools, the University of
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dental schools, greater use of visual and auditory teaching aids,

extension services, and

a transition

from

a

more

predominantlyveteran to

a civilian enrollmenthave characterized the general trend in these

programs during the

past year.

The Foundation’s

final

commitment under this program

of post-

graduate dental education was made in the year under review, to the
dental school of the Medical College of Virginia, thus providing
relatively
of the

complete geographic representationof the various regions

United States. Many

of the other dental schools in the

United

States have initiated similar programs of postgraduate instruction,
so that opportunities for continuing education are

now

available to

practicing dentists in almost every section of the country.

EDUCATION FOR TEACHING DENTISTRY
The acute shortage

of qualified dental teachers, the lack of

gradu-

ate education centers offering suitable preparation for prospective
dental teachers, and the increasing

demand for such educational

opportunitiesprompted the dental school of the University of Michigan to consider the enlargementof
to help

its

graduate education curriculum

meet those needs. Michigan’s graduate curriculum,

like that

of other dental schools, had been developed primarily to meet the
training needs of the clinical specialistrather than those of the dental

teacher, whose educational requirementsare considerably broader.

The Foundation recognized
tunities for

education,

that the almost total lack of

the preparation of teachers for

which

exists

institutions

not only in dentistry but in

oppor-

of higher

all fields, is a

problem about which something should be done. Accordingly, to
support an experimental approach to this problem in dental education,

which might have value

in other fields as well, the

Foundation

during the year under review made a three-year commitment of
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$79,000 to the University of Michigan for the development of

a

program of graduate education for teaching dentistry and paid

a

first

installmentof $29,000.

It is

planned that

Michigan will

this experimental course at the University of

be built around a series of seminars in

which

the dental

faculty of the University will be supplemented by guest teachers

from various schools of education and from other organizationsand
other fields. Graduate students electing the course may also receive a
limited amount of instructionin other branches of the University,
including education, public health, and the social sciences. There
will be supervised teaching experience in laboratory,clinic, and lec-

ture hall.

It is

thought that the new course, besides being

in its field, will be likely to stimulate

may

also lead to a

a pioneer

research in dental education and

program of continuing education for dental

teachers.

The Foundation’s
both permanent and
it

includes a

universities

assistance will provide the additionalfaculty,
visiting, needed to inaugurate the course, and

sum for

a

survey of dental education in

throughout the country. Visits for

fifteen other

this purpose will

be

made by members of the Michigan faculty, in preparation for the
course, so that the philosophy and methods of dental education
taught will not be limited to those of their own university.
Conference on Dental Teaching
To encourage wider

interest

and discussionregarding the prob-

lems of teacher education for dental schools, the Foundation has also

provided assistance for a

among representativesof
first of these

series of

conferenceson dental teaching,

universities in the Pacific Coast states. The

conferenceswas held in 1950 at the Universityof

Oregon and was devoted to the subject of methods of examination
and testing of dental students. Additionalconferenceshave been
held

at the

University of California, on teaching methods, and

at

the

University of Washington, on research in relation to teaching, in

A Demonstration for a
versity of Detroit

class of dental

hygiene students at the Uni-
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1951 and 1952, respectively.The Foundation’s expenditure for the
1952 conference amounted to $400, to defray some of the expenses
of administrationand consultant services.It

is

expected that

a series

of similar conferences will be begun in 1953 for dental schools of
the eastern

states,

with

financial assistance

from the Foundation.

TRAINING OF DENTAL HYGIENISTS

The effective utilization of

well-trained dental hygienists, dental

assistants,and dental laboratory technicians has

been shown to

in-

crease the efficiency of the practicing dentist and to enable him to
extend

his services to

more patients.In

this country,

however, for-

mal educational programs for such auxiliary personnel have been
limited almost entirely to dental hygiene, and even in this field

only

about 6,000 licensed hygienists are available to meet the needs of the

more than 90,000 dentists. In 1948, there were only 17 schools of
dental hygiene in the

United States and none elsewhere

in the

world.

The number of graduates had been averaging only about 400 per
year, in spite of a large and

growing demand

As the need for additionaltraining
personnel

for their services.

facilities

for auxiliary dental

became apparent, the Foundation provided assistance to

dental schools and other recognized educational institutions for the
establishment of programs for the training of dental hygienists.Beginning in 1949, the Foundation has made grants to four universities,
to provide the additional teaching personnel, equipment, and supplies required for the

development of two-year courses in dental

hygiene. Payments toward these grants have totaled $106,545.79
through August
past fiscal

31, 1952, of

which $27,920.99 occurred during the

year. Commitments to the Universitiesof Alabama and

Detroit were completed during that year. Payments and outstanding

commitments

in the

program

are:

6o
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^Universityof Alabama

$

1

8,000.00

*University of Detroit

60,395.85

Universityof Oregon

8,291.05

*

Universityof Toronto

33,347-87

TOTAL

$120,034.77

In 1951-52, the University of Oregon, for which the Foundahad previously been completed, graduated its second

tion’s grant

class of dental hygienists. The University of Detroit
first class in

June 1952 and

in dental hygiene began in

at the

graduated its

University of Alabama the course

September 1952. For Canada, where

dental hygiene has only recently received statutory recognition, the

course at the Universityof Toronto, which began in September
1951, is the

first

for the training of dental hygienists ever to be

given in that country.
In the four years

following 1948, the number of dental hygiene

courses in the United States has increased from 17 to 29, and several
others are to begin during the next year.

1953
bia,

be nearly 750.

Each

The number

of graduates in

of the 48 states, the District of

Colum-

and Hawaii have now enacted legislation providing for the

licensing and practice of dental hygiene, and a curriculum study

and

accreditationprogram for schools of dental hygiene have been in-

augurated by the Council on Dental Education of the American
Dental Association.

With

the

momentum

thus Rained for the train-

ing of dental hygienists, the Foundation has concluded that
support for the establishment of

no longer necessary.

new courses in the United

It is recognized,

however,

and elsewhere may be useful in bringing to the

that aid in
dentists

its

States

Canada

and public

of other countries the benefits of this type of auxiliary personnel.

Payments completed.

is
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CANADIAN DENTAL SCHOOLS SURVEY
AND CONSULTATION PROGRAM

Since 1946 the Foundation has provided assistance to the
dental schools of

Canada

to strengthen their faculties and, in

five

two of

the schools, to develop programs of continuing education. The

Canadian

faculties

have coordinatedtheir efforts, as have United

States dental schools, through a
association, in

order to

committee of

their national dental

raise their educational standards

and en-

courage reasonable uniformity in their admissions requirements and

teaching programs. Until 1950, however, the Canadian Dental
Association had been unable to establish a formal program of consultation, inspection,and accreditationfor the dental schools.

gram of

this

A

pro-

kind has been conducted by the American Dental

Association for

many years and has proved invaluable to the dental

schools of the United States.

In 1950, the Foundation made a commitment of $7,100 to the
Canadian Dental Association to enable its Council on Dental Education to develop a program of consultation for the Canadian dental
schools.

During the past two years a team of three consultants,

consistingof an outstanding general educator, a former dean of one
of the dental schools, and a well-qualifieddental practitioner, has
visited

each of the Canadian schools, upon invitationof their re-

spective universities, and has
ties

made

a

comprehensive survey

and teaching programs. Confidential reports of

of facili-

its findings

were

prepared by the consultant team and submitted to the administrative
heads of the five universities and to the deans of the dental schools.

The reports provide a guide to the schools for long-range improvement of their educational programs and eventual accreditationby
the

Canadian Dental Association.
Consultation service is being continued by individual members

of the team, and formal follow-up visits to the schools will be

made
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during 1952-53 by the whole group.

The

five universities and their

dental schools have cooperated fully with the
ciation and
tal

its

consultantsin

education in Canada

The Foundation’s

is

this

program.

Canadian Dental Asso-

Substantial benefit to

den-

expected to result.

assistance to date has totaled $4,800, of

$650 was paid during the past

fiscal

year.

which

NURSING

GRADUATE AND POSTGRADUATE
NURSING EDUCATION
^-^^uring late years many

1

nurses had to interrupt or postpone

advanced preparation in order

to enter military service or

take an essential civilian position. After the war, there

was

an increased demand for further preparation in the clinical nursing
specialties; however,
fields.

few university courses were

From 1944 to 1947

the Foundation

available in these

made commitmentsto

thirteen universities for the development of advanced courses in
clinical nursing

and for in-serviceeducation programs. Although

the major purpose of these grants was to establish and strengthen

advanced clinical courses, many

related activitiesevolved, including

curriculum development and evaluation. The Foundation’s

grants,

with renewals, covered periods of from three to eight years.

During the
was made

to

fiscal

year under review, a final payment, of $7,100,

Western Reserve University.

It is

being used to develop

an experimental course in the applicationof the sciences to clinical
nursing. After the course was

first

given, an evaluation was

made

by faculty and students. The results confirmed the opinion that this

course will meet needs of graduate nurses which other science
<$3

64
courses offered
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have been unable to meet. Faculty
instructorsof clinical nursing in the

school be encouraged to take the course next year. Plans for the

coming year include an evaluation of course content by study of
each science area in relation to the clinical areas, and continuation
of

work on

a syllabus.

During the year under review, the University

of Pittsburgh re-

ceived $20,000, which completed its commitment from the Foundation. This grant

is

being used to support a special study of the

applicationof the case

method to the teaching of advanced

clinical

nursing. Preliminaryevaluation indicatesthat a significant contribution of the study
in
to

is

the development by the nurse of greater skill

human relationsthrough better understandingof her reactions
the behavior of others. The study has also helped nurses to under-

stand social, environmental, cultural, economic, personal, and psychological factors as they affect the responses to illness
effect these responses have
effectiveness of the case

upon

method

illness. During the
as

and the

coming year the

applied to nursing education will

be further evaluated by Universityof Pittsburgh faculty and by
consultants from Harvard University.

Boston University has received two grants under

The second, which

is still

this

program.

current, was for the development of a

regional in-service nursing education program.

The Foundation

made a commitment of $60,000 in 1950 for a three-year period.
During the past fiscal year $37,129.41 was paid against it. The
project was developed in cooperation with the Bingham Associates,
which since 1936 has operated
care to patients in

a plan designed to

more than 40

improve medical

affiliated hospitals in central and

eastern Maine and western Massachusetts. This already-established
regional plan facilitated the introduction of the in-service education

program for nurses. These services have included direct consultation, institutes,refresher courses, and opportunities for full-time

and

part-time study at Boston University. The services were at

first

NURSING

New

provided only by the
Later, in a
lished in

move toward

two other

<$5

England Center Hospital, in Boston.

decentralization, additional units

hospitals, in

Lewiston and

were

estab-

in Waterville, Maine.

In providing these services, there has been increasing participation

from representativesof Boston University, the Bingham Asso-

ciates, the three hospitals serving as educational centers, and the
affiliated hospitals, universities and colleges, state

and

citizens groups, within the region.

two years of the project indicates
has

improved and

has increased.

and

local agencies,

The experience of the

first

that the nursing care of patients

the interest of nurses in continuing their education

Over a thousand nurses have availed themselves of

these opportunities. During the

coming year

attention will be given

to further development of the three educational centers and to ana-

lyzing program costs. Hospital administrators are becoming interested in purchasing these educational services for their nursing staffs,

which may prove

to be one

means

of supporting such programs.

During the past fiscal year, an

initial

payment of $10,590 was

made to Emory University school of nursing to improve nursing
practice in selected hospitals so that they may be used by students
for field experience.

During

the year, the first center was established,

in Carrollton,Georgia.

The following tabulationshows total payments and outstanding
commitments to the institutions in the program:
Boston University

$

1

^Columbia University, Teachers College

Emory

79,750.00
42,926.75

University

*McGill University
#

40,853.94

University of Chicago

50,000.00

^University of Colorado
*

University of Minnesota

#

University of Oregon

71,45!. 88

127,748.07
60,000.00

#University of Pennsylvania
*

Universityof Pittsburgh

28,900.99

31,561.38
I

20,000.00
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Universityof Western Ontario

*

Wayne

*

Western Reserve University

1951-52

$ 36,210.04

University

60,000.00
72,150.00

TOTAL

$921, 553.05

NURSING SERVICE ADMINISTRATION

There has long been a shortage of nurses for hospital service. It
is now widespread, widely recognized, and seems likely to continue
indefinitely.Studies have indicated that this shortage is rendered

more acute by incomplete and improper

utilization of the nurses

available.There are said to have been, in 1951, in hospitals in this
country, over 67,000 graduate nurses engaged in administering or
supervising the services rendered by nearly 345,000 other employees

—other graduate
It is

thought that

nurses, practical nurses, nurses aides, and orderlies.
if these

67,000 nurses were well prepared by train-

ing and experience for the administrative functions they are expected to perform, the improvement likely to
carried on

under their directionwould be equivalent to

increase in the

Few

result in the

number of nurses available for

work

a substantial

the care of patients.

nursing administrators have had specific training for their

two percent of all nurses in this country had a master’s degree. Few courses
to prepare nurses for supervisory functions have been offered by

administrativeresponsibilities. It

is said that

in 1948 only

schools of nursing. This was the situation that led the Foundation
to begin, in

August 1951, a

series

of commitments to university

schools of nursing to help them establish such courses or strengthen
existing ones.

The ultimate goal was the improvementof nursing

*Payments completed.

NURSING
care to hospital patients
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through improving the quality and

increas-

ing the quantity of nursing service administrators.

In 1950 the Foundation selected fourteen universities in the
United States thought
ment

of

to have the resources essential to the develop-

programs in nursing service administration.It then arranged

and financed a five-month seminar, held

at the

University of Chicago

beginning in January 1951, in principles of administrationand cur-

riculum planning. This seminar, costing approximately$142,000,
was attended by two faculty members from the schools of nursing
of each of the fourteen universities.

At

its

conclusion they returned

to their respective schools and prepared plans for the initiation,or
further development,of programs in nursing service administration.

The Foundation reviewed these plans, most of which were for a
five-year period, made commitments, and began payments to assist
them out.
During the past fiscal year the number of grants under

in carrying

this

program was nearly completed with the making of commitments
and

first

payments

to Boston, St. Louis,

and Western Reserve Uni-

versities,and the University of Mississippi. This

brought total com-

mitments in the program to nearly one million dollars.
The

projects in most of the universities are

still in

the initial stages

of development. In the second year emphasis will be on revision
of courses leading to the bachelor’sand master’s degrees, research in

nursing service, and provision of educational services to nurses em-

ployed in

hospitals in the area served

by each school.

In all the nursing schools in this program the funds given

by the

Foundation are being used for additional faculty, secretarial assistance, consultation service, instructional supplies, and faculty travel.

The projects include such activities as revision of existing courses,
incorporating new content from related disciplines; developing new
courses;

conductingresearch; demonstrating new methods

istration of nursing services;
sultation services.

and

initiating extension

and

in

admin-

field con-
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Columbia University, of

a

of patients at DelafieldHospital.

is

developed to improve the

the initiation by Teachers Col-

team approach to the nursing care

The nursing team

consists of vary-

ing combinations of graduate nurses, student nurses, practical nurses,
aides,

and orderlies. The head nurse on each ward

istrator of the nursing service teams of her unit.

is

the admin-

The team

leader

is

Each member of the team performs the
duties in which he or she is especially proficient. Each team is

a professionalstaff nurse.

assigned to a selected group of patients for their complete nursing
care. Every effort

ment from day

is

made

to maintain the

same team-patient assign-

to day, thereby providing continuity of nursing care.

The nurse members of the team, freed from non-nursingfunctions,
spend more time in giving direct nursing care to patients and in
supervising the activitiesof the other members of the team.
During
at Battle

the year under review the

Creek

Foundation held

a

conference

for the deans and representativesof the nursing serv-

ice administration projects from the fourteen nursing schools parti-

cipating in the

program. Among the objectives proposed by the

group for the coming year are: increased effectiveness of the projects

through inter-universitymethods and other

in-service education

techniques, and further exploration of the internship period of field

experience. An

amount of $8,886.86 was expended for

this

conference.

The following tabulationshows
commitments for
fiscal

institutions in the

total

payments and outstanding

program

at the

end of the past

year:

Boston

University

Columbia University, Teachers
Saint Louis

$ 88,433.00

College

University

Iowa
versity

111,869.25
18,600.00*

State University of

77,733.22

Syracuse U

83,631.25

ni

A Nursing "Team"

at Delafield Hospital, New York, including a

head nurse, a male and a female practicalnurse, and nurses aides,
plans

its

work under the direction of the team leader
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Universityof Chicago

90,000.00

Universityof Colorado
Universityof Minnesota

98,292.00

University of

23,476.64

Mississippi

Universityof Pittsburgh
Universityof Texas

53,3<H-°5
61,600.00

University of Washington

82,083.81

Wayne

70,1 50.00

University

Western Reserve University

89,61 5.OO

TOTAL

$948,848.22

Expenditures by the Foundation for the program during the year

under review were

$21

1,787.44 and included installmentson grants

to ten of the fourteen universities, continued expenses for the

Chicago Seminar of the previous year, and the
Creek conference.

versity of
Battle

Uni-

cost of the

PRACTICAL-NURSE EDUCATION
In the belief that the preparation of

many

additional practical

nurses would help meet the critical shortage of nursing services

by

enabling graduate nurses to concentrate on their professional responsibilities,the

Foundation, beginning in 1947, made payments totaling

$161,490 through 1951 to the Michigan department of education
to

improve and expand

facilities

for the training of practical nurses.

Although administered through vocational education channels, the
project was developed in cooperation with the major organizations

concerned with health. Eight training centers were establishedin
selected parts of the state, each offering a one-year

*Not including commitment for main

grant,

program. A third

which was made

fiscal year.

tCommitment for main

grant was

made

after end of fiscal year.

after

end

of

NURSING
of the time

is

7

devoted to formal instruction, the

1

rest to supervised

nursing experiences in hospitals and homes. During the same period,

payments of $26,400 were

also

made

to

Wayne

University college

of nursing to prepare professional nurses for administrative and
instructional responsibilities in these centers. The cost of operating

the Michigan project is
As

a result of the

now being met by public education funds.

experience in Michigan, assistance was extended

to five other states, beginning in 1951, for the
tical-nurse education projects. The
totaling

$689,324 to

development of prac-

Foundation made commitments

the state departmentsof education in

Alabama,

Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi to cover a three-year
period. During the past

fiscal year,

against these commitments.

payments of

The funds

local administrationof the projects,
ters

$

1

90,

1

2

2

were made

are being used for state

and

improving existing training cen-

and developing new ones, providing extension training,and

preparing nurses to be teachers and administratorsin the centers.

Geographic proximity and the

similarity of

problems in

these

states are resulting in considerable regional planning as the projects

evolve. During the

first

year, thirteen new training centers have

been opened. Provision has been made for

specific preparation of

professional nurses employed in administrativeor teaching capacities
in the projects. While it has been necessary to go out of the region

for this training, plans are under
to be developed

way for

a teacher-trainingcenter

by vocational and nursing educators

in a university

within the area.
Several aspects of research in practical-nursetraining are being
investigated.These include efforts to define the functions of the
practical nurse, the

curriculum to prepare her for these functions,

the length of time she needs to acquire essential knowledge and skills,

and the methods for

utilizing her

most effectivelyin the nursing

services. New kinds of training programs are being studied. For
example, in Mississippian itinerant teacher using a mobile unit for
transportation of equipment will provide training for persons in

Practical

how

Nursing students

to handle a

baby

in Battle Creek, Michigan, are taught

NURSING
remote

areas,

with the hope

that the graduates will

areas. Considerable experimentation
to

73

is

remain in these

being undertaken

Arkansas

in

improve methods of providing extension courses for the licensed

practical nurse

who

formal preparation.

lacks

In order to give directionto the projects being developed in the
five states, the

Foundation, during the past year, continued the prac-

tice of sponsoring meetings for various groups

program. A three-day conference

connected with the

for administrativerepresentatives

of state agencies in the five states was held in Biloxi, Mississippi, in

August 1952. Two workshops were provided for a group of instructors from the five states. They were held, consecutively, at
Wayne University and at Michigan State College over a two-week
period in June-July. The Foundation spent $4,320.44 for these
activities.

In 1952, a

commitment of $18,100 was made

department of education

to assist in

to the Illinois state

one phase of

its

practical-nurse

education project. The funds will be used for state supervision and
coordination of practical -nurse training activities over a three-year
period.

A payment

Although

the

of $6,800

was made

this year.

Foundation no longer contributesto

project, during the

coming year

it

will

the

Michigan

make funds availablefor

evaluation. In the other six states the program
development. While progress has been made,

is in

all states

early stages of
are

confronted

with such problems as procurement of qualified professionalnurses
to

conduct the programs, recruitment

of students,

and the provision

of extension courses.

The following were

total

ments by the Foundation
at the

end

payments and outstanding commit-

in the practical-nurseeducation

of the last fiscal year:

Alabama

$104,800.00

Arkansas

I4I,475-00
101,080.00

Florida
Illinois

18,100.00

program
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Louisiana

206,684.96

Michigan

187,978.13

Mississippi

1

TOTAL

35,284.00

$895,402.09

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE IMPROVEMENT
OF NURSING SERVICES

This committee evolved from the National Nursing Council for

War

Service,

which received $331,500 from the Foundation during

the period 1942 to 1946.

The Committee was composed

of approxi-

mately thirty persons representing the interests of general education

and major health services, including

dentistry, hospital administra-

and public health. The purpose of the
Committee was to promote and coordinate planning by state and
tion, medicine, nursing,

local

committees concerned with the improvement of nursing serv-

made a grant of $10,500 to assist in
the development of a plan for the work of the Committee. This sum
was later supplemented by a commitment of $200,000 for the administrative expenses of the Committee over a three-year period. The
second payment, $65,501.22, was made against this commitment
ices. In 1950 the Foundation

during 1951-52.
One

of the early activitiesof the

Committee was

the

development

of a qualitative classification of nursing schools to help the schools
discover and appraise their strengths and weaknessesand formulate
plans for

improvement. Later

the

Committee began developing

appraisal guides for evaluating hospital nursing services,

self-

conducting

conferenceson nursing service administration and on head-nurse
functions, and preparing a guide to regional planning for nursing
services.

NURSING
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In 1952 the National Committee for the Improvement of Nursing Services was absorbed into the structureof the

newly

established

National League for Nursing. The remainder of the Foundation’s

commitment will be paid to
by

the

the

League

to carry on the

work begun

Committee.

CANADIAN NURSING CONFERENCE

In

November

1

95

1

the Foundation arranged a two-day conference

on clinical teaching in the basic professionalnursing curriculumfor
certain of the

ing

former holders of

who were on

its

international fellowships in nurs-

the faculties of Canadian nursing schools.

The

conference was held in Toronto, and those attending at the Foundation’s

expense included the directors of nursing of McMaster and

Queen’s Universities and of the Universities of Alberta,
Columbia, Saskatchewan,Toronto, and Western Ontario,

British

also ten

other faculty members from the nursing schools of these seven
tutions. Thirteen of the seventeen
of the

insti-

were former international fellows

Foundation. In addition,ten instructorsin various Canadian

schools of nursing, who had studied advanced clinical nursing at the
University of Toronto, were included, at the request of that university. The faculty of the University of

Toronto school of nursing

participatedin planning and conducting the conference.

The main purpose of the conferencewas

to provide an

oppor-

tunity for the directorsand clinical instructorsin the basic nursing
curriculato

work together on common problems of

and supervision of students.

A

second objective was to give the

Canadian nurses first-hand reports on
developed in

clinical nursing research being

five educational centers in the

grants by the Foundation.

clinical teaching

United

States

through
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Immediately preceding the conference arranged by
tion, the University of

Toronto held

the

Founda-

a national conferenceon cur-

riculum problems for representativesof nursing school faculties.The

Foundation enabled the seven directorsof nursing who were
tend

its

own conference also to

Toronto’s. For these combined
ing the

fiscal

year.

to at-

participatein the University of

activities,$4,277.66

was spent dur-

HOSPITALS

EDUCATION FOR HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION

f

he

Foundation has been

interested in the preparation of hos-

pital administratorssince 1938,

1

when

it

became evident that

capable and trained management was essential to the

made to
construction of new

full utili-

zation of grants the Foundation has

several rural

Michigan

communities toward

hospitals.

At

that time

the

only one formal educational program to prepare hospital administrators existed in the world, with less than a
It

was obvious, in view

dozen graduates a

year.

of the large expansion of health services

hospitals occurring in all countries,that

and

many more trained admin-

istratorswere needed.

University Courses
World War

Foundation has

assisted

substantially in the expansion of universitycourses in hospital

admin-

In the years following

istration. Since 1945,
the

number

when

its

II the

present program in this field began,

of such courses has increasedfrom three to about

Eight of these new courses were establishedwith the

twenty.

assistance of

grants from the Foundation.
Adost courses in hospital administrationare offered at the graduate
level, and nine are in schools of public health, including seven of the

eight that have received the Foundation’s support. The programs
are usually comprised of one

by

a

academic year

of instruction,

followed

year of practical experience in administrationunder supervision
77
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in an approved hospital. The curriculum is designed to give the
student basic administrativeskills, with strong emphasis on business

management and the broad responsibility of the hospital in the field
of public health. At present graduates number approximately200
annually.

In 1951-52 the Foundation made payments totaling $43,327.13
to or on behalf of the hospital administration courses of Johns

Hop-

kins University, the University of Minnesota, the University of

Paulo

(Brazil),

Sao

and the University of Toronto. The payments

Johns Hopkins, Sao Paulo, and Toronto were for basic

to

financial

support of their programs. Assistance to Minnesota was for the purposes of expanding and strengthening the faculty of the course,

conducting research activities directed towards the solution of certain hospital administrative problems,

and developingan

in-service

education program for hospital administrators in the upper midwestern region of the United States. These four universities had an
enrollment of 69 in their hospital administrationcourses in 1951-52.
Total payments to date for

all eight

university courses, plus out-

standing commitments, are:

^Columbia University
*Johns Hopkins University
^University of Chile
Universityof Minnesota

#

$ 60,000.00
60,000.00
10,361.35
lo4,

756.49

University of Sao Paulo

4I,272.I7

University of Toronto

45,47

Washington University

38,775.16

Wale

University

TOTAL

!.

66

77,500.00
$438,136.83

Curriculum Study
The Foundation

also gave in the past year $26,000 in

financial support to the Association of University
#Payments completed.

Programs

in

initial

Hos-

HOSPITALS

Administrationfor a study of the present curricula of the

pital

Association’s members.

to

The

United

institutions in the
pital

79

Association is

States and

administration.The study

complete. It is

is

composed of thirteen

Canada offering courses in hos-

expected to take

a

year-and-a-half

to review criticallythe content, teaching

make recom-

and sources of financial support of the courses and to
mendations for further developments.For

this

methods,

study the Association

has established an advisory commission of nine members, including

three directors of hospital administration courses,
trustees, one representativeeach
health, and

two

hospital

from general education and public

two practicing hospital administrators.

Extension Course for Canadian Hospital Administrators
Although

in the past decade the

number of university programs

providing graduate training in preparation for hospital administration has greatly increased, hospital superintendents already employed

have had

little

opportunityto improve

their professionalqualifica-

tions. Most of these administrators,especially those in hospitals of
less

than a hundred beds, have not had formal training for

their

positions.
In

October 1951, the Canadian Hospital Council,

a

federation of

the provincial hospital associations, began an extension course in
administration designed to improve the quality of present hospital

management throughoutCanada. The department of hospital administration of the University of Toronto school of hygiene has rendered major assistance in curriculum planning and the conduct of
the course.

ments

To support the

totaling

1

1

1

project, the

Foundation made commit-

8,600, to cover a period of up to five years, and

began payments against these commitments in

May

1951. During

1951-52 an installmentof $20,741 was paid.

The curriculum of

the extension program,

which covers two

years, is planned with the needs both of large and small hospitals

mind. Students receive lessons by mail throughout
the year and spend one month together each summer as a study
particularlyin

8o
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sessions there is an intensivereview of

material previously given, together with group discussions on

mon
is

For purposes of convenience and

administrative problems.

economy to

the registrants,the

com-

summer

session for first-year students

held in each of two widely separated places. Locations the

first

year were Queen’s University (Kingston, Ontario) and Regina
College (Regina, Saskatchewan)— the latter a branch of the University of

Saskatchewan. Faculty members

in the teaching.

Most members of the

were supplied by the University

of

Toronto.

in a hospital administrativecapacity.

summer

the

however,

the course is limited to persons at present employed

Enrollment in
students,of

of these colleges participated
instructional staffs,

whom

The

first class

began with 46

38 completed the winter term and 36 attended

session.

Although

a limited number of foreign students

were accepted

will be enrolled later, only Canadians

in the first class.

Hospitals represented ranged from 21 to 1,120 beds; 15 of the students were from institutions of

less

than 100 beds. Psychiatric and

among those represented, as well as general hospitals. The group included administrators of churchtuberculosishospitals were

operated and governmental institutions.

The curriculum covers principles of
office practices

and accounting,

financial

administration, business

and

statistical

analyses and

reports, personnel relations, laundry and linen services, x-ray and
laboratory departments, nursing services, dietary and food services,
plant operation and maintenance, medical staff functioning, and
other subjects. Since the hospital administrator should also be concerned with the community’s total health needs, emphasis

is

placed

on the hospital’s role in public health.
This project is experimental and has aroused

though the course
sity

programs

is

in no

interest.

United States

for

more

some

satisfactorily in this field.

similar effort

Al-

to supplant present univer-

in hospital administration,its graduates are

to be able to function
the

way intended

much

is

expected

The need

becoming recognized.

in

8l
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DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES
For over fifteen years,

a

major interest of the Foundation has been

improvement of hospital diagnostic services. The x-ray and

the

laboratory departmentsin hospitals provide information essential to

good diagnosis and treatment. In rural and small-town hospitals
these vital services have been inferior to those available in the larger

urban centers.

The Foundation’sefforts in

mainly directed to the needs

this field

of smaller communities. In

assistance to hospitals has been in the

form

of

have been
Michigan,

payments for x-ray and

laboratory equipment and supplies; remodeling of facilities(if required) ; help in obtaining radiologists and pathologiststo supervise
the services; underwriting,if needed, the departments’operating
deficits for an initial period;
ties

and short-term educational opportuni-

for diagnostic services personnel. Since the program was

inaugurated, in the mid-’thirties, over forty hospitals in Michigan
and northern Wisconsin have received assistance, totaling more than
half a million dollars.

An example

of the development of the diagnostic services pro-

gram may be seen

in the large and sparsely settled

of Michigan. Until the end of

World War

radiologist, and no pathologist, to serve the
tals in this area

of 300,000 people.

II,

Upper Peninsula

there was only one

more than twenty hospi-

Some

hospitals did not even

possess the basic equipment and supplies for conducting diagnostic
services.During the past seven years, the Foundation’s assistance in
diagnosticservices has been given to fourteen hospitals in the
Peninsula,where there are

at

present six radiologists and two patholo-

gists. Services of these specialistsare
a

Upper

now

available, although

still

on

limited scale in some communities,to every hospital in the region.

In eleven of the fourteen hospitals, the Foundation’s assistance

was

for both x-ray and laboratory equipment and supplies; in three hospitals

only the laboratory department was aided.

The Foundation also

One

of

Many

Foundation

x-ray installationsgiven Michigan hospitals by the

HOSPITALS
made grants to

eight of these hospitals for

83

remodeling the diagnostic

departments, so they could be operated in a
efficient manner. Although it
the diagnostic services of

all

more economical and

was agreed to underwrite deficits in

the hospitals assisted in the

Upper Penin-

sula, only one required and received such subsidy, and that only for

the

first six

months

of the services’ operation.

In the 1951-52 fiscal year, the Foundation expended in Michigan

$1

19,087.74 for

this

program. Of

this

amount, $1 17,565.72 was

paid for equipment in hospitals in Battle Creek, Charlotte, Marshall,

Tawas City, and Traverse City. No payments to meet operating
deficits were requested,

but $435.33 was paid to one hospital for

travel expenses necessary to interview applicantsfor the position of

radiologist.Scholarships for laboratory and x-ray technicians were
also given to ten individuals
ture of

$

from

six hospitals, involving

an expendi-

1,086.69.

In 1950 and 1951 there was a limited expansion of the Foundation’s diagnostic services

program with three-year commitments to

the states of Colorado, Illinois, Minnesota,and Mississippi.However, the Foundation’s assistance to these states has been primarily
for the

improvement

of the organization of diagnosticservices rather

than for purchase of equipment. Its payments have been used to

employ

a full-time

coordinator in each state. These persons, attached

to officialagencies concerned with hospital improvement (usually
the state health department),work intensivelywith hospitals, radi-

ology and pathology

societies,

and

allied professional groups, to

improve diagnostic services throughout the

state.

Usually the

first

activity has been a study to evaluate the diagnostic services now
available

and

to

determine the number of

radiologists, pathologists,

and x-ray and laboratory technicians providing the services. The
program coordinator, in cooperation with the professionalgroups,
then attempts to

assist

the hospitals in meeting any deficiencies.

In Minnesota, as in other states, a principal need

was found

to

be

the in-service training of laboratory and x-ray personnel in rural

84
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them to keep abreast of new technological ad-

vances and procedures in their fields. This past year, with the

assist-

ance of the Universityof Minnesota school of medicine, a short
course in laboratory technologywas given in one region of the state

on a

trial basis. It

was coordinatedwith a course given by the

medical school for the physicians in the area.

It is

now planned to

extend the in-service training program for techniciansto other areas
in

Minnesota and

to include x-ray as well as laboratory technology.

Mississippi, Illinois,and

Colorado are concentrating upon pro-

curing radiologists and pathologistsfor those areas within the state
that

now

lack these

development of
areas,

the

and

specialists. Illinois is also interested in the

a consultant-technicianservice to hospitals in rural

Mississippi

and Colorado are studying ways

number of courses for

of increasing

the basic training of x-ray

and laboratory

was paid

in the national

technicians in these states.

During the

past fiscal year, $38,316.05

extension of the diagnostic services program. Total payments and
outstanding
has been

commitments to the four

states to

which

this

program

extended are:
Colorado

$ 41,100

Illinois

Minnesota

37.500
22.500

Mississippi

37.500

TOTAL

$

1

38,600

Training of Other Hospital Personnel
In addition to the training opportunities for technicians of the
diagnostic services, provided under
hospital services, the

own

staff

program for improving these

made available a number
members of hospitals with which

Foundation has

of brief scholarshipsfor other staff
its

its

also

has developed contacts. Thirty-four hospitals have

received awards of this nature,

3

3 of them in Michigan and one in
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an adjacent portion of Wisconsin. Most have been

were

hospitals that

being aided under the Foundation’sdiagnostic services

also

program. Beginning in 1937, the Foundation has so
awards under

its

program

far

made 528

of training other hospital personnel.

awards have been designed for

the

improvement

of

all staff

These

positions,

from administrator to building maintenance engineer, and have
embraced

1

6 different kinds of training, including awards to trustees

and women’s

auxiliaries. In addition, the services of various field

consultants have been provided to a

The

number of the

total expenditure to the present in this

$53,385.20.Of

this,

$13,567.29 occurred in the

included 44 scholarships, to staff members of

1

hospitals.

program has been
last fiscal

year and

2 hospitals.

were in administration,bookkeeping, medical-record

Awards

librarianship,

nursing, dietetics, housekeeping, anesthesia, and laundry operation.

The remainder of the 1951-52 expenditure consisted of a grant of
$10,000 paid to the SouthwesternMichigan Hospital Council for use

by the directors of nursing services of member
organized

as a section of the

hospitals,

who

are

Council, for the improvement of nursing

services in their institutions.The Council, through contractual
agreements with the

Wayne

University college of nursing, provided

a full-timenursing-education consultant to these hospitals.

ANALYSES OF QUALITY OF HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CARE
The improvement of medical care given to patients is of interest to
all hospitals. To assist medical staffs in evaluating their services, new
and more satisfactorymethods of measuring the effectivenessof
medical care are needed. Within the past two years the Foundation
has assisted three hospitals and a hospital council, all in Michigan,
in the

development of such methods.
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“Medical Audits”
The approach to the problem
retain

a

in the three hospitals has

well-qualified specialistin internal medicine,

from

been

to

the faculty

of a medical school, who conducts a “medical audit.” This individual has spent approximatelythree

weeks in each of the three

hospitals, analyzing in detail a representativesample of the

medical

records of all patients dischargedduring one year, including all
deaths and

all

cases involving certain major surgical operations.

From

this intensive review, the general quality of

medical practice was

ascertained and a confidentialappraisalwas

made of the work of

each physician in the hospital. The analyst then presented to the
medical staff a written report, together with recommendations he

improvementof patient care, and discussed these informally with the staff. The hospital’s board of trustees received a report, along with a summary of the recommendations.
considered pertinent to the

program, that of

In the first hospital to participate in this

dale, an institution of 75 beds, the staff appointed a special
to put into effect the analyst’s

Hills-

commiuee

recommendations. Since submission

of the report, most of the suggestions have been adopted and the
staff have requested that the “audit” be repeated.
pital, that of

Allegan (35 beds), received

its

The second hos-

report in June of 1952.

Despite the brief interval since then, some of the major
tions are already being carried out.

At the third

Albion (60 beds), the study was made
is not yet completed.

in

recommenda-

hospital, that of

August 1952 and the

final

report

The Foundation’s expenditures for the medical audit projects in
the three hospitals have been $4,728.03 to date and have defrayed
the total cost of the surveys. Expenditures in the past year

were

$1,546.55, chiefly for the hospital in Albion.

Medical Records Tabulation Project

The Southwestern Michigan Hospital Council
the evaluation of medical care in

its

member

is

undertaking

hospitals by assembling,

HOSPITALS
on a comparable basis, routine

statisticspertaining to patient care.

Each month fourteen hospitals, of from
data to the Council’s central office.

summary

8?

20 to 275 beds, report certain

The reports are tabulated and

a

to participatinginstitutions.These

is periodically sent

summaries are reviewed by the medical

comparison with

staff for

other hospitals. Over eighty items relating to patient care are included in the report.

Some

of

them are: mortality rate, by

medical, and obstetrical services;

surgical,

number of autopsies;number of

medical staff consultations;a classificationof major surgical operations;

and the

ence in

Two

utilization of diagnostic services.

this project has revealed deficiencies in

years’ experi-

procedure which

impair the comparability of the data collected. The basis of operation

and of the Foundation’s support

will be revised during the

coming

year.

The current commitment to the Southwestern Michigan Hospital

Council for the medical records tabulation project

and covers the

salary

and expenses of

is $5,500

a part-time field coordinator,

a statisticalenumerator, and miscellaneous costs. During the past
year $383.84 was paid for

this activity.

RURAL HEALTH CENTERS
Although the United States

has one of the

most favorable ratios of

physicians to population in the world (one physician to 738 people)
there are numerous areas in this country, usually in the most rural
and sparsely settled sections, in which medical services are not readily
available.

These communities face

the problem, in competition

with

their urban neighbors, of securing enough health personnel, especially physicians. There

As

is

also usually a lack of hospital facilities.

a possible solution to the

problem

related health personnel, several small

of attracting physicians and

communities in Afichigan have
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The Health Center at Mesick, Michigan

each recently constructed a building in which community health
services

may be housed. Other communities are planning such build-

ings. Incorporated

in these structures,

usually termed health centers,

may be provision for one or two physicians,the
nurse, a dentist, and a

few

local public health

hospital beds.

Mesick affords one example of a community-sponsored health
center. Located in
part of

a

marginal agricultural region in the northwestern

Michigan, this village of 360 people

serves a trading area of

over 2,000. Mesick once had three resident physicians but in recent
years has had none. In 1949 the closest hospital was 27 miles distant
and the nearest physician
nearer, the people of

ing and offer

it

1

2

miles. In an effort to bring medical care

Mesick decided

rent free for

a

to construct and equip a build-

reasonable period to a physician.

By

means of numerous money-raisingactivities and considerable donated labor the community completed in 1950 the Mesick Health
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The Health Center at

Onaway, Michigan

which they value at $35,000. The building includes two
hospital emergency beds and x-ray and laboratory equipment, as
well as a physician’soffice. The Foundation has assisted by contributing to the construction and purchasing the equipment. The Foun-

Center,

dation also agreed to underwrite the center’s operation for three
years. Since completion of the unit there has been a physician in
practice much of the time.

The Foundation’s

total contribution has

been $14,159.60, of which $1,299.68 represents operating subsidy.

The 1951-52 installment, $299.68, fell entirely in the latter category.
Onaway, a town of less than 1,500 population and the trading
center for approximately6,000 people, faced a problem similar to
that of

Mesick. To induce

a

physician to practice in their town, the

people agreed to provide a doctor’s
facilities,

and

a

office,

emergency treatment

few beds for the short-term care of

tients. To complete the building and equip

it,

obstetrical pa-

the Foundation
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contributed $25,000, during the past year, which matched the
amount

of

money

was opened
The

in

community itself had

the

raised.

The

health center

July 1952.

third health center the

Foundation has

assisted is in Kalkaska,

a community of 1,250. This project, to cost $176,000, is being
financed by the local community, the federal government, and the

Foundation. The Foundation’scontribution, paid during the past
year,

was $42,500 toward

the building’s construction and

Kalkaska’s health center will incorporate offices for
cians, an office for a public health nurse, living

equipment.

two physi-

accommodations for

two nurses, and ten beds for patients, together with other basic
hospital facilities. No major surgery will be performed in the center,
but care will be provided for obstetrical and medical patients.

An

unusual feature of this center

vision to be given

by

is

the arrangement for super-

the staff of a 175-bed hospital in Traverse City,

community 24 miles distant. Physicians practicingin the Kalkaska
health center will be accepted as members of the medical staff of the
a

larger hospital,

and medical

specialists of the

will be available for consultation. The

Traverse City

management of

the

hospital

Kalkaska

center will be the responsibility of the administrationof the Traverse
City hospital, and the department heads of that institution, such as

the dietitianand the director of nursing service, will provide
consultation.
It is

expected that the Foundation will aid two more rural health

centers in Michigan.

COMMISSION ON FINANCING OF HOSPITAL CARE
The cost of hospital care has more than doubled since the end of
World War II, which is greater than the increase in the cost of living
during the same period. Although

much

of this rise can be attributed

HOSPITALS
to higher salaries,
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more employees, and expensive new medications

and treatments,other factors are more obscure.

The American Hospital Association has organized

a

commission

to study the problem of the cost of hospitalization.The group,

known

as the

Commission on Financing of Hospital Care,

posed of 33 members, representing industry, labor,

is

com-

agriculture,

health professions, and the general public. Although organized
the American Hospital Association,the Commission
and will make

its

recommendations and

is

by

autonomous

reports directly to the public.

Late in 1951 the Commission initiated a two-year study with the
following specific objectives:
(

1

) Evaluation

of the present financial situation of

Ameri-

can hospitals

(2) Determination of effect of medical practice upon
hospital costs

(3) Study

of the

problem

of extending

prepayment plans

for hospital care

(4) Study

of the

problem of payment for

hospitalization

of the indigent and medically indigent groups.

Of the $500,000 budget of the study, the Foundation has contributed $100,000, of which $50,000 was paid in the past

fiscal year.

HOSPITAL GROUP -PURCHASING

In an

attempt

to partially offset the increased costs of hospital care,

a group of hospitalsin Michigan, organized as the Southwestern

Michigan Hospital Council, have arranged
cooperatively.

To

to

make

their purchases

help determine the practicability of group pur-

chasing by hospitals, the Foundation made a five-yearcommitment
of $46,800 in 1949 to assist the Council in financing this experiment.
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In the past year, the Foundation contributed$11,127.77 t0 the
project’s budget.

There

are 29 hospitals, with a total of 2,261 beds, cooperating in

Of

the Council’s purchasingprogram.
100 beds and

1

1

this

have fewer than 50 beds.

number, 22 are under

The

participation of small

institutions is of particularimportance, for it enables

chase on the same basis as hospitals of
estimated

a

much

by one administrator that her

2

2

them to pur-

larger size. It has

been

-bed hospital saved 20

percent on purchases through the Council.
Capital for the project, which
$9,400, was secured from

member

now amounts

hospitals

by an assessment of

cents per patient day of care for a given year.

range from $101, for one
largest hospital,

hospital,

to approximately
2 Zi

These advances, which

of 22 beds, to $1,156 for the

of 263 beds, are returnable to the hospitalsupon

four months’ notice. Since the gross

volume of purchases for the

past year was approximately$190,000, the capital revolved about

twenty times. In order to operate on
adopted

a strict

Council has

this basis, the

requirement that hospitals must pay their bills within

ten days of receipt of purchases, enabling the Council to take
tage of discounts offered for

prompt payment

of

its

own

advan-

obligations.

The Council office handles no merchandise,because of the expense of warehousing. Purchases for members are made on a “dropshipment” basis. The hospitals place their orders for goods with the
Council’s central office, which in turn places each order with the
supplier offering the best price,

who

delivers the merchandise di-

rectly to the hospital.

The Council is now meeting its share of the operating

costs of

the project chiefly through mark-ups averaging about five percent.
Since the Foundation’s contributions decrease twenty percent annually, it will be necessary for the

group to increase its

total

volume

of purchases in future years. So far, the Council has successfully

met

this situation.

INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIPS

AND SCHOLARSHIPS

f

he Foundation has granted fellowships to nationals of other
countriesfor study in the United States since 1937.

JL

at

first

They were

an extension of domestic fellowship programs, since

what developed into
a series of seven international fellowship programs for Latindiscontinued. In 1942 the Foundation began

Americans, in cooperation with professionalagencies of physicians
or dentists in the United States, in which the Foundation defrayed
the major part of the expense and the professionalassociations accepted varying degrees of responsibility for the selection, placement,
ancf

supervision of fellows. Two of these programs are

input.

still

receiving

At about the same time, fellowships began to be granted

in

connection with internationalprojects the Foundation was aiding in
other ways, and

a

number

of

awards were

also

made

as special

proj-

ects in themselves— both of these being practices which are

still

continuing.

In 1947 the Foundation largely reoriented
lowship activities in an

effort to

improvement of education

its

internationalfel-

apply them more directly to the

in the health professions in

Canada and

the Latin-American countries. It developed a series of fellowship
93
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programs in medicine, nursing, dentistry, and

hospital administration

for present or prospective staff members of professionalschools in
these fields (or, in the case of hospital administrators,for persons to
be

employed

in that capacity) .

These awards

open

are not

to general

made upon nomination by the candidate’sprospective employer and after approval by the Foundation. They are
not made for all institutions or agencies that may desire them nor
competition but are

(at least as regards particularprograms) in all countries otherwise
eligible to participate.They are
its

made only when investigationby

representativesconvinces the Foundation that

which current

aid in the

form

a situation exists in

of fellowships or scholarshipswould

be likely to produce results justifying the cost.

The Foundation’s
study or

awarded

international scholarshipsare

training; its internationalfellowships,for

or field experience or observation. They are

United States, though occasionallyone
in another

is

for basic

advanced study

normally utilized in the

used partly or even wholly

country. These awards have been made generally avail-

able only in

Canada and

the

Latin-American countries. A

relatively

number have been awarded in other parts of the world, for
exceptionalreasons. Through August 1952, payments had been made
on 14 internationalscholarships and 660 internationalfellowships.
They totaled $1,382,153.95. The geographical distribution of these
expenditures(together with similar aid of lesser amount)* was
shown in Table 7.
small

With minor

exceptions the Foundation’sinternationalfellow-

ships and scholarships have been in the health professions. Their
distribution, as to

number and

cost, is

shown

in

Table

12.

The Foundation’s internationalfellowships and scholarshipsare
granted for various lengths of time, according to the needs of the

now being awarded for 2 months, sometimes with the possibility of renewal. The length of time for which
particular case.

Most

are

1

*The Foundation classifies as scholarships or fellowshipsonly aid totaling at
least $100. Lesser aid of this nature has been given 170 individuals and totals
$5,684.76.
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INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIPS AND

Percent
Expenditure

Field

Number

total

100

100

Medicine
Nursing

42

44

22

2

Dentistry
Other health fields

18

19

H

13

4

3

Other

fields

1

Table

12— Internationalfellowships and scholarships,15 July
1937 through 31 August 1952: percent distributionof number
and expenditures,by principalfields

they are actually held has varied from one

week

to over four years.

Currently, slightly over half are being held for periods of from 9
to 14 months.

These awards usually provide, to the extent that other arrangements have not been made to bear the expense in part or whole,
travel within the

homes),

tuition

United States (and
and other

for Canadians, to and

fees, essential books

from

their

and equipment, and

monthly stipend adjusted periodicallyfor cost-of-livingfluctuations. The Foundation also, in most of its awards, effects the placea

ment

of the fellow or scholar with an institution able to provide the

opportunities for study or experience desired, although in the pro-

grams being conducted in cooperation with
of physicians this function
and

in

some other

is

professional associations

usually performed by the association

cases the arrangements are

made by

the individual

or his sponsoring agency.

During 1951-52 expenditures totaling $366,037.71 were made
in

connectionwith 203 internationalfellowships and three interna-

tional scholarships.Of these awards, 98, all fellowships,

were begun

during the year and 108 were continued from previous years. Pay-

ments were completed during the year on 83 fellowships and one
scholarship and at the end of the year were continuing for 120 fellowships and two scholarships.The average cost to the Foundation

A Former InternationalFellow of
in

a demonstrationprogram of the

America and Panama

the Foundationexamines a child
Institute of Nutrition of Central
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of the awards completed during the year was $3,487.39. Their
average length was

Of the

3

3

1

.0

months.
fellowship programs and the

1 international

tional fellowship

1

3 interna-

and scholarship projects that had been developed

during the 14 previous years in which the Foundation has made
awards of these types, 16 were active during 1951-52. Of
three accounted for 60 percent of the expenditure.
the

programs for

faculty

members (actual

These

and

that

1

which

is

of Surgeons,

which

in nursing service administration,

administered wholly by the Foundation. First inputs were

five and four, respectively, all

Table
fiscal

relatively active,

during the year— one for physi-

American College

make the placements, and one

will

programs—

percent of total expenditures.*

Two new programs were begun
cians, in cooperation with the

were

conducted in cooperation

with the American College of Physicians— were
accounting for an additional 2

three

or future) of, respectively,

medical, nursing, and dental schools. Two other medical
that in the basic medical sciences

these,

13 shows,

year, the

by

from Latin America.

profession, the

awards completed during the

new ones begun, and those

end. The second and

third

columns

in progress at the year’s

of the table are mutually exclu-

and together reflect the total number of awards on which
payments were made during the year. The first column, however,
is duplicated in the other two. Of internationalfellowships and

sive

scholarshipsfinanced in part or in whole by the Foundation, pay-

ments have now been completed on 552 fellowships and

12 scholar-

ships.

Ages
3

of

new fellows were from

49. Of

the 98

new awards,

women. Five new awards were wholly
observation or field experience.Four more combined

5, in six professions,

or primarily for

22 to

were

to

these with academic study in substantial proportions of each.

The

remainder were awarded for academic study only, though some of
*These two programs were also for medical school faculties,the distinction
between them and the one specificallyso designatedbeing administrativeonly.
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New

Profession
total
Medicine
Nursing
Dentistry
Hospital administration
Nutrition

Completed

Continuing

98

84

122

43
27

32

63

29

l5

17

25
16

6

2

10

3

1

3

2

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

Chemistry (nutritional)
Health education
Hospital dietetics

Medical school librarianship
Occupationaltherapy

0
0
0

0
0

1

Social

work

Table

13— Internationalfellowships and scholarships 1951-52: new, comand continuing, by profession

pleted,

them

will doubtless eventually include a

minor element of observa-

new awards, Brazil received the largnumber— 23. Mexico received 15, Chile 14, Canada 11, Colombia

tion or field experience.
est

1

Of

the

and ten other Latin-American countries the remaining 25.

10,

Teaching Aids for
Latin-American Professional Schools
To strengthen the effect of its internationalfellowship activities,
which for the last five years have been directed primarily toward
improving the

level of professionaleducation in health fields in Latin

America and Canada, the Foundation,earlv in 1951, began

a series

of limited expenditures for teaching aids— equipment, books, periodicals,

its

and

films—

on behalf of certain professionalschools employing

former fellows. These materials are purchased direct by the

Foundation from sources in the United States and shipped to the
recipient institution.Through

August 1952, $26,435.89 had been

spent in this program, $21,472.30 of
this

type has

now been extended to

it

in the last fiscal year.

Aid of

four schools of dentistry, five

INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
Total

Institution

total

Dentistry Medicine

99
Nursing

$26,435.89 $9,001.88 $15,809.94 $1,624.07

Brazil

University of Recife
University of Sao Paulo
Chile
University of Concepcion

Colombia
National University
University of Antioquia
U. S. Embassy*
Costa Rica
University of Costa Rica
Ecuador

$

1,099.83

2,919.08

$

$

6,649.19

6,649. 19

393.29
361.46

3.572-6i

36I.46
1,8

10.06

b5l7-99

Central University

1,010.24

Mexico
School of Public Health
and Hygiene
Peru
University of San Marcos

957.04

667.03

2,919.08

3,I79-32

1,810.06

h5l7-99
1,010.24

957.04
4.538-39

4-538-39

N»

bo

•Films for the U. S. InformationService, for use of all Colombian dental schools
and dental
O
societies.

Table 14— Expenditure for teaching aids in Latin-American professional
schools program, February 1951— August 1952
of medicine, and two of nursing. These schools form part of nine
institutions in seven countries, all in Latin

America. Table

14

shows

the distribution of the total expenditure for the two years in which
the program has been operating.
In addition to the expenditures described above, a relatively small

sum

has also been spent for similar purposes in the

form

of purchases

of books and other teaching aids and supplies for certain of the
Foundation’s international fellows who were about to complete their

would use these materials in the faculty positions
in their home institutions which they would shortly assume, or
resume. The cost of these purchases has been added to the expendifellowships and

tures for the various fellowships.

IOO
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Visiting Professorships

A second collateral approach to the problem

of raising the level

of professionaleducation in the health fields in other countries was
the inauguration,early in 1950, of a small program by

which faculty

members from professionalschools in the United States are enabled
to visit similar schools in other countries, where they may either
serve as temporary staff members, instructingstudents, or provide
consultant services to the regular staff members, or perform both
functions.

They may spend

their time

wholly or primarily at one

may divide it among various
among more countries than one.

institution in the country visited,or they
institutions,or even

So far there have been
in dentistry

and one

in

six visiting professorsin this

program, five

nursing. Their services have been made avail-

able to professionalschools in six countries,all in Latin America.
Brazil has

had two

visiting professors,

Peru have shared one

in nursing.

both

in dentistry. Chile

and

The other countries have had one

each, in dentistry. Table 15 shows the distribution of expenditures
for the three years in

which

Country
total
Brazil

Chile

& Peru

Colombia
Mexico
Venezuela

Table 15— Expenditures
1950— August 1952

the

program

has been active.

Total

Dentistry

Nursing

$18,798.83

$17,193.1

$1,605.72

$10,722.73

$10,722.73

1

1,605.72
2,1

17.80

3<>75-85
!, 176.73

$
1,605.72

2,1

17.80

3.>75-85
i,i76.73

for internationalvisiting professors program, April

GENERAL EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

f

I^he

Cooperative Program in Educational Administrationis

designed to improve educational leadership through better in-

JL

service and pre-servicetraining.The

tial

background in

during the

’thirties

Foundation has

activities of this type,

and early

a

substan-

having for eight years

’forties conducted a series of projects

with school administrators in southwestern Michigan, and with
schools of education, designed to improve the quality of educational
administration in that area.

In 1948-49 the Foundation, in cooperation with the American
Association of School Administrators, the National Council of Chief
State School Officers, and the Division of

County and Rural Area

Superintendents of the N. E. A., held five regional conferences for
selected public school administrativepersonnel representing the state,

county, and local communities. These conferences were to ascertain

what

the practicingadministratorconsidered his basic problems. Fol-

lowing the conferences, the three national associations appointed
committee to

assist the

a

Foundation in developing criteria for the

selection of certain universities to serve as regional centers in a future

program and

to confer with the

Foundation on

the actual selection of

these institutions. Eight institutions were chosen during

101

1950—1952,
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and commitments were made to them for
to extension for

a

three-year period, subject

two years, as shown in the following tabulation

(projected on a five-year basis).

Columbia University (Teachers College)
George Peabody College
Harvard University
Ohio State University

$

650,922
599,960
361,500
50

289,1

Stanford University

260,000

University of Chicago

500,000

Universityof Oregon

265,000

University of Texas

395,3oo

TOTAL
The

$3>32 '1832

first part of the

istration is

Cooperative Program

in

Educational

Admin-

concerned with in-servicetraining. The eight centers

report that during the past year in-service educational opportunities

were provided through

their activitiesin

all

48

states,

including 1,114

counties and 934 local school systems. These opportunities were

made
and

available through such activitiesas joint research by the centers

participating school systems, workshops, conferences, “clinics,”

and cooperation with the centers on an internship program.
centers

conducted 354 workshops and conferences in

regions and completed 68 studies.

(Not

The

their respective

all of these studies dealt

with in-service training—approximatelyhalf of them appear to have
been directed toward improvement of the pre-serviceprogram.) In
addition, work was done with such bodies as local school boards,
citizens’ committees,
tices in the local

Most

and

visiting

groups that studied the best prac-

school system of each

member.

of the centers this past year secured cooperation

from rep-

resentatives of the social sciences in studying the role of the superin-

tendent and the qualificationsneeded for satisfactoryservice

in

administration. In addition, 139 schools of education besides the
eight centers, and 657 faculty members

from

these schools of

educa-
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were involved. Of the graduate students in the pre-service

activities,

251 held part-time staff positions.A portion of the

dation’s subsidy

provided a

central staff of

Foun-

49 persons, full-timeor

equivalent,who participatedin organizing, planning, and directing
the in-service part of the program.

The second part

Program

of the Cooperative

is

concerned with

pre-serviceeducation. All of the centers during the past year en-

deavored to improve methods and procedures for recruitment and
selection of future educational administrators. In five institutions
there has been a special effort to broaden the base of the training

through the use

of social sciences.

In six of the regions, last year,

made

in the degree

it

was reported

and credentialrequirements;

that changes
in six,

course offerings were made or were being made, and in
in selection and recruitment. In four of the regions,

ments

were

changes in

five,

changes

some improve-

in pre-servicetraining are reported to have resulted

from the

joint efforts of the social scientist and the professionaleducator. In
six of the regions, intern experience for prospective school

admin-

istrators was being provided.

The third part

of the Cooperative

Program

consists of research.

All of the participating institutions are developing research programs

that tend to guide the expansion of the pre-service and in-service

programs. The

activities emphasize the

administrator. Greater emphasis

is

problems of the practicing

being placed upon inquiries that

lead to action. Graduate students are participating in research jointly

with the professors in place

of

many

traditional course offerings in

administration. Research then becomes an important factor in directing the pre-servicetraining of both students and faculty.
All of the centers report that while the major

work

of planning

and promotion

has

been done, the development of the program has

not yet reached

its

peak and an increased rate of progress should be

noted in the years ahead. The trend
social sciences and greater emphasis

on

is

toward greater use of the

field training of prospective
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educational administrators,as well
bers to have increased contact

Much thought is being

as

opportunitiesfor faculty mem-

with the

given to
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field.

how many

needed to prepare the educational administrators required for
placement and how many

much work

ment

of

more

is

re-

institutions should share the responsibility

for developing better and systematic programs of in-service.In
areas

be

institutions will

two

being done on the extension and the develop-

effective regional activities. There is

that the centers’ intensive efforts to

some indication

examine the role of the super-

may lead to the conclusion
the present program of community education the superin-

intendent and the qualifications he needs
that in
tendent

is

cast in an almost impossible role.

During the

past year the

Foundation disbursed $717,131.36for

the CooperativeProgram in EducationalAdministration.

Canadian Education Association
Perhaps the most significant development in Canadian education
in the last ten years has been the establishment of larger areas of
school administration in the various provinces. This increased the
existing responsibilitiesof school administratorsand

added new

ones.

However, programs of study to help meet this need were not
developed.
In September of 1951 the Foundation granted $5,000 to the

Canadian Education Association to finance a conference held

in

Saskatoon to analyze the problems of improving educational leadership. Following this conference the Foundation made

a

commitment

of $230,282 to the Association toward a five-year program for the

development of a pattern for the training of school administrators.

The

first

payment,

of $36,545.60,

In the Saskatoon conference

was made during the

past year.

which brought together for

the first

time representative superintendents from the various provinces,
was evident that a major problem was learning
gether.

The

first year of

how

to

work

it

to-

the program has been largely one of prepa-
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ration. Efforts have been directed toward informing educational
leaders in each province of the program and exploring with
the

ways

in

which they can

them

participate.

In the various provinces, committees have been set

up composed

of school superintendents, members of the provincial departments
of education, school trustees, and others.

means

of directly involving people in

immediatelybegan to determine

all

They have been used

the provinces.

as a

These groups

the facts of their existing situations,

so that as the program develops its progress can be measured.
Regional and national work conferences are planned for 1952-53,
looking toward the
at the

first short

course for superintendents,to be held

University of Alberta in June 1953.

RURAL EDITORIAL SERVICE
The most recent
assisted

ways in which the Foundation has
in the professional improvement of teachers, particularly
of various

those in rural communities, has been through the Rural Editorial
Service. This project, developed in cooperation with the National
Association of Secretaries of State Teachers’ Associations,began in

1945 with a grant for a workshop to be held in Chicago for the
editors of 44 state teachers’ journals. A plan for the editors to help

one another and to receive continuing assistance in the
of their journals at
torial

minimum expense was proposed as

improvement
a

“Rural Edi-

Service” with headquarters at the University of Chicago. The

Foundation made

a three-year commitment,

further three years.

With the

final

renewed in 1948 for

a

payment of $14,202.06, made

during the past year, the Foundation’s expenditures for this project
total $237,658.57.

few editors of teachers’magazines have had professional
training in educational journalism, the workshop has been repeated
annually as a basic training program. The content of the journals
Since
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improved by securing authoritativearticles for use by the

has been

editors, as desired. Periodic analysis of the journals and advice

on

production problems have offered stimuli and aid for improvement.

The

attractivenessof the journals has been increased

photographsand other

available

by making

illustrations.

Over a dozen “roving” reporters were trained by the Rural
Editorial Service staff and then

employed by

the journals to

would not otherwise have been

articles of value that

produce

available to the

subscribers.A total of 457 stories was prepared. In addition to their

own

writing, these reporters gave assistance to

many

teachers in

preparing articles for publication and aided with the editing of the
journals.

A

recent independent evaluation of the Rural Editorial Service

determined accomplishments by measuring changes that had taken
place between the
last

first

and the

fifth year, particularlyduring the

three years, in the magazines served. Figures concerning such

program

activitiesas

tify to the

made

workshop attendance and use

of materialstes-

widening influence of the Service and suggest that

significant contributionsto the

improvement

of teachers’

zines. The attendance at the annual workshops has
a total of 68 journals having

grown

been represented during the

years. In 1952, 56 were represented. This year also set

—for

the

number of persons actively participating

Among them were

2

a

in the

it

has

maga-

steadily,

past three

record— 83

workshops.

5 executive secretaries of state teachers’ associa-

tions. The remainder of the group was comprised of editors

from

state

departments of education, health associations, and other agen-

cies.

The organizationsrepresented have included 41

associations, 8

Canadian provincial education

state education

associations, the

Na-

tional Education Association, the Canadian Teachers’ Federation,
and the National

There
side

and

has

Union

been

of

Teachers (Canada).

a striking

improvement

inside, of the teachers’

Service began.

A

in appearance, both out-

magazines since the Rural Editorial

less spectacular

but nevertheless outstanding

GENERAL EDUCATION
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in the editing has
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taken place. There has been

a

notable

decrease in the amount of “filler”materials— reprinted speeches,syndicated articles,reprints from general magazines, etc.— in favor of
-written articles aimed at the special problems of the readers.

staff

Almost no reader studies were conducted by teachers’ magazines
before the Service began. Since
such studies, made in 24

There

states,

has been a notable

and

its

inception there have been 34

six in

four Canadian provinces.

improvement

in the average quality of

articles. From the first to the fifth year of the Service there has

an increase of more than 100 percent in the

number of

been

articles per

year rated as outstanding and a 30 percent increase in articles prepared by the

staffs of

the United States magazines.There has been

a 90 percent increase in the percentageof

articles the

Canadian

journals have published from Rural Editorial Service sources or other
state and provincial journals. These
ice’s

improvements reflect the Serv-

reporter-trainingproject and also the emphasis on

in the

staff

writing

workshops.

Since the Service began, articles totaling about 300 pages per
year on improvement of teaching have been added to the United
States magazines, and a proportional increase in articles of this

has been

made

in the

Canadian journals. Articles and

kind

releases pro-

vided by the Service have been published in 52 journals during the
last three years of the

have

filled a total

Foundation’ssupport. Materials published

of 1,450 pages, or an average of 28 per

It is estimated that these articles

journal.

have been read by more than

a

million teachers, bringing to them the views of national and international authorities on major problems of world peace and foreign
policies, education for

community improvement, citizen

participa-

tion in educational planning, and reports of promising teaching practices of

many

kinds.

Nearly every magazine involved

in the

program

in the use of local pictures and special art
total of

463

different line

has

made

a start

work. Materials for

drawings and other

illustrationshave

a

been
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supplied to teachers’ journals since 1948. During the
period illustrationssupplied by the Service were used
times.

The number of

different illustrations used

last

three-year
5,840

a total of

ranged as high

as

100 each for two journals. In 1951-52, illustrationswere used by 56
of the magazines; the

median number

of uses per journal was

3

1.

During the year 1949-50, 29 journals contributeda total of
$4,536.24 in support of the Service.

The next year 50

journals

contributed $4,331.48. Last year 50 journals contributed $15,577.50.

The Foundation’s
and

assistance has thus

made

possible the establishment

initial development of a service for teachers’ journals

which

seems likely to become a continuing activity.*

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS
There are more than 100 educational broadcasting stations in the
United States. Few of them are affluent,and the cost of linking these
stations in a wire

network such

as the

commercial broadcasters use

would be prohibitive. It seemed possible, however, that the expansion of the tape “network” which was in operation among a few
stations might to a considerable extent serve the same function. Early

in 1951 the Foundation

made a five-year commitment of $245,350

to the University of Illinois,

on behalf of the National Association

of Educational Broadcasters, for the

development of such

a service.

The project will provide recording equipment,tapes and tape duplicating equipment, a staff to operate the network service, and other
staff and travel

funds to promote various types of

activities for the

general improvement of educational broadcasting.

During the

past fiscal year a

payment of $50,500 was made.

A

central headquarters for educational broadcasting has been established and

makes

available such services as information on

promotion,

*In 1952 the name was changed to Education CommunicationsService.

The

New

Mass Duplicatorfor the NAEB tape network is examined

by directorsof three educationalbroadcastingstations

I
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management. Conferences of various

kinds have enabled the educational broadcasters to pool ideas and
attack

problems in face-to-facesituations. A seminar devoted

to the

consideration of educational broadcasting in the public schools has

been held. The tape neuvork has been expanded and
weekly eight to ten hours of programs

to

is

supplying

supplement the offerings

of individual stations.
Plans for the coming year indicate that

ment

will have

been

them.

Two

the necessary equip-

installed to provide an effective tape

capable of producing
desiring

all

enough copies of programs for

more regional conferences

network,

all stations

will be held. Small

work groups and committees will meet occasionally to restudy the
problems before educational broadcasters. They will give particular
considerationto the activitiesand proper functioning of the national
organization.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE EDITORS
Under the extension services

of the

United

States

Department of

Agriculture and the land-grant colleges in the various states, great
progress has been

made

in getting information

who

work

to the people

is far

from complete. 1 o

user, the

about rural life and

can use it. Nevertheless, this achievement
assist in

bridging the gap from finder to

Foundation is cooperating with the American Association

of Agricultural College Editors in developinga project in agricultural

“communications.”

More than a year ago preliminaryinvestigationswere begun
with

editors, deans of agriculture, directorsof extension

presidents of the land-grant colleges concerning the

improving their information services.During

work, and

problem of

the past fiscal year the

GENERAL EDUCATION
Foundation made

a

I I

I

grant for a six-day work conference held in the

spring of 1952 in Chicago.

The conference brought together deans

of agriculture, directorsof extension service, and representativesof
the information services from about half the land-srant colleges in
the

country. They inquired into

the various media of
greater

the nature of the

communications more

number of people with

effect,

findings. Following the conference

proposed project for

tion services.

the

of using

effectively in reaching a

useful information, possible solutions

and ways of putting them into
for a

problem

and made a report of

a special

improvement

their

committee began plans

of agricultural informa-

The Foundation’s expenditures for

this line of activity

during the past year were $3,959.92.
It is

expected that within the next year negotiationswill be

pleted for a five-year project with the

com-

American Association of

Agricultural College Editors directed toward three basic problems:
professional

improvement

conferences,

of agricultural editors through

workshops,

and the development of more adequate pre-service

training; formulation of a plan for better

exchange of

ideas, materials,

and consultant services; and studies and demonstrations of
to disseminate information

concerningagricultureand

how better

related fields.

SHORT COURSES FOR RURAL YOUTH
The Foundation’s interest in

rural

youth goes back many years. In

1938, through an agricultural short-course program and scholarships,

at Michigan State College, rural youth in Michigan expecting to

work but not having continued their education in preparation for it beyond high school were provided the
make farming their

life

opportunityto do so. This program was supported for ten years

by the Foundation, which has also manifestedin other ways
interest in this type of activity.

its

I I
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a special

committee of
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the Association of

Land Grant

Colleges and Universitieshas, with the Foundation’s assistance, been
providing leadership for the development of short-course programs
in other states. In that year a national workshop

was held

at

Michi-

gan State College, and in the following year exchange of
between faculty members of

institutions planning short-course pro-

grams and those having had experience
During

visits

in this field was

the past year an expenditure of $5,040.

1

3

begun.

was made. This

was partly used to finance a five-day regional work conference at
Louisiana State University for selected representatives from the
southern land-grant colleges.The remainder went for continuation,
in eight institutions, of the

program of exchange

visits between

faculty members, initiated the previous year. Assistance was given
in these

ways to short-course programs that had been started in

1950-5

new programs were begun during

1

,

of Illinois

the year at the University

and North Dakota Agricultural College, and programs

other institutionsare being developed for

Though

initiation

these courses are not directly subsidized by the

representativesof

all these institutions

at

next year.

Foundation,

participatedin the

work con-

ference, or the faculty exchange visits, or both.

A4ICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE
CONTINUING EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
-

Continuing education

has been a

major

interest of the

since the mid- 1930’s. Activities of this nature, providing

Foundation
continuing

learning opportunities,and growing out of the interests and needs of
the people, come usually after the completion of basic, professional,
or vocational education. The methods used are characterized

by
informality and a wide range of short-term activities. The Foundation entered this field by arranging short courses, work conferences,

Sta
Michigan
Education,
Center
Kellogg
The
for
Continuing
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field consultant services for a

wide variety of groups

southwesternMichigan counties,among them physicians,

dentists, nurses, teachers, school custodians,dairy operators, boards
of supervisors, ministers, editors, law-enforcementofficers, recreation
leaders, and parents.

Building Project

Some of these early

activities were carried

on with Michigan

State College and contributed to the development of continuing
education at that institution. In 1945 the Foundation made a

mitment
its

to the College to assist in the construction of a

campus, in East Lansing,

to be a center for continuing education.

This building was completed in 1951 and opened
that year. Its cost

was

combuilding on

largely

in

September of

met by the Foundation through pay-

ments to the College totaling $1,400,000 (the

final

one in August

1951). The American Hotel and Restaurant Association contributed

approximately$100,000,

to be used in equipping the building.

The

remaining cost was borne by the College.

The Center contains 181 twin-bed guest rooms and
bedroom

suites. All

six parlor-

rooms have baths and modern, comfortable fur-

nishings. Fifteen conference rooms, accommodating from 10 to 100
persons, and an auditorium are located on the main floor. Visualaids materials are available for use in
facilities

include a restaurant with a capacity of 100, a banquet and

ballroom with

rooms

for

facilities

each of these rooms. Dining

a

capacity of 750, and

a series of small, private

groups ranging up to 100. Use

and conferencerooms

of the Center’s overnight

is restricted to

ness at the college. Conference guests

dining

persons having busi-

make up the majority, but

others include alumni, visiting athletic or lecture-concert

artists,

parents of students, and persons on college business.

The College has organized its continuing-education activitiesinto
four departments.They are: special courses and conferences, education and community service, business and industry, and the office
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of business affairs. The

purpose.

Continuing Education Center

many

It provides facilitiesfor

campus meetings; it

115

persons

serves a dual

who

attend on-

also houses the College’s division of hotel, restau-

rant, and general institutional management and furnisheson-the-job
training for the students in that division. During the past year the
division enrolled 300 students and graduated 68. In the first full year
of operation,over 40,000 persons participated in about 290 officially

registeredconferences and special courses held in the Center, and
there were about 19,000 participants in over 260 unregistered meetings.

The

staff of the

Center also planned and approved other campus

meetings attended by over 58,000 persons, and more than 53,000
persons stayed overnight

at the

Disposal of
During the
Foundation an

past year

Center.

The Gull Lake Estate

Michigan

estate situated on

State College received

from the

Gull Lake, Michigan, near Battle

Creek, which was one of the several country estates formerly

by Mr. Kellogg. It had been developed

owned

in the early 1920’s at a cost

of approximatelythree-quartersof a million dollars. In 1936

Mr.

Kellogg gave this estate to the Foundation. In 1942 the Foundation
leased

it

to the

United States Coast Guard,

tion with the Coast
in the

Guard

for $1, for use in

training activitiesbeing

Foundation’sthree camps.

conducted nearby

The property was returned the

following year, and in 1944 the Foundation sold

United
the

States of

Army

America, which used

hospital in Battle

it as a

1951 deeded

Foundation. A conservative appraisal made

ued

at

1

for $1 to the

Creek. After the war the government

to the

$

it

convalescent annex to

classifiedthe estate as surplus property and in

it

connec-

it

back

at that time val-

70,000.

During the

fiscal year

under review, the Foundation gave the

Gull Lake estate to the State Board of Agriculture of Michigan for
use by Michigan State College.

The

estate, which is about 60 miles

from the College campus, but near an experimentalfarm and

a

The Residence on the Gull Lake estate
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reforestation area that had been developed by

by him

its

Mr. Kellogg and given

to the College in past years, is expected to be used

College as an adjunct to
tion.
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campus

its

facilities

by the

for continuing educa-

The Foundation also undertook to renovate the property for

new

use, a task nearly accomplished during the year with an

expenditure of $24,746.67.

COMMUNITY SCHOOL CAMPING
The Foundation began
in

1940. In the

its

activitiesin

community school camping

i93o’s it had constructed three camps in the general

area of Battle Creek, Michigan,

which

it

used for programs of various

types serving selected groups of children, principallyfrom southwestern Michigan. In the two years before our entry in the war, the

Foundation developed school camping programs in

first one

and

then two of these camps. Children from grades four through twelve,
together with their regular classroom and
to the camps for

homeroom

teachers,

came

two-week periods. This was an experiment de-

signed on the theory that camping possesses certain desirable educational values that cannot be imparted so efficiently in the school

classroom and to determine whether these values might, through
camping, be made an integral part of the public school system.

This program was ended

in the spring of

1942 by the war, and

the Foundation’s three camps were then used for activities related
to the defense effort, principallyas training stations
States Coast

by the United

Guard. A school camping program was resumed shortly

before the end of hostilities.However, from this time on the
dation no longer operated

its

Foun-

three camps but leased them to other

agencies and provided some funds for maintenance and program.

The
lease of

first

use of the camps which then developed arose from the

one camp

to a

nearby college of education to be used

pri-

1

1
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community school camping.
another camp to an ad hoc group of

marily to give teachers experience in

The second was the leasing of
citizens which operated in it a program of school and recreational
camping for the children of Calhoun County and Battle Creek.
Neither of these agencies was able to establish its program on a per-

manent

basis.

In 1947 the Foundation’sClear Lake

Camp was

leased to the

Creek public schools, which undertook to conduct a school

Battle

camping program

dation. This program

many thousands

by the Foun-

similar to that originally carried on
is still

of Battle

continuing.During the

Creek children from

past five years

the elementary grades,

from some nearby school districts, have been
provided a camping experience as part of their school work. These
children attended camp for periods of one to two weeks, accompanied by teachers. The camp was also made availableto nearly
as well as children

7,000 persons in older youth and adult groups.

The

original five-year lease to the Battle

Creek schools expired

during the year under review and has been renewed for five years.

The new

lease provides that the school system assume all costs of

eration and all other expense except capital outlay and unusual

op-

main-

tenance costs. Under the previous lease, the Foundation also provided
annual operating subsidies. The Foundation’s expenditures under the
first lease were

$64,272.48 from 1947 through the past

In 1947 the Foundation began

ment

of education for a

program

a

year.

subsidy to the Michigan depart-

of school

jointly with the state conservation

fiscal

camping

to be carried on

department. During

the past

year

schools in approximately75 communities participated in this pro-

gram, which was conducted with 33 secondary schools and 42
elementary schools. The
toward

this

legislature recently appropriated

$20,000

program. The Foundation has contributed $35,500.

No

payment was made in the past two years, but assistancemay be
renewed during the coming year.

The Foundation has

also

made grants to promote school camping
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in three other states, totaling $25,526.43.None
past fiscal year.

was made in the

The Foundation’stotal expenditures

for school

camping, beginning in 1940, have been $310,236.99,of which
$17,650.42,

all

for the Battle Creek public schools’ program, oc-

curred in 1951-52.

COMMUNITY SCHOOL
This project was intended

SERVICE PROJECT

to test the idea that

community educa-

tion, if well conceived, closely related to the needs

and

desires of

and conducted with energy and skill, can bring the
social, economic, and political life of the community to higher levels
of attainment than is possible when education follows a conventional
the people,

course. In 1946 the Michigan department of education, with the
aid of other state agencies and financial support

from

Foundation,

the

developed with five Michigan communities an experimental activity

known

Community School Service Project. The experience
of this project demonstrated that some aspects of community improvement would have to be approached on a larger basis than a
single community. Therefore, in 1949, the department revised the
as the

project and largely transferred its operations to a five-county area

Grand Traverse Bay region.
the project has a number of special problems rising

in another part of the state— the

The

area of

from the circumstances
portion of adults, and

The project supplies

that

its

it is

sparsely populated, has a high pro-

major industry is the summer

three specialized services to the area: consulta-

tion, on a continuing basis; arranging for help
state agencies
ences,

tourist trade.

from

federal and other

and from educational institutions; organizing confer-

workshops, and

field trips for

community leaders.

During the year under review, consultant service provided to

community groups and individualsin the

five counties

by

specially

I
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assigned personnel of the department of education included 226

appearancesbefore community and area groups, 63
different schools

visits

with superintendents in the five-county

to 18

area,

and

507 consultationswith individualsin the five counties of types other
than those mentioned.

The department of education arranged for

consultation service to study and action groups in the area from
state

and federal agencies and educational institutionsin 246

instances.

The Community School Service Project has cooperated in the
establishment of a community college. The college had 72 full-time
students and 1,600 part-time students for the year 1951-52 and a
full-timeenrollment of 150 for the school year 1952-53. Through
the work of advisory committees, with membership broadly representative of the five counties, programs in business, agricultural
education, and conservation have been developed

at the

college. The

advisory committees also brought about improvement in

library

service of 6 of the 18 libraries in the five counties and stimulated
interest in the establishment of a regional library.

Forty-three working conferences of from one to three days in
length, involving 1,519 participants,

were sponsored by the depart-

ment of education.These were planned in cooperation with
groups and were

in the fields of health, trade

local

and industry, agricul-

ture, library service, recreation, education, school administration,

government, and group-work processes. Four

out-of-state trips

were

sponsored by the department, for action and study committees con-

community colleges, craft industries, and library service.
Craft industries now have 472 participants.Two major outlets sellcerned with

ing local products exclusivelyhave been establishedduring the year,

and the organization for an association of craftsmen has been started.

The department of education reports that the following activities
represent some of the community accomplishmentsmade during the
year:

a health survey; craft industry surveys

and county-wide craft

shows; cleanup campaigns; school plant planning and successful

GENERAL EDUCATION

I

2

I

bond elections;and programs in adult education, home nursing,
garbage

disposal, dental care,

and recreation. There was
Living in

water flouridation,school camping,
weekly radio

also a

series, “Healthful

Your Community.”

An expenditure of

$

1

9, 2

2

4 was

Community School

52 for the

$164,027 the

made by

the

F

oundation in 1951-

Service Project. This brings to

total given over seven years.

A commitment has been

made for an additionalyear, during which the major emphasis

will

be on evaluation.

Documentary Film— A Tale of Two Towns

Two
Both

documentaryfilms have been made for the Foundation.

reflect

assistance.

programs or projects carried on with the Foundation’s

The

first, Schoolhouse in the

tion’s early experiences in
districts in

Tale of

Michigan.

It

Red, drew on the Founda-

promoting the reorganization of school

was completed in 1948. The second,

Two Towns, grew

A

out of the project described immediately

above and was completed during the year under review. This film
depicts two of the original communities in the

Community School
Service Project and shows how the people attempted to make them
better places in which to live. The desires and ambitions of the
people in the two communities were similar. In both places the people recognizedthat local communities must use the best assistance
available in a continual
are and

how

endeavor to determine what

best to solve

the people in the

them. The

film contrasts the

two communities set about

their

problems

ways

which
one town

their tasks. In

in

were beset with difficulties. In the other, the people
first learned systematicallyhow to identify their problems and work
their efforts

together, then

how

how these could

A

Tale of

to find out what resources were availableand

best be used.

Two Towns

is 16

mm., in

color, has “live” sound,

runs 45 minutes, and cost $52,845.59 to produce. Expendituresin

connectionwith the

film occurring during the past fiscal year total

in
A
Two
the
A

Scene
Tale
jng
picture,
of

GENERAL EDUCATION
$7,025.66 and

all relate

to

prised of disbursements for

its distribution

1

23

and use. They are com-

preview copies and showings and

a

grant

to the audio-visual department of the University of Wisconsin to
finance a study evaluating uses of the film.

EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMISTS
During the past year the Foundation made
the

Michigan State Board

of the

a grant of $20,000 to

of Agriculture to help defray the expenses

Eighth InternationalConference of Agricultural Economists

held at Michigan State College in August 1952.

The InternationalConference of Agricultural Economists is an
organization primarily of professional agriculturaleconomists. It

was founded in 1929

in

England.

Its chief

function

the exchange of scientific informationamong
serve as a

means by which workers in

is to

encourage

members and to
different countries may become
its

acquainted.

The meeting held in 1952 was the eighth internationalconference held by the group and the second held

in the

United

States.

The geographical distributionof the delegates was wider than
previous years. There were

1

in

76 professional persons registered, from

36 different countries, exclusive of the 136 registered from the
United States. The group included 19 delegates from nine LatinAmerican
of

countries.

The program was centered about the theme “Economic Aspects
Food and Population.”In addition to the formal meetings, field

trips

were arranged

in order that the delegates

might

agricultural agencies, to gain first-hand information

nomic problems in the United

States.

visit

farms and

concerningeco-

1

24
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The persons responsiblefor the program believe that the objecaccomplished.The delegates had ample opportunity
to become acquainted and to discuss problems of mutual interest.
They are teachers, for the most part, and the information they
gained at the conference will be disseminated widely in their
tives were well

countries.
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APPENDIX

I

INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIPS ON WHICH
PAYMENTS WERE BEGUN DURING
THE FISCAL YEAR*
ARGENTINA
Leonardo Oscar Chait, M.D.

BOLIVIA
Rene Altamirano Cortez, M.D.
Arze Quiroga, D.D.S.
Nicanor Machicao Murillo, M.D.
Jose

BRAZIL
Jose Geraldo Albernaz,

M.D.

Joao Jorge de Barros, D.D.S.
Sylvio Bevilacqua, D.D.S.
Anayde Correa de Carvalho, R.N.
Antonietta Chiarello, R.N.
Jandyra Alves Coelho, R.N.
Benedicto Correa, M.D., hospital administration
Helio Bezerra Coutinho, M.D.
Hardy Ebling, D.D.S
Clarice Della Torre Ferrarini, R.N.
Corinha Maria da Conce^ao Fischer, M.D., hospital administration
Joa Sampaio Goes, Jr., M.D.
Maria Dolores Peregino de Freitas Lins, R.N.
Zelia Barbosa Machado, R.N.
Humberto de Queiroz Menezes, M.D.
Maria da Gloria Leite Rozas, R.N.
•The subject matter of awards is indicated where not implied by professionaldegrees or designafollowing names.

tions
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Joao Alfredo Gaetano da Silva, Jr., M.D., hospital administration
Leo Werner Suffert, D.D.S.
Armando Sampaio Tavares Filho, M.D.
Maria do Perpetuo Socorro Tavares, R.N.
Anna Rosa Brandao Tupinamba, R.N.
Olga Verderese, R.N.
Maria Luiza Wiering, R.N.

CANADA
Carol May Adams, R.N.
Dorothy Frances Borland, R.N.
Hugh Macdonald Eaton, D.D.S.
Florence Isabel Greenaway, R.N.
Roland Levert, hospital administration
Jannetta MacPhail, R.N.
Margaret Elizabeth Nix, health education
Donald Gordon Pentz, D.D.S.
Harold Louis Samuels, D.D.S.
Lily Mary Turnbull, R.N.
Jessie Eleanor McDuff Young, R.N.

CHILE
Rosa Arenas Arenas, R.N.
Eliana Duran Castro, R.N.
Irma Elena Eskuche Decker, biochemistry
Maria Galaz Acosta, R.N.
Jean Audrey Johnson Whichelow, nutrition
Teresa Mendoza Salas, R.N.
Iris Monardez Clutterbuck, R.N.
Abel Olmos Calcagni, M.D.
Oscar Peralta Vallejos, M.D.
Raul Riquelme Lemus, D.D.S.
Enrique Valenzuela Encina, M.D.
Leopoldo Ariosto Vasquez Cristi, M.D.
Ennio Vivaldi Cichero, M.D.
Jorge Zapata Diaz, M.D.
Silvia

COLOMBIA
Carlos Rodolfo Baquero Borda, D.D.S.
Emilio Bojanini, M.D.
Pelayo Correa Velez, M.D.

NEW INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIPS
Maria Elpidia Daza Martin, R.N.
Gustavo Escallon Cayzedo, M.D.
Leonel Estrada, D.D.S.
Elina Hernandez Lopez, R.N.
Edgar Iragorri Zamorano, biochemistry
Guillermo Latorre Restrepo, M.D.
Alvaro Toro Mejia, M.D.

COSTA RICA
Guido Miranda

Gutierrez,

Raymond Pauly

M.D.

Sasso, D.D.S.

ECUADOR
Nicolas Espinosa Roman,

M.D.

GUATEMALA
Francisco Javier Aguirre Batres, biochemistry

Marina Flores Rodas, nutrition
Carlos Enrique Tejada Valenzuela, M.D.
Julio Cesar Toriello de Leon, M.D.

HAITI
Gisele Alexis, R.N.

MEXICO
Mario Alanis Guajardo, M.D.
Gabriel Avila Galinzoga, M.D.
Sadi de Buen Lopez de Heredia, M.D.
Enriqueta Camacho Guadarrama, M.D.
Alfredo Delgado Arredondo, M.D.
Jose Antonio Garcia Reyes, M.D.
Jesus

Guzman

Daniel Eduardo

Garcia, biochemistry

Martinez McNamara, M.D.

Jose Luis Perez Navarrete, M.D.
Ignacio Ramirez Hernandez, M.D.
Antonio Ruiz Sanchez Collado, D.D.S.
MaximilianoSalas Martinez, M.D.
Guillermo Soberon Acevedo, M.D.
Enrique Sotomayor Huerta, M.D.
Ramon Villarreal Perez, M.D.

I29
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PARAGUAY
Luis Alberto Caceres Cansimo,

M.D.

PERU
Javier Arias Stella, M.D.

Bernardo Rojas Davila, D.D.S.
Rosa Dominquez Morales, R.N.: dietetics
Antonio Garcia Erazo, M.D.: hospital administration
Jaime Renato Scerpella Villavicencio,M.D.

EL

SALVADOR

Rubenia Barrientos,R.N.

Amanda

Stella Castillo, nutrition

Ernesto Romero Hernandez, D.D.S.
Armando Rivera Villacorta, M.D.: hospital administration

URUGUAY
Carlos Eduardo Ferratti Turdera, M.D.

Olga Renee Martina Fraga Cardozo, R.N.
Eustaquio Dario Montero, M.D.

APPENDIX
EXPENDITURES IN

II

1951-1952a

summary
$3,575,68°.84

TOTAL

$

Administration
Programs and Projects

$

International

Canada
Latin America
Other

$

549,874.68

136,564.25
393’3 IO-43

20,000.00
2,680,486.89

United States
Except Michiganb
Michigan0

344,520.66

3,230,361.57

$2,003,692.28
676,794.61
798.61

Property Operation

ADMINISTRATION
TOTAL
Auditing

Consultant Service & Honoraria to Advisory Committees
Legal Services & Expenses
MiscellaneousOffice Operation

Rent
Salaries
SecuritiesCustody & Investment Service
Security Program for Employees
T RAVEL

Trustees Honoraria

$

344,520.66

$

5,550.00
7,606.85
7.57

1

-7 1

27,°32-70
6,000.00
i98,383.5i
39,936.16
12,213.40
39,026.33
1,200.00

“Many of the Foundation’sexpenditures can be classifiedin more than one category.The
arrangementsreflected here for the year under review, and in the first seven tables of the Introduction
for all years, do not preclude other and somewhat differentallocationsand classifications,
including,however, the Michigan component of national programs ($54,656.91).
'Except for the Michigan component of national programs (see previous note).
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PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS
SUMMARY
Subject Matter,

Geographically,

by GeographicalAreas

by Subject Matter

total

$3,230,361.57

Dentistry

Canada
Latin America

$

174,682.73

$

15A03-73
72,637.47

United States

57,64i-53
29,000.00

Michigan
Education

Canada
Other International

$

957,255.18

$

40,143.67
20,000.00

United States

828,025.90

Michigan

69,085.61

Hospitals

$

Canada
Latin America

$

520,292.12

371,847.52
17,949.90
i8i,8^4.qq
171,792.63
250.00

Public Health

$

6,999.76
247,530.27
48,057.70

$
$

United States

Michigan
Not Elsewhere

339,544.67

36,956.94

United States

Michigan
Welfare
Latin America

32,164.23
553,438.64

$

Canada
Latin America

644,328.89

58,726.02

United States

24,049-15

3,U2.50
794.18
20,122.47

$

2,908.82

$

195,452.49

Property Disposal

Michigan

Public Health

6,999.76

Latin America

$

Dentistry
Hospitals
Medicine

$

393,310.43
72,637.47
40,002.5

1

181,854.99

Welfare
Other International
Education
United States

3,132.50

$

20,000.00

(Except Michigan) $2,003,692.28
Dentistry
57,641.53
Education
828,025.90
Hospitals
141,560.31
Medicine
171,792.63

$

Nursing

553,438.64

Public Health

247,530.27

Welfare
794.18
Not Elsewhere Classified 2,908.82
Michigan
$ 676,794.61
Dentistry
Education
Hospitals

Medicine
Public Health

Welfare
Property Disposal

Classified

United States

32,164.23

36,956.94

$

$

17,949.90

Nursing

58,726.02

$

$

23,902.96

Public Health

314,826.34

Michigan
Nursing
Canada
Latin America

15,403-73
40,143.67

Nursing

Michigan

United States

$

136,564.25

23,902.96
141,560.31

Canada
Latin America

Dentistry
Education
Hospitals
Medicine

$3,230,361.57

$

40,002.51

United States
Medicine

TOTAL

Canada

$

29,000.00
69,085.61
314,826.34
250.00
48,057.70
20,122.47
195,452.49

EXPENDITURES IN

1951-1952

1 3

3

NOTES

As immediaterecipientsof expenditures are too numerous to list here, ordinarily
only intended beneficiaries are shown. Intermediary recipients are identified when grants
for one agency or institution are paid to another which has voluntarilyundertakento
disburse them. The intermediary is then shown in parentheses (this does not imply that
it is part of the beneficiaryagency or institution).
In other instancesthe existenceof
intermediary recipientsmay be assumed.For example: grants to county health departments are normallypaid to the county treasurers(as legal disbursingagents),expenditures for conferences often include payments to travel agencies for transportation,
and
fellowshipsusually include tuitionpayments to schools.

total

Daggers and

asterisks, suffixed to sums, have the following significance:

t

= Expenditures during

*

=

the year under review were a continuationof earlier expenditures

Further expendituresare expected

$3,230,361.57

CANADA*
TOTAL
Dentistry, Total
Dental educationsurvey & consultation program,
Canadian Dental Association
Dental hygienists course, Universityof Toronto

$

136,564.25

$

i5,403-73

$

International fellowships in dentistry

Education, Total
Educational administrators’ training program,
Canadian Education Association
For a planning
For the

conference

program

590.91!*
7,949.80!*
6,863.02!*

$

40,143.67

$

37,768.72*

$

23,902.96

$ 4,545.45
33,223.27*

International fellowshipin health education

Hospitals, Total
Hospital administrationcourse, University of Toronto
Hospital administrators’ extensioncourse, Canadian
Hospital Council
International fellowshipin hospital administration
Medicine, Total
Graduate & postgraduatemedical education,
Dalhousie University
International fellowshipin medicine
Nursing, Total
Conference of nursing-schoolfaculty representatives
International fellowshipsin nursing

2,

$

374-95*

2,545.24!*
i8,855.45t*
2,502.27!*

$

$
$

$

i7,949-90

13,543.67!*
4,406.23!*
32,164.23
4,277.66
27,886.57!*

Public Health
Field-training center for public-health personnel,
Manitoba department of health
dSums are reflectedhere as United States dollars,not Canadian.

$

6,999.76!

1
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SUMMARY
TOTAL

$393,3 io.43

$

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil

3,922-07
90,389.77
56,624.29

Chile

Colombia

54,356.26
17,165.98
2,948.23
10,822.73
6,288.44
798.79

Costa Rica

Cuba
Ecuador
Guatemala
Haiti

Mexico

45,937-58
1.224.65
30,666.57

Paraguay
Peru
El Salvador

1

12.418.65

Uruguay

11,414.50
2,632.33
27,712.94

Venezuela

Not

7,986.65

distributable by country

Total

S

Dentistry, Total

$
$

International fellowships in dentistry
Teaching equipment &/or library aid

University $
Service'

Antioquia

72,

637-47

59,483.23!*
6,082.80!*

Colombia
National
U.S. Information
Universityof
Costa Rica, Universityof

393,310.43

$

2,564.81

393.29
1,810.06
361.46
3,5

1

7-99

Visiting professorships

7,071.44!*

$

Brazil

Mexico

6,770.65!*
287.39!

Venezuela

$

Hospitals, Total

40,002.51

Brazilian hospital administrationcourse,

University of Sao Paulo

$

International fellowships

Hospital administration

$ 24,816.46!*

Library aid only; for use of all Colombian dental schools and dental societies.

I2,537-43t*
27,465.08!*

EXPENDITURES IN

1951-1952
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LATIN AMERICA (Cont'd.)
HOSPITALS Coin'd.)
(

$ 9,086.87!*

Brazil

Chile
Peru
El Salvador

3,302.70!
4,657.32!*
7/769.57!*

Hospital dietetics

2,648.62!*

$

Brazil

1,887.21!

Peru

761.41*

$

Medicine, Total
Graduate medical education teaching subsidy,
University of Mexico

$

International fellowships, scholarships, & similar aid
$160,583.44!*
Fellowships: Medicine

181,854.99
2,160.00*
164,365.41!*

$ 7,986.65!*

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil

557-34t*
30,084.22!*

Chile

29,5 11

Costa Rica

*59!*
24,934.82!*
7,531.00!*

Ecuador
Guatemala
Mexico

3,876.93!*
3,172.00!*
37,074.98!*

Colombia

Paraguay
Peru

5,965-38t*
6,300.37!*
3,588.16!*

Uruguay
Scholarships
Medical School Librarianship

3,735.72!*

$

Colombia

787-491

Occupational therapy

Peru
_
Recife
Cuba

2,948.23!*

Similar aid (to a physician)

Teaching equipment &/or

$
Concepcion

Brazil: University of
Chile: University of
Colombia: National
Ecuador: Central
Peru: University of San

46-25
!5,

library aid

University

University

Marcos

6,649.19
3,179.32
1,010.24

4T33-6yt

Nursing, Total

Fellowships

International fellowships& a scholarship, in nursing

$

329.58!*

157.16!

56,1 3

$
$

58,726.02
58,660.70!*
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NURSING (Coin'd.)
Brazil

$18,005,771-*

Chile

13,524.271-*
8,931.91!*
798.79*

Colombia
Haiti

Peru
El Salvador

5,572.18!*
3,039-38
3,640.13!*
2,618.93!

Uruguay
Venezuela

Paraguay

Scholarships

Teaching equipment&

2,529.34!*

supplies, Mexico, School of

Public Health & Hygiene
& Peru

_

Visiting professorship, Chile

Public Health, Total
Institute of Nutrition of Central America

subsidy
supplies

Equipment &
Books & periodicals

5-4°t

$

36,956.94

$

27,712.94!*'

& Panama

(Pan-AmericanSanitary Bureau)
Operating

59-92t

$

15,212.94!
9,500.00!*

for the library of

the Institute

3,000.00

International fellowships
Chemists (nutritional)

8,944.00!*

Guatemala $
Mexico

$

3,871.14!*

42.03!*

3,829.11!

Nutritionists

5,072.86!*

Chile

$

Ecuador
Guatemala

2,723.07*

M31

*45+*
101.72!*

El Salvador

816.62*

National Institute of Nutrition of Ecuador (Pan-American
Sanitary Bureau)

Equipment &

library aid

300.00!**

Welfare
International fellowshipin social

work, Brazil

$

3,132.50!*

OTHER INTERNATIONAL
Education
Eighth International Conference of Agricultural
Economists(Michigan State College)
'$960.37!*more pertaining to
gThis year, all library aid.
national Fellowshipitem.

An

this

$

20,000.00

project is in the InternationalFellowship item.

additional $1,431.45+*pertaining to this project is in the Inter-

EXPENDITURES IN

UNITED STATES

1951-1952

(Except Michigan)

SUMMARY
TOTAL

$2,003,692.28

$

Alabama

44,250.00
59.675.00
54.494.36

Arkansas
California

Colorado

471997-51
58.230.00
2i, 463.57
156,363.69

Florida

Georgia
Illinois

Iowa
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

2

54^56.91
25,038.98
99.444.38
16,473.54
202,779.23
21,777.12

Mississippi

Missouri

New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon

450.72
20,000.00
82,477.26
70,232.20
135,476.30
18,860.47
91,

Pennsylvania
T ennessee

Texas
Utah

1

Virginia

Washington
Not distributable by

i6>553-34
24.176.37
18,681.87

states

27,044.31
12.100.00
17,738.86
306,256.29

$2,003,692.28

TOTAL

$
$

Dentistry, Total
Dental hygienists’ course
University of Alabama
University of Detroit

$

Virginia $
Alabama

Illinois
Oregon

Education for teaching dentistry
Subsidy for conference of western dental
schools (Universityof Washington)

19,971.19!

6,ooo.oof
13,971.19!

Graduate & postgraduatedental education program
Medical College of
Universityof
Universityof
University of

57^41-53

37,27°*34t>:

12,100.00*
7,500.00!*
15,000.00!*
2,670.34!*

400.00!

hInclucling,however, the Michigan component of national programs.
'Only the Michigan component of national programs. For programs and projects restrictedto
Michigan,see the next major section of the table.
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UNITED STATES

1951-52

(Cont'd.)

$

Education, Total

American Associationof AgriculturalCollege Editors,
preliminary expenses for the developmentof
a project in the improvement of agricultural
“communications”
Boys’ Clubs of America, annual headquarterssubsidy
Educational administrationprogram
Subsidies to
$716,722.38!*
Columbia University
(Teachers College) $150,620.00!*

$

institutions

George Peabody College
Harvard University
Ohio State University

828,025.90

3’959-92*J
25,000.00!*
717,131.36!*

110,476.30!*
100,850.62!*
55,879.28!*

University 32,560.00!*
Chicago 125,000.00!*

Stanford
University of
University of
University of

Oregon
Texas

48,561.21!*
92,774.97!*

Expenses of planning a meeting of American
Associationof School Administrators

officials

An Experience in Health Education: expenses

408.98!*

connection
with the national distributionof this book describing
a former program of the Foundation
in

166.77!

National Association of EducationalBroadcasters(University
of Illinois), for the strengtheningof its tape-recording
“network” & development of other services to
educational broadcastingstations

50,500.00!*

Rural Editorial Service (Universityof Chicago), toward
support of this organization providing consultative
& other services to state journals of education

14,202.06!

Short-coursecommittee of the Association of Land-Grant
Colleges & Universities,subsidies for various activities
to promote the organization of short courses for out-of-school
rural youth (planningmeetings, work conferences, & travel
for the exchange of visits among faculty members of institutions having or planning such
5,040.13!*

courses)

A

Two Towns:

expendituresin connection with the
national distributionof this motion picture depicting
one of the Foundation’s

Tale of

projects
Miscellaneous
$

7,025.66!*

4,025.66!*

To

the Universityof Wisconsin, for a study
of the best means of using the

The Talking Digest (American

film

Printing

3,000.00*

House for the

Blind),

annual subsidy towards distribution to the blind of
this sound-recorded version of The Reader's

Digest

JChiefly ($3,660.00)to

Oklahoma Agricultural & MechanicalCollege, as

5,000.00!

disbursing agent

EXPENDITURES IN

UNITED STATES

1951-1952

1

39

(Corn'd.)

$

Hospitals, Total

141,560.31

Commission on Financing of HospitalCare (American
Hospital Association), contribution to
general expenses
Diagnostic services program: to state health or hospital
authoritiestoward the expenses of maintainingan

$

promote the improvementof clinical laboratory & x-ray diagnostic services in hospitals
throughout the state

50,000.00!

office to

$

Colorado
Illinois

Minnesota

38,316.05!*

12,541.10!*
9,563.69!*
5>755-°9+*
10,456.17!*

Mississippi

Hospital administrationcourses

53,244.26!*

Grants to universities
$ 27,244.26!*
Johns Hopkins University $16,176.37!
University of
11,067.89!*

Minnesota

To

the Associationof University Programs
in Hospital Administration for
an evaluationof such courses

26,000.00*

$

Medicine, Total

Glaucoma

Hopkins University
Graduate & postgraduatemedical education program
research, Johns

Grants to

Emory

universities

University

New York University
University of
University of
University of
University of

For

Colorado
Michigan
Oklahoma

Utah

$

$103,133.24!*

15,710.00!*
19>339-73t
20,000.00!*
27,044.3 1!*

a study of graduate & postgraduate
medical education in the United
States

A

8,000.00*
121,924.48!*

$10,873.57!*
10,165.63!

made by an

18,791.24

individual

Preventivemedicine instruction in the undergraduate
medical curriculum, Vanderbilt University
Sensory aids for the blind & partially sighted:
To the FranklinInstitute, Philadelphia, payment
for contractualservices in developing—

A

171,792.63

projectionmagnifier
cane-type electronic guidance device

$

16,868.15!*

2,585.44!*
14,282.71!*

$

Nursing, Total
Graduate & postgraduateeducation program
Boston University
Emory University
University of Pittsburgh
Western Reserve University

25,000.00*

$
37,129.41!*
10,590.00*
20,000.00!
7,100.00!

553,438.64
74,819.41!*
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UNITED STATES

NURSING

(

(Cont’d.)
Coin'd.)

National Committee for the Improvementof Nursing
Services (NationalLeague for Nursing
Education), for general support
Nursing service administrationprogram
Seminar held at the Universityof
Chicago, January-June
$ 8,420.99!*
Grants to
194,479.59!*
Boston University
$37,104.11*
Columbia University
(Teachers College)
22,239.14!*
!6, 473.54!*
St. Louis University
i6, 553.34!*
State University of Iowa
19,754.46!*
Syracuse University
8,536.21!*
University of Mississippi
University of Pittsburgh
33,364.05!*
University of Texas
16,459.00!*
Wayne University
12,658.31!*
Western Reserve Univ.
n, 337.43!*

65,501.22!*
!, 787.44!*

2!

1951
universities

Expenses of a

conference

8,886.86

Practical-nurse education program

education
Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Illinois
Michigan
Mississippi

State departments of

201,330.57!*
$197,010.13!*

$30,750.00!*
59,675.00!*
58,230.00!*
6,800.00*
88.13!*
41,467.00!*

Expenses in connection with conferences

& workshops

4,320.44!*

Public Health, Total
Conference on undergraduate education in sanitary science
Continuing educationin public health, Universityof
North Carolina
Field training for public health personnel
State grants: state departments of

health

Colorado
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Carolina

$104,363.69!*

$19,746.41!*
26,386.58!*

Ohio
Oregon
Texas
North

Washington
Expenses of a conference

8,216.00!*
11,295.00!
9,637.82!*
1,716.52!
9,626.50!*
17,738.86!*
3,601.87

247>53°-27
164.06!
10,482.12!*
116,037.47!*

EXPENDITURES IN

1951-1952

UNITED STATES
PUBLIC

I4I

(Cont'd.)
(Coin'd.)

HEALTH

American Public Health Association
accreditation-of-fieldtraining-centers project

Home

8,071.91!*

accident preventionprogram: local health departments
Cambridge,
$ 17,211.15!*
Kalamazoo County,
8,599.55!*

52,332.43!*

Massachusetts

Michigan
Ohio
California

Richland County,
San Jose,

7,496.19!*
19,025.54!*

Sight-conservation
projects: state departments of health

$

Mississippi

Oregon

68,514.19!*

38,985.00*
29,529.19!*

Welfare
Expenses in connectionwith the distributionof the publication,
Rehabilitation of the Handicapped(published by the
National Council on Rehabilitation with a subsidy by
the Foundation)

794-

1

8!*

Not Elsewhere Classified
California State PolytechnicCollege, toward
ing program for Arabian horses

its

breed-

$

2.908.82!

MICHIGAN*
$

TOTAL

676,794.61

Dentistry
Education for teaching dentistry, University of

Michigan
Education, Total

$

29,000.00*

$

69,085.61

Citizenship education: annual contribution of 5 scholarships
for Battle Creek high-school boys to attend
the “Boys’ State” sponsored by the American Legion
at Michigan State College
project,

Community-schoolservice

175.00!*

Michigan department

of education
School camping project, Battle Creek public schools
School construction& equipment, Battle Creek public
schools: for the Ann J. Kellogg school

Improvement &

alterations

year

Purchase & installationof a sound system &
salary of operator for a

19,224.00!*
1

7,650.42!*

32,036.19!

$ 24,000.00!
8,036.19

kGrantswithin Michigan made as part of national programs are not reflectedhere but remain
with those programs (where they may be separately identified).In the fiscal year 1951-1952,five
Michigan grants, totalling$54,656.91, were of this nature.
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Hospitals, Total

314,826.34

Analyses of hospital medical care
Medical “audit” program
Albion
Allegan

L930-39t*

S

1,546.55! *

$ 1,378.85*
167.701

Medical records tabulation project, Southwestern Michigan HospitalCouncil

383-84!*

Diagnosticservices program: to hospitalsfor equipment, technician training,or special subsidy, for their
clinicallaboratoryor diagnostic x-ray departments
Equipment (5 hospitals)

Technician training(6 hospitals)
Special subsidy (travel for applicants

1,086.69!*

for position of radiologist— 1 hospital)
Battle

119,087.74!*

435-33t

Creek

Community Hospital
MontgomeryHospital

$

Leila Y. Post

Charlotte

7,591.95!
43.20!
20,000.00!

Hancock

435-33’!"

Manistique

510.00!
7,745.27!
61.83!
248.00!

A'larshall

Petoskey
Rogers City
Tawas City
Traverse City

12,250.00
70,000.00

West Branch

202.16!*
$1

19,087.74

Education of hospital personnel, not elsewhere classified
44 scholarships, 12
$ 3,567.29!*
Professional books & periodicals, 12 hospitals 120.65!*
Improvement-of-nursing-services
10,000*

hospitals

project

Alma
Creek (Community Hospital)
Gaylord

Battle

Greenville

Hancock

$

4I-°9t
88.85!
5-48!
503.81!

H9-39

Iron Mountain

927.28!

Ironwood
L’Anse

252.83!

Manistique

359.10!

Marquette (St. Luke’s Hospital)
Newberry
Petoskey
Rogers City

357-44"!'

J93-47t
23.48!
209.88!

130-9^

13,687.94!*

EXPENDITURES IN

H3

1951-1952

MICHIGAN (Coin'd.)
HOSPITALS

(Corn'd.)

West Branch

439-45t
5.48t
10,000*

Ashland, Wisconsin1
Southwestern Michigan Hospital Council

$

13,687.94

Group

purchasing project, Southwestern
Michigan Hospital Council
Hospital constructionand equipment

11,127.77!*
168,692.82!*

Creek
Community Hospital: contribution
toward its campaign for

Battle

expansion of

facilities

$ioo,ooo.oot

equipment

Leila Y. Post

MontgomeryHospital,

for
Kalkaska, toward construction&
equipmentof a health
Onaway, toward construction&
equipmentof a health

1,192.82!

center
center

42,500.00
25,000.00

Hospital operation: health center at Mesick, payment

on

deficit guarantee

299.68!

Medicine

$

Ironwood
$
Marquette
Munising _

Scholarshipsto physicians for postgraduate study

75.00

$

Public Health, Total
Michigan health department,subsidy for staff
position(coordinatorof field training)
Michigan Health Council, toward general support
Michigan Health Officers Association, expenses of a
conference of one of its committees
Undergraduatecurricula for sanitarians & for nonmedical public-healthadministrators,
University of Michigan

Welfare, Total
Battle Creek Community Chest
Annual

contribution

Remodeling

a building to house certain
agencies participating in the

Calhoun County chapter of

Chest

the

annual contribution

this

American Red

$

48,057.70
8,681.60!*
500.00!*
95-73t

38,780.37!*

$
%
$

250.00!*

75-00
100.00!

20,122.47
17,622.47!*

5,000.00!*

12,622.47*
Cross,
2,500.00!*

*A few Wisconsin hospitals whose service area extendsinto Michigan have been aided under
program.
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Property Disposal,

Total

College
value

$

195,452.49

$

194,552.49*

Gift of the estate on Gull Lake, Michigan, formerly
owned by Mr. W. K. Kellogg, to Michigan
State
estate, appraised
Transfer of 55 shares of stock in the Gull
Lake Association, book
Renovation of the estate for the new

The

$170,000.00

value
owner

550.00
24,002.49*

value

Gift of 2 tapestries,formerly owned by Mr.
Kellogg, to the Battle Creek public
schools, appraised

W.

K.

total
College
PROPERTY OPERATION

900.00

$

Expenses incidental to the turning over of the Gull
Lake estate, KalamazooCounty, Michigan,
to Michigan State
Taxes on property at Pomona,
Appraisal of land at St. Mary’s Lake, Calhoun County,

798.61

$
California

Michigan

TOTAL

458.93
314.68
25.00

CREDITS AGAINST EXPENDITURES
OF PREVIOUS YEARS

CANADA
Dentistry, Total
Graduate & postgraduatedental educationprogram: refund
from University of Montreal grant of 1950-51
International fellowship:refund on a payment of 1950-51

UNITED STATES

(Except Michigan)

TOTAL

$

$
$
$

10,194.50

563*73
553*73
10.00

9,630.77

Dentistry
Dental hygienists training: refund from Universityof
Oregon grant of 1949-50
Nursing, Total
Decentralizedbasic nursing education, New York State: return
of entire grants made to Board of Regents in 1949-50
& 1948-49, & part of the grant of 1947-48

S

450.87

$

5*395*35

$

5,148.44

CREDITS AGAINST EXPENDITURES
Graduate & postgraduatenursing education:

From

.
1949-50
Total

1

From

refunds
$

947~48

University of Pennsylvania grant
of
University of Western Ontario grant
of

246.91

37-37

209.54

Public Health,

Field training centers for public health personnel:
refund from the California state health

department grant of

H5

1949-50

$

3^7^4-55

$

3,639.67

Publication of the volume, Selected Papers of Haven
Emerson, by the Foundation: received during the
year, as net proceeds of sales, & applicable against the
1950-51 costs of

publication

__

144-88

ALTERATION IN TERMS OF EXPENDITURES
OF PREVIOUS YEARS
In May 1942, $10,000 was given Vanderbilt Universityto be used as scholarships
for students in its school of public health. In June 1952 authorization was given

to apply the $8,800 remaining from this fund to the granting of loans and
scholarships in the University’s school of medicine.

APPENDIX
BALANCE SHEET*—

3

1

III

AUGUST

1952

BOOK

MARKET

AMOUNTsf
ASSETS
General Fund
Cash
Stocks

$66,560,677.79

$86,679,832.96

$33, !77, 267.92

$35,493,io°.59

$

$

356,401.42
14, 092, 570.85

Bonds

1

7*684,5 76.96

Insurance proceeds deposited with
insurance companies
Notes and accounts receivable
Real estate and equipment

1

K. Kellogg Foundation Trust

Kellogg

356,401.42

16,624,948.13
17,468,032.35

04,692.64

104,692.64
713,612.80

713,612.80
225,413.25

Trusts Administeredby the Foundation
Cash and securities

The W.

VALUEt

Company stock

$

General Fund
Appropriated for 1952-53
Appropriated for subsequent years
Unappropriated

$
$5

95,040.87
1,091,691.50

$33*323*94I-5°
$33, 320, 467.50

$51,088,225.00

3,474.00

3,466.50

$66,560,677.79

$86,679,832.96

$33*177*267.92

$35*493, io°.59

Other securities and cash

FUND BALANCES

59*468.37

225,41 3.25

$ 3,768,671.00 $ 3,768,671.00

Trusts Administeredby the Foundation
The W. K. Kellogg FoundationTrust

i*753*5I2.84

i,753,5i2.84

27,655,084.08

29*970*9i6-75

$

59*468.37

$33*323*94I-5°

$

95,040.87

$51,091,691.50

•This balance sheet includes the W. K. Kellogg Foundation Trust, a trust including 2,261,030
common and 2,530 shares of preferred stock of the KelloggCompany, created early in the
Foundation’shistory by Mr. Kellogg with the Foundation as beneficiary. It also includes certain
trusts, established by Mr. Kellogg, the principal of which will eventually accrue to the Foundation
and which are currcndyadministered by the Foundation on behalf of interim beneficiaries.
fReflects,for assetspurchasedby the Foundation,cost less amortization of premiums; and for
assetsreceived as gifts or distributionsfrom trust, the estimated value at time of acquisition.
+The differencesfrom book amounts reflect approximatequoted market value of securities.
shares of
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APPENDIX IV
SECURITIES HELD

31

AUGUST

1952

Ledger Value*

Total

i>777>i47-8i

$34,092,980.48

$17,576,55°

$17,684,576.96

$17,468,032.35

$ 2,920,000

$ 2,922,676.84

$ 2,918,773.60

$3

Face

Bonds
U.

S.

Market Value

Amount

Government

Ccfs. of Indebtedness

%s due 2-15-53
Treasury Notes
1V4S due 12-15-55
Treasury Bonds
2s due 9-15-53/51
2s due 12-15-54/52
2 'As due 3-15-58/56
2lAs due 9-15-59/56
2%s due 3-15-59/57
2 14 s due 6-15-62/59
2 14 s due 12-15-62/59
2 14 s due 6-15-69/64
Savings Bonds
214s due 5-1-53
214s due 4-1-54
2 14 s due 8-1-54
214s due 9-1-55
2 14s due 1-1-56
2 14s due 5-1-57
2 14s due 2-1-58
2 14s due 1-1-59
214s due 3-1-59
2 14s due 1-1-60
2 14s due 4-1-61
2 14s due 1-1-62
Public Utility
i

The

Bell

500,000

494,531.25

950,000
750,000
573,000
500,000
550,000
500,000

95!,

1,700,000

550,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

553.82

493,280.00
949,411.00

750,000.00
589,445.69
514,106.96

746,482.50
574,432.50
493,750.00

55I,375-00

547, 937-5°
488,280.00

506,699.84
I,733,723-°0
532,812.50

1,658,571.00
535,562.5°

50,000.00

49,300.00

50,000.00

48,950.00

50,000.00

100,000

100,000.00

48,950.00
97,000.00

100,000

100,000.00

97,000.00

100,000
100,000

100,000.00

96,100.00
95,800.00

36,000

100,000.00
36,000.00

64,000

64,000.00

60,736.00
94,700.00

100,000

100,000.00
100,000.00

100,000

ioo,0oo.oo

100,000

115,264.37

100,000

34,272.00

95,100.00
95,600.00

Telephone Company

of Pennsylvania
5s due 10-1-60/57

'

1

10,625.00
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Bonds
Detroit Edison Company
3 '/4 s due 8-1-59

Amount

Face

$

1951-52

480,000

Ledger

$

Value* Market Value

480,000.00

$

479,280.00

New England Telephone
& Telegraph Company
454s due 5-1-61

250,000

282,87748

273437-5°

25,000

25,178.92

15,000

15,017.80

24>754-75
14,712.30

Railroad
Chesapeake& Ohio Railway Co.
Equipment Trust
iVsS due 8-1-54

%s due 10-15-54
2 54s due 2-1-55
1 Vas due 7-15-55
2 54s due 8-1-55
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
1 Vss due 10-1-53
1 %s due 10-1-54
1 %s due 4-1-55
Great Northern Railway
2%s due 3-1-54
2s due 2-1-57
2s due 6-1-58
2%s due 10-1-58
Louisville& Nashville
Railroad Company
3.20s due 1957-66
New York, Chicago & St. Louis
1 Vss due
1-1-53
1 y$s due 2-15-54
1

1

1

130,000
85,000
130,000

95,000
1

1

1

5,000

15,000

1

84,519.38

128,224.20
82,577.5°

1.30

127,601.50

3

1

,00

13 1,01

1

.95

95»377-<5i
115,479.85
1

1

5,409.02

94458.5°
1

13,23245

1

12,639.05

15,000

15,208.96

I4i937-75

75,000
75,000
225,000

75’573-54
75,414.00

7L535-75

224,994.57

223,278-75

208,800

208,800.00

205459.2°

5,000

5,015.96

70,978.50

4,965-95
-70

35>000

34,9! 2.50

34,53!

100,000

99,335.16

98,650.00

100,000

101,339.24

99,625.00

2-1-53

10,000

10,093.90

9,975.00

254s due 5-1-54
2s due 8-1-54

10,000

10,081.16

9,917.50

10,000

10,047.64

9,878.70

10,000

10,131.15

9,912.00

195,000

195,706.32

100,000

100,342.00

250,000

253>004-72

255,000.00

468,000

459,225.00

466,916.00

100,000

100,954.18

100,125.00

2,500,000.00

2,500,000.00

100,947.00

100,000.00

Northern Pacific
zYaS due 3-30-57
Pennsylvania Railroad
2^2$ due 5-1-54
Southern Pacific
2

%s due

z'/aS

1

due 10-1-54

Texas & Pacific
1 Vas due
1-1-53
1

193,

393.20

Western Maryland
3s due 7-1-57

99,721.00

Other Corporate

Aluminum Company of America
3 54s due 2-1-64
AssociatesInvestment Company
Due 10-21-52
Celanese Corporation of America
3s due 10-1-65
Kellogg Company

!4s due 12-1-61
Koppers Company
3

3s due 10-1-64

2,500,000

100,000

SECURITIES
Bonds
The National Supply Company
2}As due 6-1-67

Face

$

H9

HOLDINGS
Amount

Ledger

100,000

S

Value* Market Value

98,000.00

$

97,000.00

Peabody Coal Company
4'/2S due 4-15-72
Peoples Gas Light
& Coke Company
3s due 8-1-56

100,000

102,712.50

102,500.00

500,000

506,055.36

502,450.00

Miscellaneous
Battle Creek Health

&

Recreation Assn., Inc.
3s due 7-1-53

1,750.00

1,750.00

19.52

102,750.00

100,000

98,875.00

101,250.00

100,000

97, 875.

oo

100,000.00

L75°

Foreign:Canadian Government
Third Victory Loan
Series L-2
3s due 1-1-56/53
1

100,000

100,1

Fourth Victory Loan
Series

L-4

3s due 5-1-57/54
Fifth Victory Loan
Series L-7
3s due 1-1-59/56

Number
of Shares

Stocks

Common

S14, 092,

570.85 $16,624,948.13

Stocks

Abbott Laboratories

2,700

Aluminum Company of America

1,850

Atlas Properties, Incorporated
Central IllinoisLight Company

3,000

Consumers Power Company

CommonwealthEdison Company

5,5°°
3,000

4,000

Eastman Kodak Company
Eaton ManufacturingCompany
General Electric Company
General Motors Corporation

Goodrich Company
W. T. Grant Company
Guaranty Trust Company of New York
Gulf Oil Company
Harris Trust & Savings Bank
Hazel-Atlas Glass Company
Humble Oil & Refining Company
IllinoisBrick Company

145,388.19
148,059.90

500

Continental Oil Co. of Delaware
Com Products Refining Co.
Dow Chemical Company
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co.

B. F.

$

$

132,975.00
153,550.00

5,000.00
1

1

1,857.58

16.17
91,134.08

199,1

1.
1

oof

17,750.00

203,500.00
102,000.00
254,000.00

L575

65,876.59
99,662.99

2,060

69438.18

109,265.63
249,260.00

2,000

67,385.50

US'S00-00

3>336
2,826

76>i47-34
30,774.22

150,120.00
112,333.50

3,5o°

129,72148

220,937.50

3,000

71, 625.33

1,5°°
3,800

100,454.75

180,750.00
102,000.00
18,275.00

1

1,600

74>333-°7
169,523.29
86,508.61

600

194,000.50

2,000
2,400

43,556-72
40,297.37

195,000.00
43,500.00

2,000

21,575.00

605

185,735.00
83,200.00

184,800.00
2

2,000.00
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Number
Shares Ledger

Stocks

Common Stocks

of
(

Value** Market

Value

Cont'd.)

IndianapolisPower & Light Company
Inland Steel Company
InterlakenLand Company
Inti. Business MachinesCorp.
InternationalHarvester Company
InternationalPaper Company

Kennecott Copper Corporation
Link Belt Company
Lone Star Gas Company
MinnesotaMining & Mfg. Co.
Monsanto ChemicalCompany
National Bank of Detroit
National City Bank of New York
National Lead Company
National Steel Corporation
New York State Electric& Gas Corp.
J. C. Penny Company
Peoples Gas, Light & Coke Co.
Chas. Pfizer & Company, Inc.
PittsburghPlate Glass Company
Procter & Gamble Company
Public Service Company or Colorado
G. D. Searle & Company
Security First Nat’l Bank, Los Angeles
Standard Oil Company of California
Standard Oil Company of Indiana
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
Texas Company
Union Carbide & Carbon Corporation
Union Steam Pump Company
United Fruit Company
United Gas Corporation
United States Gypsum Company
West Virginia Pulp & Paper Company
W eyerhaeuscr Timber Company
F.

1951-52

W. Wool worth Company

6,285
2,700

S

232,931.54

245,115.00
120,825.00

1,250.00

25
1,064

2,500.00
229,026.00

47,09177
92,217.39

3,000
1,600
2,500

$

109,769.63

1

99,000.00
80,800.00

75,617.93
34,759.28

197,500.00

1,600

45,3i5-U

74,200.00

7,000

184,480.75

188,125.00

2,500

104,687.50
103,196.15

3,100

4,600
4,

mo

6,450

207,550-00
176,149.95

103,125.00
282,100.00
204,700.00
201,412.50

3,000

39,554.00
101,744.57

6,600
2,000

2I°,293-33
53,022.23

230,175.00

1,500

198,491.84

213,000.00

2,150

77>259-54

75787-50

3,200
1,700

90455.68
5

158,800.00
1,987.50

79871

209450.00

7,100
4,000
2,100

74,3
205,

7

2

-2

81,838.03

199,950.00
139,500.00
135,750.00

1

2

1

1

8,oco.oo

600

190,775.00
30,587.05

3,000

84,881.88

34,500.00
241,875.00

3»I75

56,9! 3-27
117,856.97

247,650.00
273,675.00

1.82

228,812.50
43,792.00

4,920
3,5o°

80,01

1,904

38,080.00

2,500

83,190.82

8,000

159,82645

1,000

78,058.85

2,000

99,

2

2 1.

36

196,350.00

i58437.5°
215,000.00
1

18,750.00

162,000.00

2,000

75,600.00

2,000

104,436.00

87,000.00

90,145

8,203,847.28

7,662,325.00

1

37,500.00

Preferred Stock

Kellogg Company
Notes to Appendix IV

* Ledger values represent estimated value at dates of receipt from donors or cost to
the Foundation, less amortization of premiums,except that Kellogg Company preferred
stock is stated as follows:

SECURITIES

HOLDINGS

77,350 shares at estimatedvalue at date of receipt

as a distributionfrom

W.

K. Kellogg FoundationTrust

$7,541,625.00

12,795 shares at value allocated to this stock,
based on estimatedvalue of common stock (on

which it was

issued as a stock dividend) at

date of receiptof such

common

stock from donor

662,222.28
$8,203,847.28

fNominal value

AUDITORS STATEMENT

To
W.

the Board of Trustees
K. Kellogg Foundation
In our opinion the accompanying balance sheet and statement of securities

present fairly the combined financial position of w. k. Kellogg foundationand

W.

K. Kellogg Foundation Trust at August 31, 1952 (on a cash basis except for

appropriationsfor future expendituresand amortizationof bond premiums) in
accordance with generally accepted principles of institutionalaccounting applied
on a oasis consistent with that of the preceding year. Assets of

W.

K. Kellogg

Foundation Trust are included on the basis of statementsfurnishedus by Harris
Trust & Savings Bank, the corporatetrustee. Our examination of such statements

was made

in accordance with generallyaccepted auditing standardsand accord-

ingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing
procedures as we considerednecessary in the circumstances.Also, in our opinion,
the accompanying statement of expenditures presents fairly the expenditures

made by w.

k.

Kellogg foundation for programs and projects, and administration

expenses, during the year ended

August 31,

1952.

Price Waterhouse & Co.
Certified Public Accountants
Detroit,

Michigan

November 11,

19

5

2

PERSONNEL OF THE FOUNDATION
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT AND GENERAL DIRECTOR
Emory W. Morris
VICE PRESIDENT
Glenn A. Cross

SECRETARY AND TREASURER
Bessie Rogers

ASSISTANT

Young

White

SECRETARY

Leonard

ASSISTANT TREASURER
Orville L. DeBolt

BOARD OF TRUSTEES*
1931

Fred Sherriff
Battle Creek,

Michigan

1932

Bessie Rogers Young
Battle Creek, Michigan

*933

Glenn A. Cross

‘933

J935

Battle Creek, Michigan
Henry F. Vaughan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Haven Emerson

New

Y

ork,

1935 W. H. Vanderploeg
Battle Creek, Michigan
1936 Emory W. Morris
Battle Creek, Michigan
1941 W. P. Butler
Battle Creek, Michigan
1943 M. Concannon
Chicago,Illinois

1949 Richard E.

New York

Pritchard

(

honorary )

Chicago,Illinois

1952 fPhilip E. Blackerby, Jr. (honorary)
Battle Creek, Michigan

*Thc years are those in which the member began to serve, whether as trustee or honorarytrustee.
The trustees, excepting the honorary trustees, also constitutethe present membership of the corporation.
+For 1952-53. This honorary (non-voting)trusteeshiprotates annuallyamong the senior staff
members.

U2

STAFF

GENERAL DIRECTOR
Emory W.

Morris, D.D.S., Sc.D.

INTERNATIONAL

DENTISTRY

Benjamin G. Horning, M.D., M.P.H.
Philip E. Blackerby,Jr., D.D.S., M.S.P.H.

Philip E. Blackerby,Jr.,
D.D.S., M.S.P.H.

GENERAL EDUCATION

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Matthew R. Kinde, M.D.

Hugh

B. Masters, Ph.D.
Robert G. VanDuyn, Ph.D.

Herbert H. Hasson, B.S.

NURSING

HOSPITALS
Andrew

Pattullo,M.B.A.

Mildred L. Tuttle, M.A., M.S.; R.N.

Amy

E. Viglione, B.S.;

CONTROLLER
Neva M. Kagamaster

OFFICE

MANAGER

Leonard White, B.A.

LIBRARIAN
Dorothy

Christianson, B.S.

PUBLICATIONS
D. L. Harley, A.M., B.Litt.

153

R.N.

PHOTOGRAPHERS CREDITS

Page

vi Moffett, Chicago
42 West
47

Studios, Kalamazoo

Jesse E.

Hartman, Philadelphia

49 Gey, INCAP
51 Gey, INCAP
69 Manny Warman, Columbia

96
1

Gey,

University

INCAP

13 Department

of Information Service, Michigan State College

122 Agrafilms,Inc.
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